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proved such at Gaines Hill) with Burnside
whipped and driven hack on the left, no won-

JOHN T. GILMAN,,
EdltorB'
JOSEPH B. HALL, S

der McClellan granted a truce; and no wonder if he felt relived when the morning dis1* published at No. 82$ EXCHANGE STREET,
covered Lee on the other side of the Potomac.
in FOX BLOCK, by
People may sneer at this tight and hlamo
the federal commander for not gaining a more
PORTER, GILMAN and HALL,
substantial victory; but history must tell that
Under the firm name of
with a hastily organized army—organized out
N. A. FOSTER A CO.
of the beaten columns of Pope, and the discouraged fragments of his own peninsula arTerras:
my—he made a long and, say what yon will, a
The Portland Daily Prkrr is published every
hurried march through* Maryland, dispersed
morning, (Sundays excepted), at 96,00per year in adthe enemy at South Mountain, and met the
vance, to which will be added twenty-five cents for
combined Southern army at Anlietam, includeach three months’ delay, and if not paid at the end
ing .Jackson with his 40,UdO victorious and,
of the year the paper will be discontinued.
xetf-belierinij, invincible men, flushed with
their success at Harper’s Ferry, and the ease
Single copies three cents.
with which they had lieaten a greater army a
Hates oC Advertising:
few weeks before ou the plains of Manassas,
and defeated them, and drove them from the
Transient Advertisements, 81.00 per square,
for three insertions or less; exceeding three, and not
loyal State of Maryland. McClellan might
have done more; aye, and he might have done
more than one week, 81.25 per square; 76 cents per
less by attempting more, which is a consideraweek after. One square every other day one week,
tion
never entering into criticisms of his cam81.00; 60 cents per week after.
paign by the gambling war critics. But McExhibitions, Ac., under head of Amusements,
Clellan is not a gambler, nor a fatalist.
Dash
i^LOO per square per week.
is a good thing in its place; but, In the end, it
Special Notices, 81.60 per square for first week,
is no match for Prudence. Napoleon Jx>lieved
81.00 per week after.
in dash; the only man who could, and did,
Business Notices, in reading columns, 12 cents
lieat him, was noted for his caution and pruper line for cue insertion. No charge lees than fifty
dence. However, 1 do not propose a defence
cents.
of Gen. McClellan personally. I believe his
Legal Notices at usual rates.
style of conducting a campaign the only one
Advertisements inserted in the Maine State
A hap-haznrd concertain to be successful.
Tress (which has a large circulation in every part of
duct of affairs might do if up for us; hut there
the State) for 88 cents per square in addition to the
is
is as likely to fachance—and
chance
egain
vor sinner as saint.
above rates fbr each insertion.
It is safe to say that nine
tenths of the army had faith in McClellan, and
Transient advertisement* must be paid for in adregarded his removal with sorrow, not only
vance.
lieeause it savored of injustice, but because
rhey thought it would interfere with the camCF All communications intended for the paper
should be directed to the “Editors qf the Press,” and
paign just commenced. But now that it is
done, having confidence in the powers that bfe
those of a business character to the Publishers.
no one thinks of murmuring.
Gen. Burnside
ty The Portland Daily and Maine State
is a universal favorite, a skilfull and cautious
Press Office, in Fox Block, No. 82$ Exchange
the
confidence
of the
and
general,
possesses
Street, it open at all hours during the day and evearmy in a degree second to none save our forning, from 7 o’clock in the morning to 9 in the
mer chief.
The army has all confidence in
evening.
him, and he will bring out its fighting qualities
when the time comes, to its utmost extent.—
IF Job Printteg ef every description executed
With such a commander, if allowed his own
with dispatch; and all business pertaining to the of; time, we must succeed, and
fice or paper promptly transacted on
that, too,ere long.
application as
If I mistake not, this army will not winter on
rbove
the Rappahannock.
Our boys have been busy at work for the
past week, in fitting up tents, fire-floors, etc.,
but they have their labor for their pains, for
orders have just come in to have three days’
(Correspondence of the Press.]
rations issued, and lie ready to march at six
o’clock, A. M. This looks like work, and I
Front the 5th Maluc Regiment.
must needs hang up my pen, no doubt to your
Camp near Strafford Court House, I
great relief. Now lor Richmond! or -!
Vo., Dec. 3,1862.
i
But,softly, this may be only “a change of base.”
Months have been numbered with the past,
As Artemas Ward would say: things is onsarsince I last wrote you from nut the smoke and
tain on the military checkerboard—and Freddust of Antictam's bloody field—and we are
ericksburg is not ours, albeit it is thought that
again in Virginia, striving for the capture of the women and children have evacuated the
Richmond. Our regiment, then, was completelimits thereof. But is Sumner really a “bull
ly worn down by incessant marching, hard in a china shop.” as brave Phil. Kearney once
and
lack
of
food
and
raiment.
fighting,
proper
styled him ? (>r is he a bull that cant get into
Now it is in good fightiug trim, refreshed, inFredericksburg? We shall see. Ellery.
vigorated and well clothed. At no time since
its organization has our regiment been in better health or under better discipline. It is not
strong in numbers—having less than 400 fighting men; but they are tried and proved soldiers, inured to hardships and well accustomed to camp life.
They know how to make
ranch out of little, which, in the army, is not
so much of a paradox as it would
appear to
the uninitiated.
We have now our full complement of field
and staff officers. Col. Scatnman makes a very
efficient and popular commander. He has the
confidence aud respect of all under him. and
we know that he can fight. He isnofa Fourth
of July soldier.
I am sorry, to say, we have too many of that
stamp in the “Army of the Potomac.-’ Col.
L
Scammau is fortunate in having a fighting Adjutant, one thoroughly posted in his duties, always prompt, and every inch a soldier. The
boys almost idolize him. And it seems he is
AND
appreciated at home, judging by the beautiful
present he has just received from his friends in
Portland, consisting of a full set'of equipments,
sabre, sash, belt, spurs, etc. The sabre Is a
very fine one, of finished workmanship, and upon the scabbard are these words: “Presented
Rev C. A BUCK BEE.
to Adjl. Geo. W. Bickuell,hy his fricuds.” The
A*»*$(a>u Treasur y Amviran Bible Union, If. Y. Ciy.
writes: “I very cheerfully add my testimony to
presents have been well earned, for when there
that of numerous friend < to the great value of Mrs.
is any fighting “Bick.” is sure to be “counted
8.
A Allen s World s Hair Restorer and Zylobalsain.” Lt. Col. Edwards is always on hand.
mum
Apparently lie possesses a charmed life, for Rev WM CUTTER, N Y City: “My hair is changed
■either the bullets nor the swamp fevers of
to its natural color, and growing on bald spot."
Rev J. H CORNELL. N Y. City: "I procured it
tbe Chickahominy molest him, and he has givfora relative. The falling of the hair stopped, and
en them ample opportunity.
Without aspirirrestored it from being grey to its natural and beauing to the “pomp and cirruinstance,” lie never
tiful color."
fails when the realities of war are upon us. Rev. J. WEST, Brooklyn, L I “I will testify to
their value in the m »st liberal sense. They have
He, too, is not one of the aforementioned
restored my hair where it was bald, and, where
“Fourth of July” soldiers. Our new Major,
grey, to its original color
Millett, is winning golden opinions, and will, 1
REV. A. WEBSTER, Button. Mass
"I have used
them with great effect. 1 am now neither bald
doubt not, make his mark when opportunity
nor grey.
My hair was dry and brittle; it is now
offers. Many promotions have recently occur•oft ox in youth."
red among the line officers, and quite a numRiv. H V. DEiiE \\ Boston, Mats
That they prober of deserving Sergeants have been commismote the growth of the hair where baldness Is, I
have the evidence of my own eyes."
sioned. We have also lost some good officers
by resignation, among them Capt. A. P. HarBold by Druggists throughout the World
ris, a brave and skilful officer, whose absence
PRINCIPAL SALES OFFICE,
U much regretted. Our surgical department
is in good hands. Drs. Buxton and Warreu
\
are fully alive to the needs of our sick, who
are few, thanks to their attentions.
They are
also ably assisted by our young and handsome
hospital steward, W. F. Noyes of Biddeford.
The spiritual requirements of our regiment,
are well attended to
by our able Chaplain,Rev.
Mr. Adams of Gorham. Unlike most of his
rank, he is always at his post, zealous and
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GREAT EXCITEMENT
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BLRLEIGR S,

GOODS,

_

AKMY

For

UNIFORMS,

officers, made to order, from the best material,
dispatch, and at low prices.

EXCHANGE

Portland, Aug. 6,1802.

Of every
to fit.

description,

made to order and warrantee !

IF

^N"o. 51 Fore Street,

The largest and best selected stock of

j

CLOTHING,

READY-MADE

AND-

as

KT ew

quantity, qnalitv

be sold very low, at wholesale

Buyers will do well
chasing elsewhere, as
rise

or

to look at
it

was

price,

or

and

CHAI. V. CBOaXAM.

stoek before purbought before the great

DOLE

Commission

DURAN’S

ANDREW T. DOLE.

ALSO OH HAND

BOLT

ROPE

!

For sale by

LE

MESURIER

&

No. Ill
Resilience

UNDERTAKER,
Eichange Street, Portland,

rear of 411
on hand

stantly

COFFINS

Congress Street, keens

con-

all the various kinds of

AND

Now*

in

CASKETS,
Use,

And will make o order anything of this kind that
may be ordereo, «t short notice, from the cheapest to
the very best. By giving my strict and unaivided
attention to the manufacturing, lining and trimming
of the above, 1 cau furnish them cheaper than any
one else.
JAMES P. SLEEPER.
Aug. 6. 1862.

place iu

Importers

Foreign

and

A

OO.,

Wholesale Dealers in

and Domestic

Dry Goods,

ST it AM AND

Nos. 54 and 56 Middle Street, Portland.

Of every description, including Taylor'8 Self*
Supporting Drawer, the best kind ever made.
All orders for Repairing Furniture, Varnishing, Upholstering, Chair Seating, (.lazing, Ac.,
promptly attended to.
juISltf

(Jeo. W. Woodman,
Seth B. Mersey,

Woodman,

Alfred

aug20d&wtf

Done in the best

BOOTS,
W.

W.

returned from the Army, again tenders
his professional services to the people of Portland and vicinity.
His experience—while absent—in PRACTICAL
SUROEn V, warrants him iu calling attention to
this branch.
Residence and Office—71 Free Street.
nov 21 dtf

Western

HAVING

November 1—in

Capital Stock, all paid
Surplus over Capital,

A. W. BANFIELD,

!

AND DEALER IN

FANCY

GERMAN,

GOODS,

;

Assets, as follows, tiz
Hank Stocks—market value,
Railroad aud Gas Stocks,
Loans on mortgages of Real Estate, valued at over $3UO.OOO,
Loans, ou Bank and other stocks,
Cash on hand aud in hands of Agents,
Other investments aud accrued interest,
Personal property,

Pocket and Table Cutlery,

Liabilities.

CLOCKS, WATCHES AND JEWELRY,

i

STATIONERY, TOYS, Ac.,
2fl and 30

j

/cdisox
P

I

J. N.

Federal and 106 Congress Streets,

w. banfield

J. J orrhtall
June 23.

can

Ilositon.

t

SniP

j

I

6239,761 19

and other good property, insured on favorable terms.
First ('lass Dwellings in the city, or country villages, and Farm property taken’for one, three or
jirc years, at LOWEST It A TF.S.

W. D. LITTLE, General

;

Office
dcc2

...

eod3w&w24

|

Agent.

3i Exchange Street.

can

AllU

prepared
as

well

as

occupied by him, (129

FOB SALE BY

to furnish Mr. Gowell's
their owu friends and

floods: call

and

AND DEALERS IN

F. A.

see

stoves,

before
ocl8

A

-ALSO.

JOHN BOND.

SURGE OX

Twenty
experience, and
AFTER
experiment,*! have at last found the
Years’

No. 8

years ol

Artificial Teeth inserted
canite base.
3md& woe

and

it. And say forther, that if any one buys mv
Dye, and alter trying, does not like it, I will reftitid

J.

pathizer.

Agents

can

be

supplied

at

wholesale

flnnl

prices by ad-

JOHN M. TODD, Portland, Me.

JET Itepairing aud Tuning promptly

' ally attended to.

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

141 Middle

<£rx

FLUID, KEROSENE OIL, &c.,
Jul29dAwly

PORTLAND. ME

Block,

and person-

j

Hon.

Joseph

B. Hall.
Sec’v of State,
lion. Nathan Dane,
State Treasurer.

wly7

fools,

L. J. CROSS,

BRIGS, DVR STIFFS, GLASS WARE,

Thoma.

Hon. Lot M. Morrill.
U S. Senate,
Hon. James G Blaine,
sep‘Judi ** 14tl

more

Street.

Portland. Me.

;

Pauls,

Ladies’

Vests, Jackets,

Riding

N. IL—All work being promptly and
personally attended to, is warranted to give
thorough satisfaction

Je28tf

A. D. REEVES,
98

EXCHANGE

Portland. August 6. 1M8.

IX SALEM, MASS.,
On the first dav of November, being the date of its
exhibit next preceding Dec. 1, 1863.
Amount of Capital Stock.8667,748 48
Consisting of Notes and Statute Liabilities, 419,131 61
as

follows,

vie:

Investments iu Mortgages,
846,872
Bank Stock.
41.906
Railroad Bonds and Stocks.
12.520
U. States.State and City Bonds, 19,961
Loans on collateral aud notes
6.642
receivable,
Rea) Estate.
2.415
('ash on hand,
6.587
906
Balances iu hands of Agents,
Interest earned and sundry assets, 2,906
Amount at
Ajsouht

49
17
49
41
99

9139.636 87

8657,748 48

Risk,

or

87
98
38
09

Liabilities,

810.673.298 21
(othf. than amount al

risk,) viz:
Claims for Losses.
83.100 00
There are no other liabilities, unless of
rendered for expenses.

bills not

AUGUSTUS STORY. President.

THOS. II. JOHNSON,Secretary
lyThis Company is paving a dividend of 96 per
cent, on yearly, ami 33 1-3 percent on three and
five year Policies, at their expiratiou

ELIPHALET WEBSTER, Agent,
No. 102 1-2 Fore St., Portland.
deed

d3w

MISSOURI LAND COMPANY have purchased from the Hannibal ft St. Joseph Railroad
Company a large tract of land in Northern Missouri,
adjoining the flourishing town of Hamilton, Caldwell
County, for ffcrming and manufacturing purposes,
and have divided their property into lots and farms.
They are oflered to subscribers in shares of 830 each.
Maps, with Bill information, cau be had by calling on

THE

EDWARD SHAW, Agent,

Habits, &c.,

Cut, made aud trimmed by

Watch-Maker,

—o»-

HOMESTEADS FOR $20.

REFERENCES:

•

CONDITION

T II E

Augusta, Me.

(Office No. 9 State House )

Manufacturer,

received
first premiums
for best instruments than auy other maker in
NIL—J.
the State.

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

or

8ET1I E. DEED)

—__

D. C. has

Pensions,

aud—

135J MID.’ LE STREET.

JOHN W. PERKINS A CO.,

8(1 Commercial Street,

Gold, Silver and Vul-

MELODEON
—

U S. service.

dying

Procured for widows or children of Officers and Soldiers who have died while iu the service of the UuA
ted States.
Prize Money, Pensions, Bounty and Back Pay co
looted for Seamen and their heirs
Fees, for each Penaion obtained, Five Dollars.
All Claims against the Government will reoe
prompt attention.
Post Office address

CHENEY,

Harmonium

Oct. 23.dAw tf.

---

D.

Soldiers

Pensions

Con-rw* Sired,

on

or

disabled bv sickness contracted while in the service
of the United Stales, iti the iiue of duty.

OPP. OLD CITY HAM,,-PORTLAND, ME.

Dyo!
boldly,

Clapp’s Black,

J. W. MI NCER, A vent.

Cash Assets,

is

Established for Officers and Soldiers, wounded

^Bdentist,

Gray Beards, Attend!

dressing

Hall.

Fa)'. Ac.,

Invalid

t MECHANICAL

property.
three, or

Holyoke Uuttinl Fire Ins. Company

prepared to obtain from the
Uuited States Government, $100Bounty Money,
THE
Back
for heirs of officers
in the

Agency,

UCCO WWW

Pipe.

And Pension*.

9. D. MERRILL.

of the Peace.

Statement

Bounty Honey, Bark Pay,
un<lcr*i)f!icd

Sworn to before me.
Geo. Walker, Justice

Office of the Portland

OF

WAR CLAIM AGENCY.

aug4dly

•.•Particular attention paid to procuring Freights,
and purchasing Cargoes and Charters for vessels.
d&wtim7
August 2, Hn2

I say it

GOODS,

IT All kinds of TIN and SHEET IRON WORK
done to order, at short notice.
no*20

set
up iu the best manner.
All orders in city or country personally attended to
I. D. MERRILL.

$890,581 83 390,581 98
Ter Contra:
All outstanding Claims,
827,904 01
No other liabilities to Batiks or Individ*
uals except Office Expense*.
Amount at risk, Nov. 1. 1962,
$20,589,587 28
Amount necessary to re-insure the above,
*4.986 42
WM. CONNER, Jb Secretary.
lSigned]
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, (
J
County of Hampden, ns.

AGENT FOR-

Lancaster

9100

A® FOLLOWS

YW~ Policies issued on Real and I
onal
Risks taken on Dwelling Houses for cue,
five years, very low.

undbh

Water Closets, Vrinals, Force and Suction Pumps,
Bath Boilers, Wash Bowls, Silver Plated f Brass
Cocks, <\f all kinds constantly on hand.
IJT All kinds of fixtures for hot aud cold water

Long Wh9f,

I

4200.000 00
190,631 S3
-*390.631 93

paid up,

IOi MIDDLE STREET.

Assortment of

The Vetrified Water and Drain

PORTLAND, ME.
Q. Twitchell. jul31dtiin Js'a P. Chftmplln.

all

Cash.
5,935 93
Cash ill hands of Agents in course
of transmission,
16.372 32
815,400 L'.S. 7.30 Treasury Notes, 16.016 U0
$10,000 U. S 6 p«*r ceut. Certiticate* of Indebted ue»*.
10,00000
$6,000 C. S. 6 per cent. Coupon
Bonds. 1881,
5.200 00
Real Estate owned by the Company, unincumbered.
33,820 69
Loans on Mortgages of Real Estate.witliin the Common wealth
of Massachusetts.
80.473 59
1207 shares Bank stocks, as per
schedule.
124.206 50
638 shares Railroad Stocks.
75.750 (0
Railroad Bonds.
7,560 00
Loans ou Peisoual and Collateral
?.*42
fQ
Security.
All other Securities.
6.864 18

Registers, Ventilators, dec.

AND DEALERS IN

FLOUB AND PROVISIONS,
Commercial St., opp. Thomas Block,

JOSEPH HALB.

Hair in the world.

Complete

HOUSE FURNISHING

DR. C. H. OSGOOD.

coloring

ranges,

Insurance C*.

SPRINGFIELD. MASS.,

On tb* Flrit day of November, 1532. in conformity
with the Law® of the State of Maine.

Stove Co.

—

Portland, Me.

For

ar*row

ALSO.

■

Merchants,

OF

(Signed)

Jt urnaces ana

From the celebrated 11

No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Me.

MOULTON'S BLOCK,

Boat

HOWARD,

—DKALKR IX—

PLUMBERS,

and Cabin Stores,

TKATON,

STOVE

that it can be used separately for
roasting, or
removal of a simple plate) in connection with
the larger oven for baking.
Wherever these stoves have been used, they have
given universal satisfaction.

LOW PRICKS a* the same quality and
bo purchased, at any other place'in the
show
elsewhere.

Springfield

;

TIGHT

THK-

Fire and Marine

AMKTa

ranged
(by the

I. D. TIER KILL A CO„

merchants,

England.

ocAoUliAoLt UUUUb,

Coinniission

85

the money on returning me the bottle with one halt
its contents
I do not wish to sell it to any rebel, or rebel sym-

Sworn to before me,
Sam'l E. IIowk, Justice of the Peace.

Street,

TWITCHELL A CHAMPLIN,

Co.)

STREET,

mean

hold Furniture,

BY

tailed to pay his monthly bills. A favorable chance
is thus offered to any one who may wish to
engage in
the business, or to enlarge bis present “route.’*
uov!2eodtf

21.633 69
3.498 00
1,696 47

$9,994 00
ENSIGN II. KELLOGG, President.
DUNHAM, Secretary.
Pittsfield, Nov. 1, 1862.

wijr

IIiIK Houle Tor Walt*.
inquiry at this office, or No. 02 Exchange St.,
one can hear of a chance to
buy a “MILK
I ROUTE," in which there is not a customer who has

122,7G9 82
22,916 71

are

city.
ir No trouble to

BROKERS, CHANDLERS

Ship

Stores, Merchandize, Dwellings, House-

be found at the above place.

Shaw k

MIDDLE

Commission

of Maine.

losses adjusted and due—None.
**
$2,694 00
unadjusted,
7,300 00
reported and not due,

YANKEE NOTIONS.

j

88

Corner Commercial St. and

$49,292 60
17,966 Ou

and at AS

»t\le

RUBBERS.

YEATON A HALE.

Ins. Co.,

6150,000 00
689,761 19

HLW

John

JOHN

up,

j

manner.

generally

THE-

FITTSFIELD, MASS
compliance with the laws

Middle Street,)

As usual,keeps constantly supplied with fresh
and fashionable BOOTS and SHOES, in every variety and style for gentlemen’s and laf
^^^dies wear, and iiivite all his old customers
and the public
to give them a call whenever they desire to replenish their “understandings.”
'V. W. L. is agent for the Leavitt and Wilcox
k Gibbs SEWING-MACHINES, augo—Gind

Charles Bailey

Massachusetts

OF

And taken the store recently
former customers,
the public, with

—or

throughout New

ROASTING AND BAKING.

GO WELL,

» note-

STATEMENT OF THE C0HDITI0H

Company,

stand unrivalled

But the novel—the peculiar feature ot the MODEL
COOK—that which distinguishes it from all others—
is the addition of a Ventilated Roasting Oven withii
the body of the stove and iu front of the dre; so ar-

LOTIIKOP,

(Formerly E.
No.

SON,

stock of

B.

S.

»dAwtf

Capital Stock,
Surplus,

we mean a stove so perfectly fitted as to
place the
draft of the stove eutirelv within the control of the
person using it; enabling him to preserve cither a
wood or coal tire for
many hours, by simply closing
the draft slide, thus securiug great economy In time,
and iu cost of fuel, as well as avoiding the dust consequent upon rekindling.

Would inform the pubiic that having purchased the

FITTING,

SHOES &

A

Castings

AIR

GOODS,

120 Middle

purchasing

CONDENSED STATEMENT
PERKY

LOVELL

DRY

Works a Union St., and 233 & 235 Fore St.,
PORTLAND. ME.
jnUdtf

—

-OF

GAS

and

Foreign and Domestic

MANUFACTURER OF

1AVIFACTIRERS AND JOBBERS OP CLOTHING,

SHOW-CASES, DESKS, AND DRAWER-WORK

€.

Corner Exchange k Federal Streets.

AND EVERY DESCRIPTION OP MACHINERY,

Fl'KNISHING

Work

—DEALERS IS—

J. L. WINSLOW, Agent,

ripcsauu' onnecuons,
salt- or Retail.

Soap Stone,

PORTLAND, ME.

jc23tf

Joof

PUBLIC.

The senior partner of the Cutnpanv. whose
experiI enceoi nearly a quarter of a
century iu the Stove
; Manufacture, says—that by an

Cerarr of Pearl and Federal Sla««

H.

vaivca,

to receive order* for

Free Stone,

LORIXG’S DRUG STORE.

oiciui

Barstow Stove

Grindstone*.

equal.

novl7

Work.

Marble Chimney Piece*.* Monumental

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,
JAMES P. SLEEPER,

prepared

Fire and Mnriu.- Ins. Co.,
Of Providence.
Prefect Security, which ought always to be the
first consideration in effecting insurance, is here offered to the public, at the lowest rates »f premium
adopted by souml and responsible companies.
Office in “Boyd's Building,’’opposite Poet Office.

dbwtf

TO THE

--

Equitable

Stoves,

OFFERED

Fire Insurance Company,
Cush <apital and Snrpln®, 4312,000.

Relief Fire Insurance Company.
Ca»U Capital and Surplus. 4 SO,000.

Of New York.

Manufactured by the

THOMPSON,

K.

Marble,

mending

C3T* Only 25 Cents per Bottle, at

WOODMAN, TRUE

AND

Oil—for

It i. luvalu.ble for soloing or patching Boot, and
Shoes, and for cementing Leather Belting it has no

on

Oct. 11—6m

Cement,
or

FURS ITU}IF. IVORY, ROSE, (ROCKERY,
GLASS AND EARTHEN II ARE.

CHAMPION,

St. Peter Street,QUEBEC.
hand, and orders taken by
J. T. PATTEN A CO.,
Front Street, Bath.

Cp-Samples

Insolvsble in Water

CORDAGE, &C.,

|

EVES

Whose

J.

Is

Hilton’s

i

do

arble

HENDIXO

Boots anti Shoes.

I XBLEACBEB CA.AV A8, WIT H RED STRIPE.
Of various descriptions.
ALL FROM A O Kos. 1 TOG.

Ju

Cools.

v

eodtf

FOR SOLE1NG OR

(A substitute for Cotton.)

prising

FRANKLIN C VOODT.

June 23.

BLEACIEI FLAX DICK, VITO BLLE STRIPES.

Republic
Of New York.

The greatest of modern improvements in the line of

mat

every

INSURANCE.

WARREN SPARROW,

Steamboat

With Two Ovens,

MANUFACTORY,

and Fashionable Stock of the above arbe found at this establishment, comcrlptiou for a traveling outfit.
d6m
J. R. DURAN.
X). 1&2.

ticle*
ALAK

PORTLAND, Me

Depot.

FIRE

AN AIR TIGHT STOVE

MIDDLE STREET.

No. 165

No. 5 Galt Block Commercial Street,

SAIL CLOTH.

-O. II. B. also manufacture*-

ENGLISH, FRENCH

Carpet-Bags,

FLOUR, CORN AND FR0DU0E,

of the most

one

The Model Cook!

—

AMD WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

dCm

and affords

Pasaadumkeag, June 23.1862.

Trunks! Trunks !
VALISES, P0BTMABTEAU8,

merchants,

see.

tomers. and hopes by strict attention to their wants
to merit • continuance of the patronage which he has
hitherto received.
E. l». MAYO

-at-

JOSIAH BURLEIGH.
Portland. July 22, 1862.

faithfully

-AND

from the

—

THE subscriber would very reepectftillv announce to his numerous friends, and the
public generally, that during the temporary
su-peusion of his business he
F-(compulsory
urnished this well-kuowu house anew, and it
now better than ever
prepared to wait upon his cus-

up in the best manner, and all order* iu town or couutrv
executed. All
kiuds of Jobbing
attended to.
Constantly ou ha ml. Lead Pipes and Sheet Lead,
and Beer Pump* of all kiuds.
julv29dly

MOODY,

A

mti~i

inviting retreats from the dust and turmoil of our
large cities.
The Sagadahoc* is one of the finest, most
spacious, and best appointed Hotels in the State, located

|

arranged

THOU. H. POOR.

rott thi State op Maixi.
Office No. 7 4 Kiddle st.,opposite Post office.
Portland. Oct. 17. ISfS.
n*itsa«

Mayo,
Proprietor.
PA8SADUMKEAG, MAINE.

EVERYami set

promptly

furnished

WARREN SPARROW,

Cr.

and Silver Plated Cocks.

GENERAL

163 Middle Street,

It LAKE'S,

IMPORTER

je24tf

*

our

!

De*cription of Water Fixture for Dwelling Houses, llotels. Public Buildings, Ships, Ac.,

Ac.,

Further information will be
cheerfully
application by mail or otherwise to

on

City of Bath is one of the healthiest
localities on the coast of Maiue—delightfully situated on the Kennebec, twelve miles

within thace minutes walk of the

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER CLOSETS,

selected stock of

dtf

OB*® 7 4
cor* of Eich*®|* It..
Lauding, Poet Office, Custom House. Ac being di! rectiy in the business centre of the City.
PORTLAND, ME.,
Terms Moderate by the Week or
Day.
: Agent of the following Fibst Clam I n®u r*ne« Co'®.
Bath, June 23.1362.
dtf
National Insurance Comp-ny.
Of Bo«ton.
Ca»h Cnpltsl •nr' Surplus »VX1,000.
CENTRAL HOUSE,

dtf

-MAKER OF-

Store !

Drugs, Chemicals, Fancy Goods,

retail, for cash.

1862.

ISSUED A LARDER NUMBER OF LIFE
DURING THE TEAR mi. THAN
ANT OTHER COMPANY IN THE
UNITED STATES.

POLICIES

THE

LEWIS,
Market Square, h'd Preble St.

Warm, Cold and Shower JUiths. Wash Bowls, Brass

dispensary
public.

IT

(ixxxitat. Aoknt

WILLIAM
A. PEARCE,
P L U M B E Rf

And solicit a share of public patronage, trusting
that by furnishing the purest chemicals and best stock
of drugs the market affords, and a careful attention
in the
department, to merit the confidence
of the

will

|

BATH. MAINE.

Photograph,

store, Me* 15 Middle Street,
HAVE
(Fox Block,) and respectfully invite public at*
teutiou to their

goods.

on

or

CROSMAN Ac POOR.
well

Life Policie* not inbject to Forfeiture,

and upon which the premium* cease at the end often
years, whereby under anj, and all cirramtla»n§ th.
money puid cannot he lost, but the original design ot
the assured be utfained. either in whole or in
part la
i exact proportion to the amount of
premium paid.
No better evidence is needed of the
and
prosperity
success of this Company than the
/act shown by th.
recently published official reports, viz; t|,at

SACADAHOCK HOUSE,
Alfred Carr,
Proprietor.

No. 124 Exchange Street, Portland, Mb.

large and

AND TRIMMING GOODS

ROBES FURNISHED TO ORDER.

i

3D rug

pleas-

Conner •««

Bath, June 23,1862.

YOU

Ambrotype

July 14tb,

je23dtf

OCR STOCK OF CLOTHS

Style,

(Successor to P. J. Forristall and Mills A Forristall,

27

taken

Are uulimited in

Portland.

TRASK dr

Sugar Refinery,

to warrant entire sat-

or

M M b

•.•Terms SI per day. Stable

DO

JOHN B. BROW N A SONS,

BURLEIGH’S,

No. 30 UNION STREET.

DR.

Best

EATABLES to

YORK STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

All of which will be sold so
isfaction to the purchaser.

_1

not fail to call at No. 27 Market Square, where
order, Day and Evening.*
they take PERFECT LIKENESSES, and warlie hopes by good attendance to business, and
po- ! rant satisfaction, at
pricer vhich defy competition,
I lite attention to customers, to merit a share of public
1
novH d4w*
j N. B.—Large Ambrotype* only Fifteen Cents.
patronage._

be obtained at-

can

of

Krson#

386, Wahuhiotok St., Bath.

-WANT THE-

Meals served to

Gentlemen's Furnishing Goods,
-Ever offered in Blaine,

variety

Twelve Hundred Thousand Dollars.

HOTEL,

By C. M, PLU

SEEN A T

373 Congress Street,
augldif

Saloon,

a

I

Street

with house.

respectfully inform his friends and the
WOULD
public generally, that he has opened the above

i where may be found
gratify the appetite.

1

dti

BATH

AND

JOSEPH P. TA1XOK

WORK,

LI1B8,

SPECIMEN LIMBS MA Y BE

Exchange

JONATHAN BLISS, Proprietor.
Portland, Aug. 19,1862.
dtt

Sheet Gutta Percha for Splints,
CRUTCHES, FOR SALE.

dly

i

ments he holds out to those whose busine**
ure call them to the “Forest
City.”

-ALSO.-

Burnside Eating Saloon!
CUSTOM

dtf

miraiAtAMBn

ARTIFICIAL

over

TWO MILLIONS AND A QUARTER.

HOTELS.

PALMER’S

STREET,

Comp'y,

It is one of the Oldest, Safest and most Successful
I Life i'ompauie* in the United .States, and affords to
wishing to participate in the benefits of Life
«nranee, advantages not ercelled, and in some innot
spects
equalled by auy other in this country.
Strict Economy—Care in its Risks, and Safe Incest“ELM HOUSE.”
ments, characterize its management.
It is a purely mutual company, all its profits being
THE undersigned respectfully informs the
public that he has leased the above House, | divided among its members annually.
In additiou to all the \arious forms of Whole
on Federal Street, Cortland,
nd invites
the travelling community to call and see it j Lira, Short Term, Endowment and Annuity
he knows "how to keep a hotel.” Clean, ! policies which it issue*#, we invito special attention to
a new feature in Life Insurance introduced
airy rooms, good beds, a well-provided t »ble, attenby this
tive servants and moderate charges are the inducej Company some two years since, vi*: the issuing of

-agent yon-

C

Established in 1845—Net Capital

!

Olotlia,

Apothecary,
egpfc
■FT

Tailor,

...

with

ARE AT-

j

REEVES,

98

53

to

■■

President.’

d6m

Army Regulations.
HAUL L. DAVIS.

full assortment of

a

HARDING.

E. C. HYDE, Secretary.
7

New York Life Insurance

CASETJS U. N\ TACTICSj

BOSTON,

Jameaoil

Mutual Life Insurance.

NEW EDI riON OF

make them up at short notice.'
Call and See,

prepared

■

NAVY

E. K.

Bath, July 3.1862

—

AT No. 98 EXCHANGE STREET.

BY

To be found iu this city, of every description, finish*
ed and trimmed

than at any other

AND

Moim

by

New Works !

selected Stock of

Portland, Sept. 24.1862.

TAILORING ESTABLISHMENT,

MILITARY

well

Military

Portland. Me.
jc23tf

John Patten,
Win Drummond, G. E R Puo»n
Oliver Moses,
ftam’l I Robinson, E. K llardto*
*’
M. F. Gannett, Arthur Sevrall.
J. P
J. II. McLellan, Lewis Blackmer,
I'svid Patton
Jaa. F. Patten, 8. A. Houghton,
a. C.

MEDICINES,

above store

e

Sept. 27.1862.

Ceenmerclnl Siren,

A. D.

large aud

Also

And is

usual.

SHAVE T.

M.

Cloths, Cassimeres and Vestings!

DKALKK8 IS

Clothing-

AND

;

prepared to make insurance on

are

tha
principle, agaiu.nt marine risk*, not exceeding
$10,000 in any One Risk.

REEVES,

YORK
s

And that tbev
mutual

and Families npplied with Medicines and
books. Cases renewed and vials refilled.
J une 24.1862,
eod6m

The Tailor,
NEW

cAPl?ijas;oc,k,,,.r.^^Ltr,,,"y
#200,000

Physicians

Me.

novl tf

HAS JUST RETURNED FROM

—

ALBERT WEBB A CO„

AT BURLEIGH'S.

Street, New-York.

city.

13.

nov3 tf

selling, regardless of Cost,

Is

CASKETS,

the

A.

THE SAOADA110CK HOUSE
FRONT STREET.
*,1', ,Mrector* of the Hath Mutual
*iveuo'^th** ,h*ir

DIRECTORS:

For sale at t'

}
\

PAINE,
HOW,

as

MUTUAL

OFFICE UNDER

Picture-Framing,

GENUINE HOMEOPATHIC

and

WILLIAM C.

and

Done m.itly

CO.,

Wharf..Portland,

Smith’s

HENRY L.

HEAD OF MEKRII.L’S WHARF,

Slimmer*

&

Roofing Slate,
Commercial Street,

275

Opposite

Corn, Flour and Grain,

BEST

cheaper

style
A FRYE,

Messrs. Flost It Frye having leased my Mill and
purchased my stock and trade, I cheerfiilly recommend them to tnv customers.
Portland. Nov.' 1,1862.
W. C. BRADLEY.

EOR SALE AT BURLEIGH’S.

—AND—

And will be sold

and

Corn, Meal, Oats, Rye, Feed,
Ground Rock Salt, Ac.
AMAKIAH FROST,
Portland, Nov. 1,1862.
ADDISON FRYE.

Of every description,

above.J§|

II.

Coal,

With

NILITAR

Book-Binding

-Dealers in-

Wood

Flour,

''

LYNCH.

THOS.

BATH

Marine Insurance Company.

TO Xo. 92 EXCMAXGE STREET,
Next door above the British and American
Express
Office, where he will acc« ininodate all who may t>e in
want of goods in his line, at very low prices.

(Formerly WILLIAM C. HOW A C0.,|

No. lOO Commercial Street,
near Commercial Wharf—-where we shall
keep constantly on hand,

163 Middle Street.

COFFINS

C.

name

BARKEN,

lTpAINE

HENRY

have taken Store

and

D

In tlie I^eatest

PELEO

WORTHY,

removed Ills stock of

BOOKS, STATION KRY, PICTURES,
Pietire PrMM, Paper Hu ita Pton Goodi, it., It,

jt*23dtf

_

Jul30d6m

FROST

Grocers,

Widgery’g Wharf,)

head of

JOHN LYNCH,

have this day associated ourselves together

all.

gaged in prayer In the presence of the regiment at “Dress Parade.”
I would state, for
tlie information of his home friends, and as a
matter for their consideration, that our
Chaplain rides a hard-looking horse, and thereby
presents, while on the march, a more notable
than elegant appearance.
We gather from the tone of some papers,
yours, Messrs. Editors, among others, that
our late seeming
inactivity,—and probably the
present—does not accord with home ideas of
war.
They look upon the time as wasted. It
may be so, but we can't see it. Their criticisms
on military matters, in many things,
appear
absurd to us. The idea of sending green
troops into battle to contend with veterans, is
a foolish one.
And the stake we are contending for is too great to admit of hasty action,
or tlie risk of
desperate chances'. Time must
be had to perfect tlie new troops in drill, or
they are useless. True, the new regiments
fought well at Antietam: but that is explained
on the ground that
they are mixed up with
old troops, and the lightiug was all plain, requiring very little change of direction; and,
besides, in comparison, they were few. No
doubt mistakes have been made, and perhaps
the Potomac army lias lieeu too
glow; yet,
when tlie greatness of the issue Is
weighed, is
It not better to be cautious than rash? Is it
not better to trust to scientific
fighting, though
it be slow, even to hcartsickness and
weariness,
than to risk all upon the turning of a card,
or,
in other words, to the result of chance, as did
at
Napoleon
Marengo? War is not a game
of chance, nor are Generals gamblers; but to
read the criticisms of Northern journalists,
one would think so.
The results of this contest are too momentous to permit of a blind,
headlong policy in its conduct; and the enemy is too powerful, too skilful by far, to hope
that such a chance policy will succeed. Better that a whole year should
pass in preparation, and then go on to victory assured, than
risk the chances of defeat, even though
they
be but as one in ten. Is it not so? If it be
said that delay is crippling our resources, is it
not even more so those of our
enemy ? Intervention by foreign powers may be urged; this
is a bugbear. Our iron-dads are
guaranty
against such an event. Much fault is found
with Gen. McClellan, that be did not
capture
Lee's army at Antietam. Some
military men
have done this. Without
entering into the
question at all, I will set down tlie ipse dixit
of every soldier since the famous “surrounding’ of Jackson by Pope at Groveton, on Manassas Plains.
Tlie capturing of large armies
is played out.
But, if tlie truth was known,
it would appear that our
victory at Antietam
came very near
being a defeat. With Sumner and Hooker used up on the
right and ceilter, and their positions assumed by the exhausted and decimated troops of
Franklin, and
the unreliable reserve
corps of Porter, (they

Exchange Street, Portland.

exchanged.

Has

Portlggnil* Me.

Copartnership Notice.
-0-

L Numerous Certificates \

THB

(Opposite

Hair Mattresses renovated.
Furniture repaired and varnished. Chairs re-caned in an improved manner. Second-hand Furniture bought,

Latest from

8. H. COLES

GRANITE STORES.COMMERCIAL STREET,

Lounges, Bedsteads

^STATIONERY. j _insurance.

BOOKS

AND-

FURNITURE,

NEW RECRUITS WANTED!

NO. *140.

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

IONS, tfc., tfc.

Coftfrwvnwt

Accessible and genial in manner, lie relishes a
good joke even at his own expense. He has,
latterly, at the request of the Colonel, daily en-

'Wholesale

SPRING-BEDS, MATTRESSES, PEW-CUSH-

ZYLOBALSAMUM ?

lor

upholsterer

RALLY TO THE FLAG!

HAIR RESTORER

wora

JOHN LYNCH A CO„

PARK E B,

-AND-

MPOl
»8Vv-^w

feas

T.

Manufacturer of

anrNjESS in

No. 198 Greenwich

BUSINESS CARDS.

UNION FOREVER I

IS THERE

OR

BUSINESS CARDS.
WILL1A Ifl

COMMUNICATIONS.

miuiiui, wnii u sinne anu a Kina

> AIL Y

nne

Tailor,

Old Franti'i Ke-Gilt,

STREET,

dly

K>2 Midl>lk Street, Portlabp.
dtf

And

renewedhy

MORRISON a CO.

s

i
PORTLAND, MAINE

l>ec* 15,

^

-—

The Portland Daily Press has the largest
regular circulation of any daily paper in
the city.
Criticisms

on

Army Movements.

EXOUXU.

page we publish a well-written
article from the “Maine Fifth,” which contains
On

the, first

Two letters from Mr. Adams will sufficiently indicate the disposition of the English gov-

a few points worthy of a brief notice.
These
poiuts,—not made distinctly by the writer, it
is true, but implied by his article,—arc, 1st,
that people at home—not in the field, have no
qualification to pass judgment upon army matters ; 3d, that “green troops” are not fit for
use on the field of battle, and that a long time
—a year—maybe needed in preparation; 3d,
that there has been no needless inactivity in

On the iifith of June our minister
wrote:
There is not so much talk of interventi
m,
or even of mediation in our
affairs, as there
w as some weeks
The
news
of the capago.
ture ol Memphis, and of the
recovery of our
control of the Mississippi, like that of
every
preceding stroke of a decisive character, put
an end for the time to such
agitation. The
impression is growing stronger that all concerted resistance to us will before
long be at
an end.
But there is still an eager belief, that
is fostered by the confederate
emissaries, that
there w ill la* irregular and continuous
opposition to an extent sufficient to make
peace and
reunion impossible. Some are still
supported
by a lingering hope Unit the movements of the
ernment.

the movements of the army ; -till, that inactivity, even to “heart-sickness,” is better than haz-

5th, that lienee, though a long time in
preparing, is sure to win; tilh, that our ironclads are a guarantee against foreign intervention. There are other points, but we will not
occupy space and time in noticing them, further than to say that, the disparaging referard ;

v“vv

Diplomatic Ponrspimileiirc.
Secretary Seward lias introduced a new
practice, eminently democratic, of reporting
to the representatives of the
people in Congress Uie iiody of the diplomatic correspondence of the
year, reserving only dispatches of
minor interest, or of peculiar delicacy. The
correspondence of the past year is exceedingly voluminous, especially that of Great Britain and France. We have room for only a
few suggestive extracts from the mass of historical material, and begin with
The

THE DAILY PRESS.

Monday Morning*

■nMaaniUuMMaau^iSatai

VllltlllWiP

!■< If,...!.

..■

States may

be

soldier, seems to us, to say the least,
quite as violative of good taste as the criticisms

the contest. The war was a
fact, and he had merely taken cognizance of
the fact and proclaimed that Spain wished to
have nothing
nothing. In

to do with

it,

EVE.AJAG

might be expected, a deep interest in our
controversy has prevailed from the beginning.
Mr. Marsh wrote from Turin in January:
In no part of the continent was the
sympathy with the Government of the Union at the
commencement of the rebellion so
strong or
so universal as in
Italy. Although that sympathy is greatly weakened, it is not yet lost;
and l trust that events are near at hand which
will restore its original strength and confirm
this Government in its disposition to show no
favor to our reliellious citizens.

The

Prospect

PAPERS.

PEOGEESS OF THE GEEAT BATTLE.

as

of Peace.

The Rev. J. Graves, who spent three weeks
in New York lately, has published in the Rich-

A BRILLIANT INFANTRY CHARGE.
1

■————

Said of

Gen. Stuart’s Cavalry

on

Dumfries.

Rebels Driven by Gen Franklin—Federal
Troops Rest on the Field.

unknown person was in the vehicle. One of
them asked another, "Did you hear Vallatidigham?” “No!" replied the other indignantly, it would be more creditable to hear Jelf.
Davis himself than that contemptible traitor,
Valeutootinham!’’ Here the stranger started
w"

"IM

«

m

'Lie

IWUR

(HIM

.All

CAIIil

amount of dignity, said fiercely, “I (fin Mr.
has continued so far without intermission.—
Vallundigliam!” “It don’t make a bit of difTlieir artillery lire must beat random, as the
ference,” (irmly replied the gentleman. -‘I have
obstructs
the
view
of
almost
fog
everything. : nothing to take back.” This completely cow- ;
Our heavy guns are answering them
rapidly. od the butternut, and he remained entirely j
At this writing no results are known.
Not \ dumb
during the remainder of the ride.
much infantry lias yet become engaged.
A portion of the enemy’s cavalry crossed a
ford above here, and yesterday Mere found on
SPECIAL NOTICES.
j
our right and rear, and sudicient force has
been sent out to meet them.
Special Notice.—The Annual
♦
Meeting of the
Portland Society of Natural
Headquarters Army op Potomac, I
lliatory will be held at
its
Iiall
on
Dee.
Saturday
Congress street, Wednesday. Dec. 17, at
13,11 P. M. )

j

j

Tilt* fflfr

liiMPtlll

tn

ilieomui.iP

an

BTEAMKK

s.si...

3 *’• M

unobstructed view of

II. W.

Dcc14—td

BRYANT,’

Recording Scc’y.

OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.
FROM

FOR

1

ADVERTISE MENTS.
Protective

WAR-CLAIM ASSOCIATION

liaunuoiiia.Southampton.New

York

No. 11

CHIEF JUSTICE

China.New York. Liverpool.Dec
Hansa.New' York. .Bremen.Dec
Kangaroo.New York.. Liverpool.Dec
North American.. Portland_Liverpool.Dec
Mavrocordatos
Portland.
London.Dec
...

«k

BJkT’TS.

MARINE

NEWS.

ARRIVED.

Ship Themis, (Br) Bradshaw, Liverpool 1st ult.
Bark Eliza White. Varney. Oporto 10th iust, in ballast—spoke, Dec 10, lat 39 50, lou 66 a). ship Ladoga,

THEed Third
by

iiecinrcs.

Lecture of the

FRED. H.
of

Brookline, Mau.,

course

HEDGE,

will be deliver-

D.

D.,

on

Wednesday Evening,Dec. 17, IM1,
-IV-

NEW CITY HALL.
Subject—"Federalism,”
Age.”

"Life in the Middle

or

Evening Tickets 60 cent* each—to be had at
Music Store, the Bookstores, and at the door.
Lecture to commence at 71 o’clock.
Portland, Dec. 15, 1962.

Paine's
td

slieriSTs Sale.
Cumberland,

as.

f I1AKEN ou au Execution in which
Georga F. RanX dall of Portland, iu said Countv. is plaintiff, and
Nathan Mavhew, of said Portland, is defendant, and
will be sold at public auction on Tuesdar, the thirteenth day of Jauuarv.A.D. 1868.at eleven of theefbek
in the forenoon, at the office of Manasseh H.
Smith,
ai No. 71 Exchange street,in Portland, iu said County, all the right in equity which Nathan Mavhew of
said Portland, has or had on the first day of
August,
A. D. 1860, being the time when said Randall's lieu
to the following described
property attached, to secure him for labor and materials furnished for erecting a wooden house, Ac., ou the laud hereinafter doscribed, by virtue of a contract with the said Marhew,
the payment for which became due ou May 28tki,1861;
which lien was enforced h attachment ou the
original writ in said suit, June 13th, 1*61.at eleven of tlie
clock in the forenoon, being less than
ninety daya
after said
pavment became due. to redeem the following described real estate, via: a lot of land in said
Portland, bounded thuscommencing at a point on
the southerly side of
Myrtle street and north
from Oxford street. thirty-Ave feet distant from the
lot which C. 0- Clapp sold to Erastus Gould in
1864,
and northerly therefrom: thence northwe^terlv thirty-five feet to a stake, and from these two bounds extending southwesterly sixty-four feet more or leas to
Stoae street, retaining the width of thirtv-fire feet
and
feet distant from said Gould s
laud. Said land being subject to two
mortgages given by said Mayhew to Horatio T. Swarev, of Standish; one mortgage dated August 22d, 1859. to secure
the
of a note for fifteen hundred dollars, of
same date, in three rears, with annual interest—eaid
mortgage recorded in book 296. page 56. Cumberland
Registry ; and a second mortgage dated June 19.1800.
to secure the payment of a note for eight hundred
dollars, of same date, in three vears. and intercut
semi-auuually—sai l mortgage recorded in book 299.
page 487, Cumberland Registry. Nothing is paid or
indorsed on either of said notes.
Further
made known at the time and
place of sale.
Dated at Portland this thirteenth day of December.
A. D. 1962.
26 w3w
THOMAS PENNELL, Sheriff.

keeping thirty-five

payment

particulars

Oysters, Oysters!

j

OYSTERS just received at 80 reals aer
T. 8. HATCH'S,
«»!!•■. at
dec 15 2w
No. 115 Exchange Street.
Fresh

fftb Oy“or*-

Schs. “J. Freeman” and "Lookout" have arrived
with OYSTERS. For sale at the old raica, at

No. 8«"S Federal Street,
East of Elm House.
dec 132wised

JAMES FREEMAN.

Oysters.
Thu day
■ale at

arrl.cit.

a

CENTS

80

At

lotof FRESH

OTSTEKS. tor

PER

GALLON,
ATWOOD’S,
306

_

rortland. Dec. 13.

Congreaa Stmt,

edlw

INTERNALREVENUE.

..

First Collection District, Tlaine.
of the provisions of the Act of Con“An Act to provide Internal Revethe
Government and par the interest
support
public debt," approved July 1st, 18*0, 1 hereby give notice that I have received from the Assessor
of the First Collection Districtin the State of Maine,
the annual Listen! Taxes and Duties assessed in the
month of September, aud the mouthlv List tor the
months o! October aud November. 1862: that the
said Taxes and Duties have become due aud payable,
and that 1 will be iu attendance at my office,' over
Store No. 92Commercial Street. Portland, from the
first to the fifteenth day of.January. 1863, for the
purpose of receiving said taxes, and granting Licenses to all persons within that portion of the First
District included iu the County of Cumberland.
And I further give notice, and call attention to the
following provisions of the Act:
“AH persons who shall neglect to pay the duties
aud taxes, so as aforesaid assessed upou them, to the
Collector or his Deputies, within the times above
shall be liable to pay ten per ctntum additional upon the amount thereof."
Aud I would also call attention to the following
provisions of the said Act, respecting Licenses:
"If any | erson or persons shall exercise or carry
on any trade or bus:ness hereinafter mentioned, for
the exercising or earryiug on which trade or busin*-*
a license is required by this act. without taking out
such license as iu that behalf required, he, she. or
they shall, for every such offence, respectively, forfeit
a penalty equal to three times tht amount of the
duty
or sum of money im/msed for such license.”
NATI1L J. MILLER.
Collector of 1st Collection District
in the State of Maine.
Portland. Dec. 13th, 1862.
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CLOTH A WIRE SCREENS,
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1

Sign*,

*

Ornamental and

Banner*.

Fancy Fainting,
EXECUTED
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TO

OKDEK.

STORE SHADES, of all dimensions, made, lettered aud

1

put up at short notice,
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BIGELOW,

17
HU Ex. JOHN A. ANDREW,
...
20
,TO Presidents.
AMOS A. LAWRENCE, I
20
WALDO HIGGINSON Treasurer
20
U.
TRACT HOWE. Secretary.
2o j
Arabia.Boston.Liverpool.Dec 24
directors:
Norwegian.Portland Liverpool.Dec 27
Martin Brimmer,
Edinburg.New York. .Liverpool.Dec 27 !
George B. Emerson,
FA
Bavaria.New York Hamburg.Dec 27 1
William Appleton.
Scotia.Now York. Liverpool.Dec 31 I
RNhard
Frothingham,
Glasgow.New York. Liverpool.Jan 3 I
'"“Dte 8 “Ward,
Wm
Europa. Boston.Liverpool.Inn 7 I
Borussia.New York.. Hamburg. Jan 10
Jame.lrcen.an t llrkc, F. W.
Lincoln, Jr.
Etna.New York.. Liverpool.Jan 10
IVrsia.New York. Liverpool.Jan 14 !
O
Mails arc forwarded by every steamer in the regu
The objectg of the Aeeociation are—
lar lines. The steamer*'for or from
1 To seeare to soldiers or sailors, and
Liverpool call a ;
their famiQueenstown, except the Canadian line, w hich call a
lies, any claims for pay or pension, Ac., at the
Londonderry.
coat to the claimant.
2— To protect soldiers or sailors, and their
families
from imposture and fraud.
MINIATURE ALMANAC.
3— To prevent false claims from
made against
being
Monday.December 15
*
the Government.
I
SLN.
HIGH WATER.
L—To give gratuitous advice and information
Rises. .7.22 | Sets. 4.29 | Morn’g 4.47 |
to
Even’g 5.16
soldiers anu sailors or their families
needing it.
t^-The Hoard of Directors supervise and control
the entire business of the Association, and the character and standing of those gentlemen will be
aguarantee to the public that tlw business or the
society
will be conducted with fidelity and
economy.
PORT OF PORTLAND.
All applications relating to the business ot the Association, whether by loiter or in person, should be
made to
U. TRACT HOWE, Secretary,
Saturday. December 18.
dec 15 eod4w
No. 11 Railroad Exchange.Boston.

j

j

ENGLAND.

OFFICE.
Rnllrond
Exehisngr.Boston,Muss.

i

.Dec 31

TO DEPART.

j

NEW

FOR

Ei» r«»pa.Li verpool.Bust on.1 >«.c 13
Borussia.Southampton..New York.. Dec 17
Etna
.Liverpool.New York...Dec 17
Persia.Liverpool.New York... Dec2o
New York. Dec 27
Africa.Liverpool.

own and tbe rebel positions.
Deafness Cpkki*.—Mrs. M. G. Brown will beat
It being evident that the first ridge of hills
of Boston, from London for New York.
of civilians upon the movements of the army
mond Enquirer a very dark sketch of Souththe Preble House for one week.
in the rear of the city, on which the
Bark La Cigucna, Adie. Havana, in ballast.
enemy
of the Potomac can possibly appear to him.
following significant hints:
Bark Canada, McDonald, Matauzas atth ult. iu balern prospects, the result of his oliservations at
had their guns posted behind works, could not
A remarkable case of deafness cured in
twenty four
la*t.
Without
too
much stress on unaube carried except by a charge of
hours by Mr*. M. G. Brown, Professor on the
We know of no better evidence, of good genputting
the North.
In his opinion, the rebellion lias
E e
infantry,
Brig Two Brothers, Donovan. Jonesport for New
thorized conjectures, it is perfectly lair to inGen. Stunner assigned the duty to Gen.
York.
j and Ear. and proprietor of Poor Richard's Eye Water.
eralship than uniform success, and this proof fer some connection
nothing to hope from either political party; French’s division,
between the approximawhich was supported by i
Brig David Duffield, White, Machias for N York.
“I, Bartlett J. Decosler, No. 2 Hall's Court, Portthe war will be a very long one.
Sch Mary Jane. (Br) Dexter, Waltou NS.
Napoleon Bonaparte enjoyed as no man before tion of the cabinet meeting, and the
We hope
Gen. Howard’s. Tbe troops advanced to their ; land. give this
postponecertificate, to certify that I have been
Sell
Itlukn I'liilaiinluliin
ment of Lord Lyons' return.
or since lias done.
No military man, in this
I do not therework at ten minutes before twelve o’clock, at
not; we hope to see a conflict sharp, sudden,
deal from a child, amt for twelve
Sell II B Foster. Col both. Mat hias.
years past have
fore doubt that the opportunity will be taken
a brisk run. the
Sch
James
of
will
the
freshness
his
add
to
of
Tildcn,
and decisive.
Sir. Graves' letter is as long as
enemy’s guns opening upon been quite deaf. I havo spent hundreds of dollars,
(uew) Davis, of and from Ellsday grace,
to reconsider the situation, and to
worth.
them a very rapid tire.
When within musket
lay down
without receiving any benefit whatever. Last
laurels by disparaging the talents of the great"
tlie war he predicts. We give its substance;
SatSell Senator. Davis. Ellsworth.
the line of policy for tlie regulation' of tlie
range, at the base of the ridge, our troops
Sch Harriet, Carter, Ellsworth.
urday I went to the Preble House and made arrangeest captain of his age. Briefly we will notice
The whole North is prospering, growing
minister during the subsequent season. Ilotr
were met by a terrible tire from tbe rebel inSch Sarah Buck, Bagiev, Bangor.
ments for Airs. B. to treat me for deafuess.
in
In 24
the
of
the
war.
The
comthe points we have indicated by numerals, and far
consequence
Sch Baltic, Hodgkins, Frank tort.
question of a recognition of the rich,
fantry. who were posted In-hind a stone wall hours alter her first
I
mercial
and
could
hear
application
Sch Kouser, (Br) Craft, St John XB for Boston.
trill
ente
r
interests
of
into
the
the 'leliberations, I
and some houses ou the right of the line.— i
insurgents
every
manufacturing
1. People at home have no qualifications to
voice in the house. I can now stand in the
Sch Rising Sun, Smith, Boston for Jonesboro.
North-Eastern
trill not venture to predict. My oten
States are now more flourishcellar
and
This
checked
the
advance of our men, and :
opinion
Sch Julia, Noyes, Boston tor Jonesboro.
matters.
Is
not this
pass judgment upon army
lis that that event note depends almost entireing than ever before. Every thing made finds they fell back to a small ravine, but not out of hear the clock lick in the parlor. Grateful to God
Sch Geo Washington, Gilkev. Bostou for Islesboro.
the argument of egotism? If it proves anySch Ocean Ranger, Ke.ley, done-port for Boatou.
ly on the fortune of the trar. If tre prove a ready market. Meanwhile they are keeping musket range. At this time another body of for his great deliverance. I heartily commend her
us off their territory,
A>eh Mary Ann, Look, Jonesboro for Boston.
defending their capital, troops moved to their assistance in splendid mode of treatment to all who suffer as I have done."
thing it would prove that the best judge is he ourselves by February next no metre able to \ and
S II Smith, Smith. Trenton for Boston.
vch
control its remits than ire arc at this moment
Every kind of diseased and weak eyes, also Catarrh,
gradually cutting up the best army we style, notwithstanding large gaps were made
who is nearest the conflict, and, therefore, the
Sch Light Boat, ( lark. Frankfort for Cardenas.
can ever put into the field, while
it trill be difficult for ministers
healed, aud a cure warranted, f harper moil, rate.
in their ranks by tbe rebel artillery.
to reforcing us, in
Sch Day Spring. Perkins, Bangor for Chelsea.
longer
burned and blackened cannoneer, or the bloody
sist the current of sentiment leaning in that \ this condition, to exhaust our resources. But
Sch Red Rover. West, Belfast for New York.
When our troops arrived at the first line of 1
AIRS. M. G. BROWN.
Sch Yankee Lass, Diinton, Westport for Boston.
their real strength is yet to be put forth, and
actor in a bayonet charge is a better judge
direction in both houses of Parliament.—
Nov. 18—If
the relx-l defences they double quicked, and
410 Arch St., Philadelphia.
IMctator, Sherman. Buffalo NY via MonSteamtng
the
1
for
time
the
do
not
know
exertion
of
it
is
that
of
near.
with
them will be longfixed bayonets endeavored to
drawing
than the general in command, who, out of immany
treal and Quebec for New York.
dislodge
Their best fighting material is yet to take the
er inclined to do so.
Even tlie unpleasant altbe rebels from their hiding places. The conSteamer Forest City, Liscomb, Boston.
mediate range and danger, survey s the whole
Diseases
of
the
Irinnry Organs.
field, and to it men ate flocking by thousands
of appearing to uphold slavery against
centrated tire of rebel artillery and
CLEARED.
infantry
field and direct the whole movement. The ar- 1 teruatiye
Ie 3- * MOTT. M. D.. Operating aud Consulting
from city, town and country.
the action of a free government will he
Neither the
which our ineu w ere forced to face, was too !
acquiand Physician, attends
Steamship Hibernian, (Br) Grange, Liverpool, by
Surgeon
exclusively to Disesced in as an overruling necessity indicated
government nor the people have been disAllan & Co.
much for them, and tbe centre gave
Edmonstone,
eases of the Crlnarv and Genital
gumcnt is not a sound one. There may be
in
Organs, and Female
way
*
Bark Two Brothers, (new, of Daraariscotta, 459
heartened in the least by recent reverses.
'’roplilnti of all kind?, and the more obscure dfsby the popular opinion. I feel it iny duty to
men in Washington or even in Maine, who arc
disorder, but afterwards they were rallied and eaaea
76-96th tons) Gowdv, Havana. Chase Bros A Co.
oftbe Pelvic Vicera. as Piles. Ruptures.il vdroPermit me to add a few words of earnest
say thus much in order to prevent the smallest
back.
From
that
time
tbe
brought
fire
was
Bark
Josie Nicholas, Nicholas, Wiscassot. roaster.
as competent to
cele, \ ancoccle. Fistula. Fjirlv Decline of Manhood.
pass judgment as thousands
misconception of the existing state of things warning to our people. Do not listen to sec- spiritedly carried ou, and never ceased until tic. Dr.
Brig Essex. Sennott. Matanza-, H I Robinson.
M. keeps himself ported in all the
improveof those in commission. In his palmy days,
ond hand report-, narrating the words of some
on this side in the minds of the
ments m the cure of Disease, made in this
after dark.
Brig Loiana, Wade. Cardenas, ( base Bros A Co.
government
country
or hurope, and spares no
at honi e.
Brig Orkney, (Br) Murphy, Cardenas, E Churchill
old Gen. Scott, seated with his maps, in a log
aspiring but disappointed Federal officer anil
Gen. Franklin, who commenced tbe attack
expense that his patients
A
Co.
have the best medical and
underling, who says that the war must soon on the left, met with better success. He suc- may
surgical treatment
The late news of European negotiations
cabin on the remotest frontier, would plan and
Sch Mazeppa, Brewer. Georgetown DC. roaster.
the world affords.
Advice
free.
Cyoflice 86 i
brenuee he tired of it.
terminate,
after
Sch
a hard day’s
Calista. Pa v sou, Fortress Monroe, by Estes A
ceeded,
tight, in driving the Fourt street. BOSTON’. Hours from lo A. M to 2
direct a campaign better than most men under
looking to mediation in our quarrel, startled
Do not think that the Northern government
P. M
Libby.
and 6 to 8 1*. M.
rebels about a mile.
At one, the relx-ls adSch
Harriet Fuller. Hamilton, Boston, J H White.
us chiefly as coming fiom our ancient
the most favorable circumstances. We sugMrs. M., who is thoroughly versed in the afflictive
or people is
ally
becoming more amiable towards I vanced to attack him, but were handsomely maladies
Sch Irobrim. Smith, Eastport. R G York A Son.
of her sex. can be consulted bv ladies.
us, liecause the “regulars,” who light only Tor
I-BAJfCE.
Steamer Parkersburg, Huffman, tor New York, by
gest to gentlemen in the army that all wisrepulsed w ith terrible slaughter, and with a
Patients furnished with board and ex|Ferienced
are not abusive ol the South.
loss of between lout and five hundred prisonEmery A Fox.
nu,>i*8That the Emperor of tlie French lias not I pay,
dom has not been monopolized by the army of
oct3eod6m
Give no lieed to w hat a hungry, shivering
Saaday, Decewker 14*
ers, belonging to Gen. A. P. Hii!> command.
been averse to interference by some power,
the Potomac; that shoulder straps are not the
ARRIVED.
picket call s out across the Potomac, when he
Gen. Franklin's movement was directed
A Good Sprixo Bed has become an almost indisis indicated by the following dispatch from
Sch Hudson. Perry. Phipsburg.
says, “MeCl ellan's army will fight no more!”
down the river, and his troops are
unfailing evidence of genius; that there may be
encamped pensable article, not only of comfort and necessity,
Steamer Montreal, Prince, Boston.
The fellow has only lost hi- tierve, and needs
Mr. Drayton, dated Feb. 27th:
some intelligence yet left, not organized in the
to-night not far from the Massapomax Creek. with every family, while the united testimony of j
a warm meal or a drink of
to
Our
liquor
where
The
river at Ellsworth was closed by ice on the 6th
change
troops
I feel now and have felt (since the address
sleep to-night
they fought Physicians has placed their hcalthfulness bevond
army.
his opinion.
inst, and seven schooners frozen in, part of which
to-dav. The dead and wounded are being carof the Emperor in opening the
question.
2. Green troops are of no use in battle.—
Chambers) in
fi.i.l
tv.....
..1.1
were
loaded
and ready to sail.
Do not look for a financial break down at
tlie best hopes and spirits for tlie future. I
No invalid should be without one.
the North when the government is manufacWe call troops compaiatively green that have
The following is a list of officers killed and j
i think I
can see from the British
DISASTERS.
As an evidence of the superiorly of
press
its own money, and it sells at a premium
not been raised over three mouths.
wounded, as far as yet known: Gen. Jackson,
Brig Ashler, (of Yarmouth) Thestnip, at Boston
Certainly how this thing has worked itself out. Eng- ; turing
COREY’S “TREBLE” SPRING BED
over the money of other corporations—when
from Havana, had heavy weather ou the passage, and
of Pennsylvania Reserves, killed: Gen.
laud
and
France
have
been
are
Baya
little
overall others, is the Ikct that the demand for this
they
green compared with those who have
coquetting
lose bulwarks.
government securities are greedily bought up
ard, struck in thigh by a shell, and died: Gen.
with each other on tills question. We have
Brig Elmira, at Sagua from Philadelphia, was rebeen a year under drill. At Bull Run No. 1,
by bankers and brokers at a figure much above
Vinton, wounded in side, not seriously; Gen. Spring Bed is quadruple that of any other kind.
had what seemed to lie tlie most reliable aspairing. having been ashore.
October 1. 1862.
tf
all the troops were green. The Maine 2d and
par.
wounded
in
ling Mary McRae. at New ork from Bordeaux,
Gibbins,
surances from England that the
hand; Gen. Kimball,
Emperor was
had strong gale*, split mainsail, jib. lie.
confidence
wounded in thigh; Gen. Caldwell, wounded in
Surely this is not
4th were green—so were Jameson,
Berry, urging them to interfere. In the meantime from the government.withhhelding
Seh
Bolnns, Parsons, of and tin Eastport for New
SOMETHING NEW.—Please call and examine
two places, not
tlie British press was urging France to inter- i
seriously; Col. Sinclair, of
York, which put into Newport night of the 11th,
Nickerson—and yet they fought like tigers.
Do not fancy that our independence is to be
Mus. Foy’s Patent Corbet Skirt Supporter,
took
wounded
the
it
was
Pennsylvania
Reserves,
gale of the ttth. about 16 mile* east of sandy
fere;
seriously; which is
giving out that the blockade was
The loss of that bloody day was not
a new and very desirable article.
Hook; lost about one third of deck load of laths and
It is a
owing to a paper blockade, and tlie South should be ! secured a- a result of the war of political par- rapt. Hendrickson, commanding 9th New
was
ties
driven
ofT the coast 150 miles.
at
the
North. There is no strife so hot.no
lack of courage or lack of discipline on the
York militia, wounded seriously.
Corgtt, Skirt Supporter and liiahop combined. Larecognized, thus working France nml them- difference so
Bark Hannah Crocker. Dunn, from New York for
The tiring of infantry ceased idiout 6 o'clock
dies and Misses using it need do other of either.
great between them, as to keep
selves up to a point of at least a joint interpart of the troops, but to the heavy reinforceAntwerp, put iuto Bermuda 23d ult, leaky.
them from harmony in action to effect our
this evening, but the rebels continued throwPrice £1.25, which is cheaper than the Corset
ference. Then came the Emperor's address; j Nllhi
alone,
ment or the enemy. The day and the field
mrnt ion
I
na
frttiiLlv mm
hut
ho
shell
into
DOMESTIC FORTS.
the city until 9 o'clock.
and serves the wearer as both. For sale
ing
it was not what they expected.
only by
They said i worst is preparing for us. unit
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 29tli. bark Lizzie Rice,Rice,
were ours beyond
The position of the rebels was as follows;—
controversy, until those reresolutely preH. C. LOVELL & SON, Agents,
thatjnst before its delivery “the switch had
sch Medora. McClure. New York.
Bostou;
pare to meet it. In the lull of the storm that i Gen. Longstreet on the left, and bolding the
inforcements arrived, and it was no fault of been turned off," and forthwith the London
novll edtf
Towed to sea URh, bark Chas Edwin.
129 Middle Street.
,
now
and may continue for months to
main works.
Gen. A. P. Hill and Stonewall
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 11th, sch William Arthur,
“green troops,” hut rather of epauletted offi- Times and other portions of tlie English press \ come,exists,
j
if
we permit it. let us not
Haskell.
New York.
that
the
Jackson
DR.
P.
P.
were
in
front
of
Gen.
would
i
fancy
notice
that
he
ran off
ha
QUIMBY.
give
Franklin, with
along with it. Now all hands seem op- Northern
cers that reinforcements on our side were not
cld
10th. schs Georgie.Gilchrist, Belfast; Marietta,
their right resting on the Rappahannock, and ! returned to Portland, and cau be found at his Room,
army is idle and listless, or that
posed to interference. How long tills will last
Hall. Port Koval SC.
forthcoming. Then, too, at Fort Donelson— no human power can tell.
preparations lor our ruin have come to a per- Hill's forces acting as a reserve. The troops No. 13 International House. Tuesday, August
Cld 11th. ship Tropic. Newell. San Francisco ; brig
petual end. They are surely going on in si- are in good spirits, and not the least disheart- 12th, where he will attend to ail wishiug to cousul F Nelsou, Wiley, Bath; sells Mary Fletcher. Crosby,
the greatest fight of the w hole war. where
15,Add this passage, written in March:
and.
not
lence,
much to be dreaded on
Eastport.
ened.
though
him.
000 of the enemy were captured, before the
Ar llib, ship Wallace, Lane, Liverpool via WisI called his attention to the fact that a withthis account, yet oar duty is to make the liest
First Examination at office,.SfrOO
casset.
idea of capturing large armies had been
drawal
of
we
can
to
ward
off
the
rights
these
destruction
lielligerent
would,under
“playI preparation
The Movement on Richmond.
NEW YORK—Ar 12th, ships J C Boynton, Fuller,
Each subsequent sitting at office,.50
take from the South no materithat is preparing for us.
ed out”—who but green troops were
St Vincent: Conquest, Sears, Port Koval SC; brigs
engaged circumstances,
New Yoke, Dec. 13.
al advantage—it would only deprive them of
j City Patients, first Examination at residence,... 250 Mary Stewart. Dennison. Messina; D Trowbridgh,
If McClellan does not march on Richmond
there? That strong work was carried
state that
Special
Each
Washington
Nea*.
Demarara; Geo Albert, Thompson. Alvarado,
mainly the countenance and moral support
visit
at
dispatches
subsequent
residence,. 1 00
with his present army, one is in training that
of other
Gen. Slocum's command participated in the
Mex: Caroline, Hartord, Aspinwali: Wm Mason,
by Illinois Egyptians; and we were told after- nations. The Emperor replied that he must must surely
August 16, 1862.—tf
be met moving in that direction
Hatch.
Havana; I/a.Thompson, Remedies; schs C H
general movement. He lias lett Harper’s
wards of their verdancy, and of how little
Rogers, Laugley, from Matauzas; Banner, Tucker,
frankly say, when tlie insurrection broke out from some quarter.
and at last advices w:is between ManasPhysician and Surged*.—H. A. LAMB. M. D.,
Kerry,
Calais.
and
this
concession
of
belligerent rights was
they knew of military matters, except that
sas and
Ar 11th, bark Victorine. (of Southport) Jones, fm
Stiasburg.
Office, corner of Congress and Chestnut Streets
made he did not suppose the North w ould sucJohn Logan and other favorite commanders
Alexandria; brig Mary AfctKac. llungerford, from
The committee on Ways and Means, at their
Military Appointments.
Portland, Me.
ceed; that it was the general lielief of statesBordeaux
three
told them to lake the fort, and John
meeting to-day, agreed upon
Particular attention paid to Surgery, including
appropriaCld 11th. ships l*yramid, Sleeper, Montevideo and
The following appointments have been made
Logan men in Europe that the two sections would
tion bills lor tin- next fiscal year, which will be
Buenos Ayres; Conqueror, Boutel e. Liverpool; bark
Jiseases of the eye and ear.
aug7—d6m
being a reasonable man, who would command never come together again. This belief,he in- since my last.
Skirmisher.
Rebecca Goddard,
the House on Monday. They are
to
reported
Tolleys, tor Cadiz; Ella Virginia,
White. Montevideo; brig Josiah Jcx, Simpsou, for
nothing unreasonable, they had nothing to do timated w as a principal reason why this conthe army bill, which
Alfred L. Turner, Portland, Capt. Co. B.
^^Consumption and Catarrh, and all diseases of
appropriates$741,000,000;
cession of belligerent rights was then granted.
New t >rleans.
bnt <o take it I We would not underrate drill i
the West Point bill, which is essentially as
the Throat and Lungs, successfully treated by Inha10th Regt.
C d 12th. ships Champion, Burden, for Melbourne;
Tlie. embarrassing business of the French inor discipline, but we do insist, as a matter of
V. Whitney, Windham, 1st Lieut. Co. I usual, and the loi titication bill, which makes
lation,
C. Morse. M. D.. I Colombo, Lathrop, Boston; bng ll Hopkins, LeerBenj.
By
hoff.
Vera Cruz; schs Shooting Star, 11 ersey, Pemvasion of Mexico, was thus handled by Secreunusually large appropriations, especially lor
aul8 '62 eod
Corner Smith and Congress Sts.
B, 10th Regt.
fact, that nearly all of our decided victories,
broke Angelina, Mix, KaddmA; Hattie M Mayo,
New York harbor, various points on the coast
a letter to Mr. Dayton iu June:
Alden
Asst.
tary
Seward,in
6th
Blossom,
Boothhay,
McFarland, Boston.
Surgeon
and nearly all of our signal advances, Inter
of Maine, and the Tortugas and other Florida
Dentistry.—Dr. JOSIAH HEALD, No.241 Con.
vv........ i.„„
.._
•_
Regt.
[By tel.] Ar 14th, steamship St Andrew, Glasgow
forts,
it
is understood to lie
been accomplished by “green troops,” if troops
via
the
intention of
Portland; ship Geo Griswold, tin Boston; barks
gross Street, first door east of 1st Parish Church.
Benj. C. Pennell, Portland, 1st Lieut. Co. B, tlie
Mexicoauid to determine for herself the cause.
Havana: O Blanchard. Kio Janeiro; AtlanTahiti.
committee
to
all
the
17th Regt.
report
of less than a year’s experience are to be conappropriation Portland, Me.
We have a light and interest to insist that
aug7dly
tic. Bremen; Adelaide, fm Kio Janeiro; brigs Eliza
bills before Christmas.
Win. H. Greeu, Portland, 2d Lieut. Co. B.
Ann. and Delhi, tin Glasgow; S M Newhall, GumdaFrance shall not improve the w ar she makes
sidered “green.” The truth is, intelligent
Drs. LOCKE & KIMBALL, Dentists, No. 117
Maj. Gen. Sedgw ick has been assigned to
17th Regt.
loupe: Keoka. Havana; Rolling Wave. Mausanilla;
to raise up in Mexico an
men do not
anti-republican or
the command of the 9th army
schs Ellicott. Havana; W A Griffin,-.
require the long drill of the ignoMiddle Street, Portland. Me.
John A. Morton, Whitefleld, Asst. Surgeon,
augl5— lv
corps, late Gen.
maintain such a
anti-slavery
government,or
PROVIDENCE—Ar 11th. sell Village t^ueen, Hawrant subjects of the
Burnside’s, and will join the army on Monday
English army. Men tak- government there. France has disclaimed 24th Regiment.
kins. Georgetown DC; Challenge, Veazie, Baugor,
or
Tuesday.
en from active life demoralize
Geo.
E.
b«*eu a-bore.)
BROKERS’
1st
BOARD.
(lms
Lieut.
Brown,
Co. A.
Hampden,
by long inactiv- such designs, and w e, besides reposing faith in
The exploit of crossing the river in boats
BRISTOL—Ar 11th, sch Maria Louisa. Cummings,
Salk op Stocks.—Boston, Dec. 13, 1862.
ity, and we have the authority of a Maine offi- the assurances, given hi a frank ami honorable 22d Regt.
Fall
River.
under
the
enemy's tire at Fredericksburg on 15.WO United States Coupon Sixes (1881).104]
Hiram S. Bachelder, Hampden, 2d Lieut.
manner, would in any case be bound to wait
PAWTUCKET—Ar 11th, sch Rio Grande, Allen,
cer, now commanding a brigade, one who has
was performed by two
of
Thursday,
Co.
15.900 United States 7 3-10 Treasury Notes. 104
22d
companies
A,
and
Regt.
Kondout.
not
a
for,
violation of them.
anticipate,
the 7th Michigan. Among those in the ilrst
seen much and severe service, that such
NEWPORT—Ar 11th, sch Rollins, Parsons, from
Grenville Blake, Auburn, 1st Lieut. Co. H,
1.850.do.103]
troops ; Circumstances tend to excite misapprehensions
33,W0 U.S. Certificates of Indebtedness. 97]
boat was a drummer hoy, 10 years old.
Eastport for New York.
loth Regt.
as Maine has furnished,
11.000 United States Five-Twenties.100
intelligent and active, and jealousies between this Government and
NEW KEDiOKD—Ar 11th, sch Volaut, Gray, ftn
Advices
from
Demarara
a
slave
insurHorace Wright, Auburn, 2d Lieut. Co. U.
report
600 .do. 99]
that of France, in spite of all the prudence w e
are better fitted for battle in three
New York.
rection in Surinam. No particulars.
months, can
25.000 American Gold.1314
10th Regt.
BOSTON—Ar 12th. bark St Jago, Berrv. Havana;
enpractice on our part. We
than they can possibly be by longer
11.000 .do. 131
do; J P Ellicott, Devereaux,
Geo. W. Hatch, South Berwick, Asst. Surinactivity. deavor to avoid them. You willstudiously
brigs Ashler, Thcstrup,
therefore, be
17.000 .do.131]
N Stowers, Miute, do; Sarah Wooster,
As we shall give extracts from his
Philadelphia;
The
of
the
Passage
4th
Rappahannock.)
Tf
Regt.
letter, we fully authorized in assuming that this Govern- geon,
10.000 .do.. b30 131]
Lord. Kondout; schs Isaac Rich, Crowell, Philadel5.435 .do
make no further reference to it here.
New Yoke, Dec. 13.
ment does not inspire, and lias no
Ilryden Smith, Biddeford, Asst.Surgeon, 9th
131] | phia: Pocahnuta*. Berry, do; TUJoucs, Gatcomb,
responsibili•
The Times’ correspondent says: Although
Regt.
Eiizabethport; Louisa D*er. Kondout.
ty for, the assumptions of a different character
3. No needless inactivity. This is denied
Cld 12th, ship S G Glover. Malbon, Madras; schs
PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
Luke Hill, Biddeford, Asst. Surgeon, 9th
we are not yet fully informed of the
by made by the press.
present
Joseph Nickerson, Gage, Cape Haytien: Ellen Mersuclrmen as Gens. Hulleck,
MAIL ARRANGEMENTS.
Regt.
positions of the enemy, there seems to lie good
Hooker, McOlerriuiuu. Hamilton, Portland.
There remains but one other first class EuWESTERN—Arrives
at 12.49 and 7i P. M.
at
Closes
Edward F. Wyman, Augusta, Capt. Co. C,
Ar 13t h. ship Pocalioutas. Sears, fm Loudon ; bark
ground to claim that Gen. Burnside has sue- ! 7.45 A M and 1.30 P 31.
nand, and the “dashing Kearney.” We hava
ropean power. From
9th Regt.
eeeded in out-gcneraling and outwitting them,
Betsey Williams, Williams, Remedies; schs Caroline
EASTERN—Arrive at 1.50 P. M. Closes at 12 M
no comments to add.
(•taut.
Prcssey, and G E Prescott, Pendleton, from
John L. Emerson, Portland, 1st Lieut. Co. j llis decoys to make them believe that we were
STEAMBOAT MAIL—Arrives from Eastport Me.. St
IlCSSIA,
4. Inactivity, even to “heartsickness” is betEiizabethport.
Johu NB and the British Provinces.Tuesday mornabout to cross our main force at Port Conway
C, 9th Regt.
the United States have always received marks
barks Ita.-ca. Turner, Cape Good Hope;
Cld
13tb.
mornings. Closes Thursday at 4 P. M.
ter than the slightest hazard. Doubtful; with
James L. Thompson, Augusta, 2d Lieut. Co. I seemed to have succeed admirably. I suppose
Selab. Nickerson. Baltimore; Allas, Knowltou. tor
EUROPE—Closes every Saturday at 1.30 P. M.
of the friendship, which is a natural result of
St
John
NB;
brigs Haiicock. t.ibbs. for Aspinwali;
9th
there
is
no
harm
now in my mentioning that
CAN ADA—Arriv.-s at 1.50 P. 31.’ Close* at 12 M.
a dispirited,
C,
Regt.
discouraged, heart-sick people, no the relation in which both Governments
l>aac t arver, shute, Portland, to load for Fortress
COUNTRY MAILS—Arrives about 5 P. 31. C lose at
stand
among the ruses employed was sending down
Monroe;
Tibbetts, to load lor Cuba; schs
Tangent,
army ranks can be kept lull, no money can be
9 P. M
to the monarchies of Western
Geo. P. Burnham once wrote a book
day liefore yesterday, to Port Couway, 400
Glide, Post. Rockland; Maria Louisa. Rich, Driaud;
Europe. Mr.
;yoffice own daily (Sundavg excepted) from 8
raised, credit will go down, and a nightmare Cameron writes in
Ada Ames, Kendall,
and
Burrs,
Thoiuastou;
them
back
Genuine,
a
different
wagons
on the "Hen Fever,” and
A. 31. to 9 P. 31. On Sundays, from 8J to 9] A. 31.
by
subsequently, as leg- road for the bringing
July:
Baltimore
will palsy all the efforts ol the
sole purpose of making the rebels
government.
al investigation proved, suffered from the j
liLOl'l ESTER—Ar 10th, schs Boston, Brown, fm
The Emperor w as exceedingly plain, frank
believe that we were about to cross the river
An occasional defeat is a thousand times betBostou; Centre Point, fm Baugor; Olive Hayward,
and unostentatious in his demeanor. The unMARRIED.
tricks and untrustworthiness of employees us
at that point.
To the same end workmen
ilutchiiisou, Rock.and tor New York; Leader. Shelter than inactivity, and consequent
usual length of the interview, as well as the
don, Bath for Flushing; Widow Wadmau, Sparrow,
discouragewere busily employed in lajiug
vi
ii'juui
iuu?s.; uu rtjorty lilts
causeways for
unaffected earnestness and sincerity of his exIn Buxton Dec E»th,
Rev Joseph Bartlett. C has.
ment and heart-sickness.
Bangor lor Bostou.
It is not our dethe supposed pontoon bridges there, while the
by
Brunswick
he
is
of
and
NEWBURYPOHT—Ar 12th, sch Dr Rogers, Ad3li»s
Annie
Hollis,
Dearborn,
Leavitt, of B
Telegraph being authority,
pressions gave evidence that he desired to
feats that have most discouraged our
In New York. Dec.9ili by Rev. J. E Searles, Win
ams, Romlout.
people, make a speedy manifestation of his friendship I not even fit for an army commissary, and his gunboats were new as bugaboos at the same Moore
Ll'BEC—sld 2d, schs Kosina, Hunt, New Haven;
ami
3I»*s
these
E..
place: completely deceived by
Mary
youngest daughter of the
fcints.the
and weighed most heavily u| cn'their
spirits for our county and Government Both on eu- j appointment is a disgrace to the countryNow main rebel force .including Jackson’s
late rapt. Richard Burr, alf of N. Y.
Imbrim. Smith. Portland.
command,
and most paralyzed their
and
In
his
Sld
sth. soli Poulunna. Webber. Portland.
Dec.
bv
Rev.
R.
A
Cabinet lie gave me bis
3*1,
Augusta
Ballou, Rev. O.
leaving
energies; but the tering
seems to have been, two or three days
the fact is, Burnham, in some respect* like
ago,
F. Salford. of Danvers. 3la.-*.. and Miss Augusta C.,
GOULIWBORO—Ar 8th, sch William, Rand, from
hand with cordial familiarity. This practical
transferred 20 or 25 miles down the river.
long, long seasons of do-nothing and indolence.
lor Bostou.
of
Frankfort
Mosses
Milford,
of
A.
daughter
Esq.,
experience of the good faith of those professions Burnum, largely given to fun and humor, has
In Pittston, Dauiel 31cDuf!ie and Miss Sarah E.
Sld 9th, schs Belle, Foss, for Boston: Mary Louisa,
5. Science is always sure to win. Then
of sympathy with the United States w hich
a heart as big as a
so
far
as
Portland.
Stevens.
Pendleton,
meeting house,and
our case is almost hopeless, for the rebels
Fredericksburg in Ruins —Only a portion of
Russia now makes, as she lias heretolore made
iiiMiiuD.t
—ar mill, mu
uic,
In Portsmouth. N. IE, Nov. 28th, Gilbert Newton,
.-*|i.»inuu,
tltness to look after tire wants of a brigadu is
our army Engaged.
lor
of
and
3Iiss
Garris
of
Dixfiehl.
Sweden.
Bostou; Willism llill, Crabtree, from
Austin,
Millbrklge
—not only unimpaired, hut
doubtless excel us in the number of scientific
by concerned, he is as far before such
strengthened,
Calais tor do.
Dec.
snarling,
13.
the knowledge of our national trials—has aiWasihnotoh,
Ar 11th, schs 11 B Foster. Colbeth, fin Machias for
Gardiner, aud Mis* Clara Rice, of North Vassal*
military men. But it is not necessarily so.— forded
Letters from Fredericksburg,
the most profound gratification.
fault-finding, cross-grained fellows as he of the
written Friday boro.
Portland; J C Conuor. Arry, aud J P Amw, ( hapstate that after a careful survey of the
Bonaparte's great forte w as in baffling science.
lu
Nov
Win
night,
Alfred
II
of
man,
North
29th,
BerRandall,
Bangor for New York Athemas, Coffin, from
Telegraph, as a good-natured mastiff is in genSince Mr. Cameron’s return his representaMachias lor Wilmington
His adversaries were always at fault in their
city, it is ascertained that not more than a doz- wick. and Mis* Ann M. llaves, of A.
tleness
before
a morose
Burnham
ELLSWORTH—
Cld 5th, schs Abagail. Murch. and
bull-dog.
tionsof the friendly feeling of Russia have
en houses remain untouched
by our shells.—
calculations. Jackson at New Orleans, withDorris, Moon, Boston; Euward, Smith, Cortland.
would attend to his duties, and make the solresidence is one mass of
Mayor
been confirmed by bis successor, Mr.
Slaughter’s
In
int schs Caroline C Heinrov,
Gth,
(frozen
DIED.
port
Bayard diers
out science, defeated the scientific 1’ackenKate Car tou. City Coiut, l ugwassu, llelleu Mar.
literally “laugh and grow fat,” while Ten- ruins, and is among the many levelled to the
Taylor. On the 29th of October, Mr. Taylor
and
hain. Is it not true that Napoleon at WaterThe
and
lower portions of the
Tarquin,
Agricola.
ground.
upper
lu Baltimore, Md. Dec. 11th, suddenly. Henry F.
K(M KLAND—Ar 5th, sch Andrew Jack son, Pierce
had on interview with Prince Gortscbakoif, for 1 ney would spend his whole time in grumbling
loo was not defeated so much by the caution
city suffered severely.
Jackson. E^j.. formerly of this city, aged 56 years.
from Portland.
I t is ascertained that among the rebel troops
In Rumford Dec 8th,' Hon. Alvau Bolster, aged 68
the purpose of delivering a letter from the j because Mordecai might happen to sit at the
Ar 8th. sclis Oregon, l'ratt, Boston; Minnehaha,
and coolness of Wellington as by the failure
years
who resisted the crossing of the RappahanThomas. Cortland.
President to the Czar. We select the follow- i king’s gate.
lu Cooper Nov 6th. Mrs. Dolly ArerilJ, aged 79 yrs.
or something else of
BATH—Ar 12th. brig Tornado, Tibbetts, Cortland;
was three Mississippi
Gouchy, to come to his
under
nock,
regiments,
21st, Mrs. Mary Carv, aged 98 years.
sch Cherub. Bailey. Baltimore.
ing passage from Mr. Taylor’s elaborate de- !
aid at tlie appointed time? His
command of ex-Congressman Barksdale.—
lu Oxford October 31st, Mrs. Thebe, wife of Orrin
25th Maine Reoiment.—A private dis( Id 12th. brig Jas Crosby, Laury, Cardenas.
plans would
of
the
:
interview
scription
were fearfully cut up by the
aged 43 years.
WI>C ASSET—Sid 5th, sch Mazeppa, Brewer, fm
have surely w on but for this.
Michigan Jones,
patch Item Washington yesterday states that They
In Porter Nov 14tli, Wm F. Foster, aged 17 years.
and New York regiments. Our forces are
Baltimore.
You know' the sentiments of Russia the j the 25th Maine will
In North Paris Oct 11th, Alinena, daughter of 1*. B.
Ar
5th. schs Fraukliu, Albee, Boston; Collector,
(1. Our iron-clads a guarantee
remain
at Arlington
all
the advantages previously gained,
against foreign Prince exclaimed with
holding
and Laura Warner, aged 17 years 6 mouths.
Thomas, do.
great earnestness. We
besides capturing many of those held by the I
lu Buck field Nov 19th, of
intervention. That fohlerol is
Ar 11th. brig Australia, Giles. Boston.
croup. Clinton S.. son of
surely “played desire, above all tilings, the maintenance of Heights. Col. Fessenden is acting as Briga- etc
Joshua C. amt Oiyuthia A. lleald. aged Ij years.
m ’.
Bid 8th. sch Mary Ann. Merry, Boston.
dier General, but will remain with the 25th.
out.” While we have been building iron-clads
the American Union as one indivisible nation.
lu Rumford. Nov 7th, Mis. Sophia A ."wife of AlNot more than one third of Burnside’s army
bert Virgin, aged 3d years; 14th. Mrs. Pollv, wife of
have England and France been doing
We cannot take any part more than we have j The 27th and other regiments have gone forFOREIGN PORTS.
was in the battle, whielt was for the most
nothing done. We
Aaron Virgin, aged 72 years; 28th, Mr. Charles H.
part
have no
to the southern
At Shanghae Oct Gth, ship Sam Kales. Randall.
ward.
but stand still and look on ? Have
an artillery duel.
Akeley, aged 3d years
they no people. Russia has hostility
discharging.
declared her position and
iron-clads to bring against ours, so that, in a
Ar at Woosung Oct 2d, ship G W Duncan, DillingA class of patriotic gentlemen think
will maintain it. There will lie proposals for
hum. Sunderland t.
The Campaign in Mississippi.
1‘ASSENG ERS.
collision with them, Greek would meet Greek?
intervention. We believe that intervention j it downright despotism to restrain men from
At Hong Kong Oct 14th, ship Eureka, (.'utter, for
Cairo, Dec. 12.
could do no good at present. Proposals will
New York.
Let not our people lie deceived by so fatal an
talking and encouraging treason, but it would
brig I'rana, from Stirrup Key—C F Guild, bearAt Singapore Oct 22d. ship John Jay, Lord, for
Nothing is dellnitciy known as to where the er lu
be made to Jlussin In join in stone plan of inillusion. Wo do not greatly fear intervention
of despatches from Com Wilkes, to the Governj
in Mississippi have fallen back. One rebe
uo violation of their ideas of freedom of
rebels
Bangkok, to load lor C tuna
she
will
use ami interrention
ment.
rtf
terferenre.
At
Yeia Cruz 1st iust. brig John Stevens. Hopkins,
is that
but it is by no means a contingency to be
have taken shelter behind
for Minatitlan 8 days, to loud for Boston.
of the kind. Russia will occupy the same speech ami liberty of conscience to gag a man port Black at they
Canton.
Big
sneered at. And if it should come, it would
At
Mansauilla
22ii ult. brig W R Sawyer,Bradford,
as
at
of
the
the
I
ground
beginning
struggle. against speaking adversely of slavery.
IMPORTS.
The rainy season has commenced, and it is
for Boston 7 day s.
You may rt ly upon il. She will not change. !
be found to be no child’s sport, even for our
24th
At
Remedies
ult, brig Moonlight, Wooster, for
with
the
camion
that
and
great difficulty
But we entreat you to settle the difficulty. I
A Liverpool paper says that Capt.
Bostou 15 day ■*.
Liverpool—Ship Themis—192 tons coal, Id tons rock
heavy iron-clads, and the lessons of the Alaba- I cannot
wagons can lie transported.
to you how profound are the !
to
II
At
Geo
Starr.
Havana*&thinst,
salt,
brig Darien, Henry, for 18 5
express
who
arrived in the Arabia,proceeds to
Maury,
Persons who have been carrying on trade iu
ma—a single vessel built in
»
ll.i\ana—Bark La Ciguena—9 cases cigars, to Geo
England and not anxieties we feel; how serious are our fears. St.
day s, in ballast.
as Commissioner of the Conviolation
of
Johnson.for Cortland;
Cld
7th
have
S
Hunt.
inM,
Mechanic,
been
brig
Petersburg,
government
herself iron clad—ought to teach us as much
We were standing face to face during the. eonregulations
\ federate States to Russia.
Mary Alvina, Ames, and Ww 11 Dresser, Smith, for
Matanzas— Bark Canada—4000cigars, to GeorgeS
arrested.
as this at least.
But here we stop. We were
venation, and the earnest, impassioned manNew York.
Hunt; 1590 oranges, 8 doz pine apples, to A LothAfter the 15th inst., there will be no monoponer of the prince
At Sagua 1st iust, brig Elmira, Hall, from Chilarop.
impressed me with the fact
in the sale of newspapers oil the military
willing, nay, cheerfully so, to give place to the that he was
EiutATl'M.—In our list of the six most profly
\\
tons
alton
Jane—110
to
NS—Sell
Mary
plaster,
delphia.
from his heart.
speaking
railroads.
order.
It will be pul ou a plan of other
communication of “Ellery,” but we
itable varieties of pears, as recommended by
thought a ;
SPOKEN.
On the 30th March, Mr. Perry, charge d’ aflegitimate traffic.
brief notice of his propositions, in perfect
M. P. Wilder, for "Vicar of Waketleld,” read
good fairs in
Nov 5. lat 9 3G X, Ion 30 15, ship Assyra, (of Bath)
EXPORTS.
t
not
out
of
from
allao
tor Genoa.
Delano,
nature,
place.
Vicar of Winktield.
From Tennessee.
Dec 6, lat 36 83. Ion 75 li), baik Northwood, from
SPAIN,
tor
Yera
Cruz.
New
York
Per steamship Hibernian for Liverpool—1123 boxes
Nashville, Dee. 12.
reports a conference with M. Calderon, whose
Prentice says probably Humphrey ;
Dec 10. u lat. fcc., ship Themis, Bradshaw, from
meat. 73 bbls lard. 113 do tallow. 5*» bales bops. 2132
The train from the South lias arrived, slightcar The bullet has been extracted from
positions are entirely satisfactory. In the roywheat, 395 bbls ashes, 1117 kegs butter, 26 tes ! Liverpool for New York.
bags
Marshall, after living as long as he can, will
behind
time.
is
All
the road
ly
along
quiet
No
date, lat 44 06, lou 47 68, shin Resolute, Free21
617
bbls
beef.
1000
boxes
Garibaldi’s foot.
flour,
pkgs
provisions,
al decree of June 17, 1801. he had
;
carefully lie of his own free will and a cord.
and in the vicinity of Nashville.
man. from New York for Liverpool.
tobacco, 100 cases do; 901 bbls apples.
our
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BAILS

kangaroo.Liverpool.New York Nov 26
Edinburg.Liverpool.New York...Dec 8
Bavaria.....Southampton.New York Dec 8
Norwegian.Liverpool.
Portland.Dec 4
& *tia.Liverpool.New York.
Dec 8
Glasgow.Liverpool.New York Dec 10
..

£5^” The Bucyrus (Ohio) Journal has the
following incident of Vallandigham’s late visit
to Mansfield, Ohio. After the speakers had
concluded, three men entered an omnibus to
ride to a railway station, and sat down. An i

Headquarters Army Potomac, 1
Saturday 11 A. M., Dec. 13. J
The great battle so long anticipated between tile two c< nt 'tiding armies is now
progressing. The morning opened with a dense
which
has
not
tog,
entirely disappeared. Gen.
Reynolds’ corps on the left advanced at an
early hour, and at U.15 A. M. engaged the enemy’s infantry. Seven minutes afterwards the
rebels opened a heavy die of artillery, which

morning, affording

SAILING OF

Six miles North from Dumfries, bee. 12. i
About daybreak this morning, between 1000
ami 1500 of Gen. Stuart's cavalry dashed into
Dumfries and captured ten sutlers,twenty-live
pickets, so it is represented,aftd Mr. McIntosh,
a
telegraph repairer. They also cut down a
telegraph pole and cut the wire, destroyed
several government and sutler's wagons, and
then hastily retreated. The wires were subsequently repaired. Brig. Gen. Steinwhar has
since occupied Dumfries.

-TO THE-

1TALV,

Motley wrote In these words:
The government of the empire to which I
have the honor to ire accredited has never hinted at any desire of inteference, nor made
any
ostentatious proclamation of “neutrality” lietwcen the Government bound to it by treaties
of amnesty and commerce and an imaginary
nation which has no existence save in the visions of domestic treason and foreign malice.

irrevocably divided, though

itajpttT

and would have

Mr.

.1.

irMawanBMBHUHMMMnBHnHmH

by Till Air.

parties in

AUSTRIA.

subdued in expression by events, stilt remains
tin
closely cherished as it teas on the first
breaking out of the disturbance.
In October tlie administration received the

unteer

both

This prediction is confirmed since the Emancipation Proclamation has identified our cause
with freedom’s beyond a doubt. Even from

against the United States. The darling desire of the governing classes that tins United

-r-—> —.r>.

■

abstained from insisting on the word “belligerent," as equally and legitimately applicable to

Ocean ln*tirance Company*
ANNUAL MEETING
Stockholders of the Ocean Insurance Com-

THE
pany

are

herebv uotiticd

to

meet

the office of

at

said Company on Monday, the fifth day of January,
j 1833. at 3 o'cfock 1*. M for the purpose of choosing
seven Director* for the eusuiug year, and the transaction of any other business which may then be le-

j

gally

acted upon.
GEO. A.

WRIGHT. Secretary.
dec 10

Portland. Dec. 10. 1*32.
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Plumer Boots! Plumer Boots!
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l.nditV Ilalmoral lloots*
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Plumer Last,93 00
**
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•«
*00
8.00
custom made. *' **

French Calf Boot*.
outdde

93.W

Ladies' Calf Balmoral*.
Ladies' French Calf Balmorals. Plumer
Ladies'English Goat Tap-Sole do.

Last,
*'

2.26
00

*

PLUMER PATENT BOOTH.
w hen first put on,require uobreakdo not distress the fret at all. One can walk
all day aud not feel tired in the ankles or feet. They
couforin to the natural organisation of the feet—
therefore make no corns or bunions, aud those v ho
are sufibring with those troubles will find great iolief by wearing the Plumer Boot*. We have a lull
assortment of Plumer Boots, made with the priucicarried out.

Are

perfectly easy

ing iu,

pie fully

c. F. THRASHER A CO.,
43, 43 & 47 Union Street.
not purchase a
each pair. All others
Port land. Dec 9,1832.

£JTDo
on

pair
are

unless

a

trade

imitations.
dec9

stamp ia
8weod
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MATTERS ABOUT

I

TOWN.

mony and ask themselves the

entirely satisfied, beyond

seal up

j

o'clock, and knew nothing of the tire until he
He
met the men at the crotch of the road.
did not say how far he had been.

II. 1’.

Frederick Legrow, and William
the tracks.

defendant.

for

as to

Friday
making cor-

evening

recalled for the purpose of
rections in explanation of their evideuce, and

County Attorney
ernment stopped here.
Mr. Strout opened the

the

guilt

of the accused.

circumstantial

on

oil

near

the

He commented upits nature, and the

fellows

Clothing.—Saturday
went into the clothing
Farrington, in Middle

the door and cleared out with them.

Officer

Mr.

Exchange street, anil
Burnham happened to lie in

at

held him.
the vicini-

lockup. He said his name was Jotham
Fields, and that he belonged in Georgetown.

L.

’^““Linnell. the soldier in the 7th Regiment who a fortnight since attempted ta take
his own life by cutting his throat, escaped
from the City Hospital Saturday evening, having evaded two persons who had charge of

But the accused was a

sustaining a good character, and
therefore, they should show that he could not
have committed the crime alleged against hint.
young man,

Mr. Strout then stated the relation which Mr.

| him. He was without hat or
j evening he presented himself at

Lamb held toward the child of Isaiah Baker,
who nu’nptl nnp h.*ilf nf thp nmnprtv In thp

upon

Burial

Parties.

been

shoes.

Last

was

not

insured

the house of

obtained

are now

our

citizens

yesterday paid

a

entire innocence of the transaction.
Miss Olive A. Dolley testified that Lamb
premises. This should be a warning to occuboarded with her at the time of the fire, and
of houses, and, in case there are no ocpants
had the Baker child with him. lie shew great
regard for the child; it slept with him. On cupants, to the owners of the buildings. The
ordinance Is imperative in regard to this matthe night of the fire Lamb went to bed about
eight o’clock. Witnes and Mrs. Bowers slept ter. An hour's labor after a snowstorm may
together in a room adjoining that of Lamb. save five dollars.
Lamb made some preparation the day Irefore
the fire to go to camp meeting the next mornImportaxt to Soldiers and Sailors.—
ing. He exchanged the wagon for the gig of The War-Claim
Association Is one of those
his uncle. Heard him when he got up in the
morning and dressed himself. Heard the car- benevolent institutions for which Boston is so
riage start; it went towards Gray Corner.— distinguished. Its design Is to give gratuitous
The baby began to cry and witness went iu
information to Soldiers, Sailors, and their famand attended to it. Looked out of the window; it was not light; went back to bed and ilies, protect them from imposition and fraud,
did not go to sleep again : after lteing in bed
and secure claims for pay and pensions at the
half or three quarters of an hour heard the ! least
possible cost to the claimant. Those inclock strike four. Do not think Lamb could
terested are directed to the advertisement in
have got up and left the room without hearing
another column.
him. Lamb was gone half or three quarters
of an hour wheu he returned to the house and
A UICH Cj N T 1-. KT AI \ M K N T.— me second 01
said he had forgot his wallet. He said Baker's
barn was burned: said he had j ust come from
the course of humorous and dramatic readthere.
ings of Professor Briggs takes place at MeMrs. Bowers, sister of Miss Dolley, heard
chanies’ Hall this evening. Our citizens are
Lamb go to bed about eight o'clock in the
eveuiug before the tire. Did not hear him when not aware how rich these readings are. Let
he got up but did hear him when he returned
them go but once and they will wish to hear
to the house after his wallet. Site confirmed
the whole course. We refer to the advertisethe statements of Miss Dolley about his going
ment for the programme for the evening.
away the second time.
Wm. H. Lamb is an uncle of prisoner; exDodge’s Concekt.—We advise those who
changed wagon for gig with him on the day
before the fire. There are other gigs like that
wish to attend the concert of Dodge and Hayin Windham—it was an ordinary trotting gig.
ward this evening at Lancaster Hall, to go
Miss Olive A Lamb, sister of prisoner, was
early, and thus secure the privilege. At the
at Duck Pond at a patty ou the night of the
last concert hundreds were turned away for
fire. On returning home, stopped at the fire
about twenty minutes, the frame had fallen,
want of room.
Dodge will give but one contlieu left and weut directly home. In going
cert here, and this is the only chance.
home passed Miss DoUey’s house, it was half
past one o’clock when she arrived home. Saw
^“We would call attention to Hatch's adAsa Legrow and Purington and his boy going
vertisement in our paper this morning. He
towards the fire.
Mrs. Babb resides in the Dolley house. On
knows how to cook oysters so as to suit all
the night of the fire slept there; knew that
tastes, and has had good experience in the
Lamb contemplated going to camp meeting, :
business. He has just received a fresh supply
and saw him make arrangements; he went to j
of oysters direct from the Capes.
bed early; knew uolhiug of the fire until she
rose in the morning, when she saw the light of
Ovkteks.—Within a few days some cargoes
the fire. Saw carriage tracks leading from the j
house up the road to Gray. Purington and i of excellent oysters have arrived at this
port.
others came to the house and told where
J. Freeman, No. 85 Federal street, and L. W.
the fire was and told of the tracks, aud that
Atwood, No. 305 Congress street, have them
induced witness to look for them.
for sale.
Wm. Allen, resides in Saccarappa and is a
blacksmith; knew Lamb and shod his colt from
£3?“"The office of the City Engineer has
two to four weeks before the camp meeting at
Poland; set his forward shoes. Lamb and been removed from the basement of the new
John Dolley brought the colt; there was no
City buildiug to the more commodious room
peculiarity about the bhoes—they were the old on the main floor, recently occupied by J. S.
shoes re-set.
Palmer, Esq.
John Dolley confirmed Allen's testimony
about shoeing the horse; he thought it was
Steam-tug Dictator, from BufTalo,
about the first of August.
Silas Lamb, Jr., a lad, was in the small barn
through the Welland Canal, via Montreal and
on the afternoon before the fire, and was iu
Quebec, for New York, arrived at this port
sight of the other barn; saw John Kemp come Saturday afternoon. She
put in here to coal
from the barn that was afterwards burned; he
was smoking a pipe; this was about 5 o'clock.
“Pin reouttal Air.

the death ot

j

!

Several hundred

Richard Purington, wlio said he called at
Dolley house after the tire, and asked Miss
Dolley, Mrs. Bowers and Mrs. Babb what time
in the night Lamb went away, and
they replied

oranges, with dates and
time for Christmas.

the

tigs

to

match—just

nothing.

EySteamship Hibernian

Ebenezer Legrow confirmed the statement

of Purington.

nonl

S. M. Baker (called by defence) testified
that the barn was au old one,; he
thought it
worth $400. He had au insurance of $150 ou

:t

limit J rw*lr»r»L*

in

ADDITIONAL KILLED AND WOUNDED.

took out

it.

passengers ami

a

SURGEONS SENT FORW ARD.

Who

New Yoke, Dec. 14.
The Herald has the following additional list
of casualties at Fredericksburg:—Killed—
I,t. < lol. Dickinson, commanding battery 4th
U. S. Artillery. Wounded—Gen. Meagher, in
leg; Col. Nugent, 69th New York, badly;
Major Muche, do; Capt. Carpenter, 94th New
York; Capt. Hart, Assistant Adjutant to Gen.
Tyler, and a large number of Massachusetts
soldiers.
The Herald publishes the following dis-

to the throne

of Greece is considered certain. Paris
journals
assert that orders have been sent to Corfu from

London,

prepare for t he Prince's reception.
On tlte other hand French troops are to he
landed near Athens, “under
pretence,” says
the Liverpool Courier, “of
to

protecting property

lodged

in the French Embassy.” The London
Times asserts that Prince Alfred could in no
event accept the Greek crown with the com-

This closed the evidence.
Judge Howard
then made an able and
eloquent argument for
the accused, contending that
had been

patch
Fredericksburrj, I'd., Dec. 13.—It is ascertained beyond a doubt that the rebel foree is
nearly 260,000 strong. Jackson commands
the rebel right, extending from Gunuey’s Station to l’ort Royal. Longstreet lias the centre, extending from Guuuey’s Station to Telegraph road. Lee and Stuart are on their left.
A dispatch to the Herald says Engineer
Gen. Hammond and Medical Inspector Vollum proceeded to Fredericksburg to-night
with thirty surgeons.
:

plications which would ensue, and hints that
Prince Nicholas, the youngest brother of the
King of Sweden will receive the election.

nothing
slightest degree implicate Lamb in the burning of the barn. He
assumed several hypotheses by which the barn
could be set on fire without any evil design.
His argument occupied one hour and a
quarshown that could in the

New York Market.
New York, Dec. 13.
Cotton—quiet and unchanged; sales 200 bales
67
for
middling uplands.
66*.®

at

Flour—.state and Western dull and 6 cents lowerSupertiue State 5 75 a 6 90; Extra do 6 10 a 6 26
Round Hoop Ohio 6 75 n 6 80; Superline Western
6 76 O 6 95; Common to good Extra Western 6 20
a,
650; Southern dull; Mixed to good 6 86 a 7 16
Fancy and extra 7 25 a 900; Canada dull ami drooptug; Extra 6 20 @ 8 25.
Wheat—dull and lc lower; Chicago spring 1 21.®
1 28; Milwaukee club 1 26 o 1 33; Amber Iowa 1 31
<* 1 35; Winter Red Western 139® 143; Amber
Michigan 1 44 q, 146; White Michigan 1 53 a 154;

ter.

Advices from the army state that Gen. Meredith commands a division, and Col. Cutler of
Michigan his late brigade.

—

Mr.

Butler, County Attorney,

made an able

argument for the Government.

He combat-

—

ted the

hypothesis set tip by counsel for the
prisoner as to the way in which the barn might
have been destroyed. He contended that it
lrnd been already shown that the barn had
been set on fire by somebody, and that all the

Tenn.

Army.

Knoxville, Tenn. Dec. 11.
President Davis made a speeeli here this
He
thinks the Toryism of East
morning.

Tennessee is exaggerated.
Gov. Brown of Georgia, acting under the
authority of the Legislature of that State, has
seized from $300,000 to $400,000 worth of
goods in Augusta, lor the use of the soldiers,
to be paid for, of course, at reasonable rates.
It has caused great excitement.

2

Chicago

Molasses—dull.
T reights to Liverpool—dull and
declining; cotton
nominal; flour nominal; grain 7jd for corn in ships’
bags.
Wool—dull.

Probable Wreck of

Stock Market.
New

York,

Dec. 13.

Second Board—.Stocks weak.
k llock Island,.
88$
Cleveland & Toledo. t;9
Illinois Ceutral scrip,. 78
Michigan Southern guaranteed,. 82r
Michigan Ceutral,— /.i»l3
! Erie...61 j
Erie nreterred. 93*
it was in evidence that the fire occurred about
| New York Ceutral,.
.1035
1 o’clock in the morning. It. was for the
racific
jury AmericanMail, ..1235
|
i.old,.
122
tn judge whether the W'omeu
might not lie I Missouri «’*..
.521
mistaken as to the time when defendant left I California 7 s.
! 114i

must compare all the testi-

Knoxville.

—

had

They

at

Seizure of Goods for the Rebel

inter Red and Amber State 1
40} a 1 47j.
Corn
less active and prices without material
change; Mixed Western 76 @ 76$ for ^hipping, and
65 ti <5 for unbound.
Oats—active and firm; bales Jersey, Northern and
•
esteru at 08 « 7<Jc.
Beef—firm and more active; Country Mess 8 00 @
10 to; Crime 6 60 « 7 00;
12 00
Repacked
13 io; Crime Mesa 20 00 a 22 00.
l*ork—scarcely so firm ; Mess 13 00 (ffi 16 00.
8uirar*—«|ui«*t; New Orleans 9} u 10}; Museovad<> j « 9j; 275 boxes llavaua,
part at 93*.
Coffee—quiet; sales at 34.

the

the bouse.

Davis

"

circumstances tended to fix the fact upon the
prisoner. He contended that the prisoner
a motive for so
doing in consequence of
difficulty between Baker and himself. His
argument occupied one hour and a liulf.
Judge Fox charged the jury that it was
their duty in the first place to enquire whether
the barn was wilfully set on fire. If they
found it had not, then they need not proceed
further. If they found it had been designedly set on fire, then the second question would
be who did it? He reviewed the
principal
points of evidence introduced, and said it was
for the jury to
judge of their weight. If the
defeudaut was at home, as testified by some
of tlie witnesses for the
defence, uulil ;S o'clock
in the morning, then an alibi was
proved, for

Jeff

I

I

Chicago

United State* demand note*
United States 3’s 1881 coupon;

126$

104

|

U. S. Transport.
New Yoke, Dee. 14.
Tile brig Keoka, from Havana, reports 12lb,
lat. 3s 35,Ion. 72 40, run through an immense
mass of boxes, some small pieces of boards
resembling pieces of bulwarks, and a vessel's
gangway stage, Ac. These boxes extended
six or seven miles, literally covering the water.
Picked up a new cork fender and fifteen boxes
which contained army bread, apparently not
more than fifteen or twenty hours in the
water.
They were marked l’. S. Subsistence
Department and Union Mechanical Bakery
Co., N. Y.
Steamer Talisman has arrived from Jamaica
\ ia. Port au Prince.
No news.
a

MO
inn
100
01)

44,108 00

1"0
100

92
90
95
6.5
102
108

186 49
3.389 25
11.668 37
13.985 00
16,432 22

75

80

11,00200

75
70

75
72

100

103

Bank,

State

L

13. Amount of railroad stockg? State
of each kind, and par value aud

ship

Cl.

24.
25.

Capt.

Thos. Russell of the 23d

20.

i

or

28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
3*.
35.
36.
37.
3S.
39.
40.

41.
42.
43.

The United States sloop-of-war Narragansett arrived at Panama on the 2d. making four
American war vessels in port w ith lour French
and one English. The French leave immediately for Mexico, and the others will remain in

46.

port.

47.

The floods along the railroad in Panama
have subsided and did no damage whatever to
the track, except about sixty feet, which is
badly washed away. The repairs have been
made and trains are running regularly.
Items from

movement

Richmond

of

Troop*

48.

49.

Carolina.

Landing of

PORTLAND,

A

38,283 03

gA

Afm

COURSE or

ASSEMBLIES

C

C3!766 31

fourth Assembly will be

The

A

CHRISTMAS

on

FIE, ou
dances.

which occasiou then- will be extra
The fifth will be on XE W YEAR’S E1 E,
with extra dances, to dtDco the old
year ou’ and
the New Year iu. The course will close with

W

-ALSO-

Hobeon'*

\

AT-

No. 03.Middle Street.

ROLLINS & BOND

TO LET.

New and Desirable Stylet ol

Easterly Tenement of the
rpHE
X Street, known ah the Hollo
Oct.

House

HAVE bees eeceivixo

Spring

on

OIotliM,

House. Enquire of
S. J. ANDERSON.

27.—dtf

FURNISHING GOODS,

^ra=am—m

Land,

1 "'I Lots of

Spruce street.

Either

—ALSO—
one on Spring

and

one

WUeh they offer

on

would be. exchanged for

good Dwelling House.
For particular* please apply nt

ty*Uall •• before purchasing ekewbere, and
yourself !

a

95 MIDDLE STREET.
oc29 dtf

Cooper's shop

OX

to Let.

KARDINER Sc

Commercial Street, head of Hobeon'a Wharf.
Inquire of J. H. 1IAMLEN.
Office ou Hobson's Wharf.
*ep4tf

Have
est and

THE

ALSO,

Gentlemen’s
which

i
!

BOOKS,

Koronnoisancfi to Franklin, Trim.
Destruction of Rebel Property.

BOOK PUBLISHERS.

nov25

No. 27 Market

Nashville, Dec. 14.
special dispatch to the New York Tribune
says Geu Stanley returned this evening iroin a
daring enterprise into Dixie. He left our
front yesterday by the Franklin Pike with a
strong force of cavalry and disturbed the enemy early in the day, lighting a considerable
cavalry force and defeating them. Alter he had
bivouacked he intended to surprise Franklin,
but during the night he was discovered, and
iiuding a surprise impracticable he made a
dash at Franklin this morning and was sharplyresisted by the enemy who shot from the
houses. Maj. Gen. Wynkoop commanding the
7th Pennsylvania cavalry, charged brilliantly
through the town amt diove the rebels clean
out.
After destroying the flour mills ami

other property useful to the rebel army, the
expedition, satisfied with the reconnoisance,
returned, losing only one man. Five rebels,
including one Lieutenant, were killed ami ten
wounded. Twelve were taken prisoners and
a large drove of horses captured.
It was discovered that there is no large force of rebels
as far west as Franklin.
There is a heavy force of rebels near NolinsvUle, another near Murfreesboro, and a
considerable force aland this side of Steward's
Creek. There was no enemy at Lebanon.
The guerrilla Morgan is slashing about promiscously with 5000 men.
The enemy is waiting an attack. All is quiet
in front. The entire rebel force does not exceed 70.000.
The Murfreesboro rebel Banner of yesterday
admits a loss at Hartsville in two rebel regiments of eighty men.
Bragg sent 1732 parolled union prisoners to our lines yesterday,
at
Hartsville.
mostly captured

FURS!!

FURS!!!

Finr American Sabir Furs!
TOR SALE AT

River Sable

Furs,

urs

exchanged,

altered

ana

7,500 MINK.
-1,000 FOX,
0,000 MUSK

HAT.

(ThORING,

No. 120 .Middle Street.
nov21

CLIXTOX Fl'RBISII & CO.

Forwarding & Commission Merchants,
NO. 24 RIVER STREET,

(Pntented.)

CHICAGO.
(UNTON

especially

( KIAS. DAY,Jr., lit Middle St.

hum:

\(i
AND

—

,

SHOULDER BRACES and ELASTIC
INGS constantly on hand.
r he l*oor liberally considered.

No.
o

will b«‘

i*ocl8

llortiriilliirul
OTICE is hereby given that the annual meeting

of the I'OHTLAM) HORTK TLTCRAL SO//,' !' Y stands adjourned to 74 o’clock of Mtjuday
Evening, December 22d inat., When otlicers tor the
‘ensuing year will be choseu. aud such other business
transacted us may be legally brought before it.
S. B BECKETT. Secretary
id
raitland December 13. 1*62

Maine State

oc21 tf

purchase
abeth.

to

the amount of

Two Thousand Dollars,
on eight years time, at the rate of interest of live per
The Bonds, with semi-annual
c<nt. per annum
coupons, are made pavable at Portland.
JOSEPH S. PICKETT, Treasurer.
decll tdec^O*
Cape Elizabeth. Deo. 10, 1*52

HATHAWAY

Agent, Washington,

received through Portland

P. O., Box 175, until Saturday, Dec. 30th. for the
PROPOSALS
of IU»nds issued by the towu of Capo Eliz-

addressed

J. W.

STOCK-

CARTER.

t'a|Hk Elizabolh.

rmt.

Communications to be

FKANKUN

LOAN TO THE TOWN OF

\ii

—

Soldiers’ Relief Aisoeiatioi,
application

FURBISH.

Kf.fehk>ckn—J. B. Brown k Sou, Portland.
W. >V. Thomas,
"
A. K. Shurtleff,
"
8. J. Smith,
W. J Emmet, New York
Hevl
k
Harris,
Co., Philadelphia,
dec® dk w3w24

nov26 3w

PRACTICAL TRUSS FITTER,
attention to the
to Adult* aud Children.

Ten Thousand Four Hundred Cigar*.
The same having been decreed forfeit to tho United
States in tho District Court tor said District, and ordered to be sold, aud the proceeds disposed of according to law.
Dated at Portlaud. this tenth dav of December. A. 1>. 1862.
F A. QUIN BY.
U S. Deputy Marsha). District of Maine.
declO d!5t

CLOAKS.

WRAPPERS, COATS, ROBES, Ac.,Ac.,

they

Post-office.

AND-

(

MIFFS.

They

A potlioonr y

N

COLLARS.

especially

Trusses ! Trusses ! Trusses !

TRUSSES

GOODS,

-CONSISTING OF-

to cover deficiencies
in LaA of skates heretofore made, and
dies' and (Vents' Skakes, with the Patent Ankle Suptried
to insure
to
and
be
seen
netni
which
only
ports,
are made from the best
for them a ready sale.'
materials, latest styles, and of superior workmanship Am person can learn to skate well iu les than
one-fourth of the time, by using the Patent Ankle
useful for (hose
are
Support—and
havmg weak ankles. For sale by

Highest prices paid at HARRIS' HAT STORE,

personal

public

rVIliESE Skates are intended

WANTED, NOW! 7

THOS.

PI'

All the Latest Styles of

THE HLONDIN SKATE,

Opposite

R>CAN'T to a Writ of Venditioni Exponas, to
me directed, from the Hon. As.'iur Ware, Judge
of tin* United btate* District Court, within and for
said District of Maine. 1 shall expose and sell at
vendue, to the highest bidder therefor, the following property aud merchandise at the time and
within
said District, as follows, vis:
place
At the Custom House Building on Fore Street,
in Portland, on Friday, the twenty-sixth day qf December current, at 11 o'clock A. M.,

IMPORTER

PAPES.

YORK.

II. S. .YIar»lml'M Sale.
United State* or America, I
District of .Maine, »*.
)

,

repaired*

uov27 4 wed to

Dec. 8—2«cd

:

and Manufacturer, has on hand,
and is constantly manufacturing from the best
stock,

FUR

of

praises.

Something 1ST ew!

FOR SALE AT SHAW’S.
r

1

;

all of which will he sold on the moat rtaaouabletarma.
SET-tall before purchasing elsewhere.

SHAW’S, 136 MIDDLE STREET.
Fitch and

j

mannfhctory

whose established reputation of thirty yean render*
the superiority of their Piauos familiar as household
words.”
These instrument# sing their own
Any
person desirous of obtainiug a superior 1‘iauo for
a very little money, should call aud examine these
instruments, a# they must and will be sold.
Their agent will take great ph-asure iu showing the
beauties of these instruments to any and all who
mav ffcvor him with a call.
VST Recollect this is a rare chauce, and for a few
E. 11. Ob BURN,
days only.
Agent for the Manufacturers.
Every Piano sold with the writteu guarantee of
the Maker*
dec3 dtf

NO. 120 MIDDLE STREET,

splendid, new and powerful
••Mavrucordatos,” A 1,
Steamship
12 ears, 1200 tons, 600 horse power—

FURSr

SVMKBAVt)

(iEORUE A.

SCTffBawHBi r. S. Ewen. Commander, will leave
l’ortiuiiu on or about the 20th inst. Has first rate
accommodations for
passengers, tirst, second and
third class. For freight or passage applv to
FREER. HO YD & CO
British Cousuiate Office, Exchange Street.
dec 9

Devotes

Various Items.
New Yoke, Dec. 13.
There was a heavy fog in the harbor last
night and a large part of to-day. No disasters are reported however.
The total amount raised in this city up to
date for the Lancashire (England) operatives
is $100,000.
Custom House returns show that $000,000
worth of gmts have been imported tills week. |
!
Six political prisoners were released from
Foil Lafayette today.

Steamship*.

The

^fejgllL

Square,

age of the public.
fy*( ARP SIGNS of all varieties painted to
JOHN B. HUDSON. Jr..
order.
No. 27 Market Square.
dec4 d4w

STEAM TO LONDON DIRECT.
jp

Direct from the

LlUHTE K Bit A DBVRY.SE W

tains, Banners, Landscapes. Figures, Flowers, Scroll
Work, kc.
A long aud thorough apprenticeship to the mechanical branch of the business, ami several years study
of the higher tranche* of the Art. have rendered him
qualified to execute even- variety of work in the
most elegant styles, ami he hopes by diligence and
constant attention to business, to merit the patron-

7r WHITE STAR LINE”

MIDDLE STREET.

Fiano-Fortos,

where he will execute in an artistic manner all kinds
of ORNAMENTAL PAINTING, such as Sigus.l'ur-

JI. BKADIMI.

sale for

choice assortment of

HUDSON, JR.

B.

exhibition and for
ONLY, iu the Store

NO 162
a

-HAS REMOVED TO-

Bakery,

Will be on
a PEW DAYS

r

JAMES NOYES.

4wdftw23

JOHN

GOOD FAMIL )' FLOCK by the barrel, or in less
dec9 tf
quantities

A

A RARE CHANCE!

Removal.

where will be manufactured the varieties of BREAD
fbuud in similar establishments; and he hopes, by
close application to business, and an endeavor to
please, to merit a share of patrouage.

OI*

Pianos, X^ianos !

56, 58 ft 68 Exchange 8t., Portlapd.

five years, he has returned to his uative place and
purchased of 31 r. Thomas Richards his interest iu
the

PRISONERS.

HEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA. BALTI-

TO

Noyes,

BAILEY.

Ur Stairs.

MORE and WASHINGTON, and to ail parts of
the WEST aud SOUTH and NORTH WEST. via. all
the mo»t popular route* and at the Uarest Boston
W. D. LI TTLE, Agent.
rates, for sale by
Oat 2.
office 31 Exchange St.
dtf'

Papers.
Ac

Bailey

GOULD, 74 Middle St.,

THROUGH TIC KETS

STATIONERY,

Hoorn

^Lg-ain!”

Street

MOSES
nov27 dtf

—.‘Asm-

fTUIE undersigned would inform his old friend*
X and the public, that after an absence of twenty-

Washington

20 HOUSES, at prices from 91000 to 96000.
1U0 HOUSE LOTS, at price* from 8200 to 93000.
2.000.000 feet of FLATS.
1.000. 000 feet of LAND.
2 STORE LOTS on Commercial Street.

EXCHANGE 8TRE ET

Portland,

F. W

Estate,

GREAT CIA5CI FOR BARGAIN'S BEFORE TU USB!

Have one of the largest stocks of Stationery iu the
State, bought for CASH OSL Y, and much of it before it advanced in price. Any one wishing to purchase in quantities, or for their private use, will find
prompt attention and good bargains in

t ins. DAY, Jr.

“Home

Furnishing Goods,

INVESTMENTS !

BAILEY & NOYES,

114 ZVXiddle Street.

CLOTHING,

does.

now

POCKET DI ARIES for 1863.

Styles of

will sell

]R>eal

Fruit Knives and

dec£ iseodtjanl

we

use

a

Goods for the coming

and Cassinieres.

st prices to suit the times.
Portland. Nor. 19. 1*12.
dtf

PERSON
to
quanEVERY
tities of Stationery should purchase year’s supfor it has
at
advanced in

what it

LAT*

of

rVLL STOCK OF THK

It E ADY-.1I A D E

LETTER PAPER-UNIT

Silver NapRiugSj work-boxes, writing desks, port folios,reticules, ladies and gents’ dressing cases, ladies companions, brush and comb boxes, segar cases, gents’
small hand trunks, checker and backgammon boards,
chess men, dominoes, jack-straws, ladies’ tine travelling bags, portmnniiaics, shell and pearl card cases.
PHOTOGKAPHU ALB CMS, ladies and gents’
skates, parlor skates.boys’ cl tests of tools, tneersnanm
I pipes, do cigar holders, girls anti boys sleds—togetb! 'er with a large assortment of Children'a Toy*.
/•' F£Kt '• ItEES,S by the yard, and iu wreaths.

patterns of Silver

A

Latest

pied

who has occasion

Custom Ho use,

receiving tht

Fancy Doeskins

I he large House on the corner of Mid*
die and Willow Streets, recently occuby Mrs. C. A. Richards as a" boardPossession given immediing house.
ately. For particulars enquire of
JoHN C. PROCTOR

oc25tf

the

are dailv
most desirable styles

To Let.

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Silver Ware,
New
kin

hand, and

on

CLOTHS, OVERCOATIHGS,

OCEAN INSURANCE CO..
dtf
No 27 Exchange St.

STREET.

A X extensive assortment of
consisting of

Opposite

jf £

To Let.

Sept. 15.1W2.

BROWN,

At 02 Middle Street,

commodious Chamber iu the northerly cor*
uer of the new brick block,. oroer of Lime and
Milk Streets, directly facing the market. Kent ow.
Enquire nt office of

and New Year’s

! A Holidays,

ate

jot

127 Middle Street,
N. I. MITCHELL.

Portland
nov4eodtf

at

Price* to unit the Times !

once,
plv
already
price, and
w-fll undoubtedly in six months COST DOUBLE

MIDDLE

Clot liing*,

For Sale.
THE HOUSE on the corner of Prospect and Casco streets—the basement
finished for a Store. A good stand for
a family Orocer.

56 St 58114

Wharf, foot of High Street.

FOR SALE & TO LET.

PEESEISTTS.

Thursday

by

NEW FALL GOODS
For Gentlemen’s Wear.

Managers—J. H. Barberick, W. H. Phillip* J
P'
Kacklefl, C. J. Harris.
Ticket* for the Course-*3.50;
Single Tickef*. 76
cents—for sale by the Managers.
Music by Chandler’s Quadrille Band.
Dancing to commence at 8 o’clock.
nov24

SAM I, GOULD, President.
Goodrich, Secretary.

Christmas

d3in

oc30

B.

dec 12 d3w

Enquirer of tile 12th has the
following:—Heavy fighting is going on at
Fredericksburg. Longstreet's forces are engaged. The cannonading is severe. On

LATHS, CLAP*

Bb!s. Choice Brand FLOUR, for ffcmily
RUFUS DEE RING,

200

A Grand Ball!

NATH’L F. DEE RING. Agent,
Exchange Street
Portland.

The Richmond

all nitet.

DOORS. SASHES. BUNDS.
BOARD.S—Fitted and Hough.
OUTSIDE SASHES on hand.

LANCASTER HALL,
eomm(*ncing ou
Tuesday Evening, December 2d.

172.000 00
77.778 67

SHOOKS.

DlMKNSloN,

81'KITE

Envolopoa.

Fortress Monroe, Dec. 13,1
via Baltimore 14tb.
{

UNION

FOB MALE.

300
OOO '.u^RDsA'VEDP,n'8hlpp,n*
6.000 Sugar Box

AT

72,013 63

No. 3

PAROLED

WILL GIVE A

SIX

HARRIS BROTHERS.
202 Fore Street.

c|»*C» Ot

The Friends of Temperance

CO.

TOolassrs.
HI1DS. SWEET CLAYED,
for sale by

dccl2 isedtf

Justice of the Peace.

Large Federal Force In
Gates County.

J. F. WEEKS k

iRU A

Gorham—Tue«dav Eve, Dec 16th, Kobie’s Hall.
Baccara rp a-Wed needav Eve ,Dec.17. Warren llall.

86^873

a

last our batteries stationed below
tile town opened tire ou the gunboats anchored in tlie stream, consisting of the Freeborn, Anacosta. Live Yankee and Resolute.
The tiring lasted an hour and a half, and was
very heavy and rapid. Eleven houses were
struck, ami four completely riddled. No notice w as given of an intention to shell. Alter
the bombardment the gunboats dropped dow n
the river some miles. The people of the town,
like those of Fredericksburg, are now scattered in the farm houses and cabins in the adjacent country. Truly the Yankees are waging a syar of extermination, and Abraham
Lincoln is a lit compeer for Nena Sahib.
Col. Lucius M. Lamar will visit Europe, accompanied by Col. L. Q, C. Lumar of Mississippi. who goes with instructions to Messrs.
Slidell and Mason from North Carolina.
Important movements are on foot in Easlern
North Carolina. Twelve regiments left Newbern ou Saturday. Some think their destination is Wilmington.
The more general belief
is, that they design an attack oil (Weldon and
Petersburg. On Sunday two transports and
live gunboats ascended the Chowan river, and
a land force of 10,000 were seen in motion from
Suffolk, indicating a movement oil Weldon.
The Raleigh Progress announces the landing of a large Federal force in Gates county.
II this be true, an immediate attack ou Weldon may be expected.

“O

AT LANCASTER HALL.

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
Suffolk »».. December 10, 1862.
Personally appeared Samuel Gould, President, and
Jas. J. Goodrich, Secretary of the above Company,
and severally made oath that the alnive statement,
by them subscribed, is. in their belief, true.
Before me,
William T. Andrews,

North

Vermont Batter.
<>JY TUBS Prime, for sale by

Monday Evening, December 15th,

87,783 67

dth,!^^ '^f^CE.

TH®

Idayward

D1JJS.

In

Flour. Flour.

ONE OF THKIlt

small

Wh"£

BEST BRANDS of Western and Canada
r amiIv h l.nrn can aln av* be found
at 372 Congress street, at fair price*-for sale by
WILLIAM L. WILSOK.
Portland, Dec. 10,13«2.
eodtf

-IN-

tit ulars

1 FOSTER,
.'•f0
"‘'1 °f Vui°°

MERCHANDISE^

.A. gain.!

PECULIAR CONCERTS !

ui

Ov.
Street.

Porf.no. i„.e.

E. DODGE

Amount of premium uotes ou risks terminated?
6 23718
Amount of borrowed inoncv.specify
ing
collaterals given for the same? None.
Amount oflosses due and unpaid ? None.
Amount of losses claimed
and unpaid?
Amount of losses reported I c0,il,,dered
OI*°
upon which the liability
t,uestl 11
of the Company is not detei mined?
58,900 00
Amount of all other claims against the
Company?
Noue.
Amount of cash received for premiums
on tire risks?
68,729 69
Amount of cash received for premiums
on marine risks?
22,678 66
Amount of notes received for premiums
ou tire risks?
None.
Amount of notes received for premiums
ou niariur rink*?
229.237 82
Amount of cash received for interest ?
6L11U 94
Amount of income received from all
other sources?
2.936 08
Amount of tire losses paid la*t vear?
65
Amount of marine losses paid last vear? 44.273 75
Amount of dividend-paid the last year? 12 >.000 00
Amount paid for expenses of office?
14.274 24
Amount of other expenditures?
ltt^XiOO
Amount received in cash for tire risks
not terminated ?
70,710 42
Amount required to re-insure all outstanding risks? From 75per cent. to95
per cent, of premiums.
Amount of premium notes on risks not
terminated?
155,33718
Amount of delinquent notes not charged to profit and loss?
26 00
Highest rate of interest received? Six
cent.
lighest rate of interest paid on monev
borrowed ?
Nothing.
How many share* of the capital stock
are pledged to the
None.
Company?
Balance to credit of profit and loss account?
282,248 34
Balance to debit of profit and lo«s account?
Nothing.
How many scares of the capital stock
are ovvne by the Company, or not subscribed for?
None.
What amount of the capital consists of
the stockholders’ notes?
X thiug.

Jam. J.

Papers.
in

Tickets, 25 cents for Single Reading—for remaindof the Course (Four Readings.) 75 cents—to be obtained of Bailey & Noves, H. Packard, kc., and at
the door.
dec II td

mar-

*

the western
the vicinity of State
Win*
A two rtorfod houwwlth
a
rf»od lot would be preferred.
Any person who has a
K‘»od and convenient hou*e for na.e in
that locality
* *
for about 93,<300, will
please ad dr- gg

clock.

(K*r

45.

WANTED t*10

RJB
Trr-°r Brackett

er

W ni-

•

House Wanted.
to purchase, a house in

PART II.

**

.U.cmcuu;

Union.Webster.

WILL GIVE

••

Shingle*

A.

13 013 G-E

••

*•

^Portland, Dec lLh^4

King John—Act 4, Scene 1.Shakspeare.
Speech of Sergeant Buzfuz.IHckens
Doors open at 7—Readings to commence at 8 o’-

f
J

27.

Central America.

.-

V

PART I.

Christmas Stories—The Tetterbv Familv
Dickens
Rescue, from “Lea Miserable*”. Victor Huno

And

Chicasaw
Augusta
Luion

"

r

The

5,962 75

16. Amount of cash on hand,
including advances on losses not adjusted?
17. Am't of cash in hands of agents? None.
18. Aniouut loaned on mortgage of real es'a,L ?
19. Amount loaned on collateral?
20. Amount loaned without collateral?

Levi

Programme.

7,500 00 ;

ket value ot each.
None.
14. Amount of railroad bonds? State am t
of each kind, and par value and market value of each.
8102,000 Bonds
Cheshire Rail Road, par value 100,market value 102,
15. Cash value of real estate owned by the

full cargo.

^sn ’rince Alfred's election

The Court here took a recess until
quarter
past 6 o’clock. At that time the Court came
ill and the case proceeded.
Charles Varney and Frederick
Legrow,
called by the County Attorney, testified that
the women told them that Lamb left some
time during the night.
Miss Dolley and Mrs Bowers,called
by counsel for defence, denied
haring made any such
statement either to Varney or
Lopow.

strength of the enemy.

sailed for Liver-

Sntnnluv nli..riu.oo

taken who

shelling Fredericksburg, endeavoring to drive
our troops out of the place but without success.
Gen. Burnside is in the city personally
directing operations.

American Illustrated papers for
this week have been received at A. liobiuson’s,
No. 51 Exchange street.

could not tell; thiuk it was Miss Dolley
that made the answer; they were all there
together; Mrs. Bowers and Mrs. Babb said

were

sible to form ail accurate idea of the lo-s on
either side. The firing is still going on, rendering it extremely difficult to remove the
killed and wounded.
The city suffered terribly from the enemy's
artillery. It is crowded with our troops, their
front extending but a short distance beyond.
The fight will probably be renewed to-morrow.
A balloon has been up all day.
About dark our forces carried the right
crest ot the hill occupied by the rebels who
were driven from their
position with great
slaughter. This evening the rebels have been

^^“"The

they

prisoners

64.00632

**

To-night

report that Lee's entire army is in the vicinity.
(Jen. Hill's troops started down this .morning
hut returned. Gen. Franklin’s division to-night
is op|K>sed to Stonewall Jackson. It is impos-

Bay

T,

Boston,

ing, having been sent on by Major Chambers,
to Col. Howe,
who forwarded it this evening by mail.
The brig S. M. Newhall, from Point Petre,
Guadaloupe, brought Capt. Mellen, late of
ship Levi Starbuck, as a passenger. Capt.
Mcllen's statement is corroborative of that already published. The pirates plundered him
and his ship, and then burned bis vessel. Capt.
Mellen states that there was an English bark,
laden with 40M tons of coal, at Port Royal, tile
captain of which went on board the pirate, and
after a consultation his bark weighed anchor
and sailed that night, undoubtedly for the
same rendezvous to
supply the pirate with
coal. Capt. Lincoln, of the T. B. Wales, with
his passengers, intended going to New York
via Havana.
The steamer Champion, from Aspinwall,
arrived at three this afternoon, with ?>TUO,iXK)
in treasure. She brings no news from South

sides.

survive.

_.

117

20 shs Market Bank, Boston,
60
New England Bank,

Massachusetts, which was occasioned by a
fatal mixture being given by mistake. The
hotly of Capt. Russell arrived here this morn-

New York, Dec. 14.

each army holds its first position,
except a slight advance on our left. Cannonading is stili going on and musketry breaks
out at intervals quite fiercely.
Gen. Bayard was struck in the hip by a solid
shot while conversing wit|i (Jen. Franklin.
Ilis right leg was amputated hut he cannot

Rail Road

100

o

The Xewbern Progress of the 9th mentions

!

1

"

“»,lk-

100 shs

23.

(Jen. Burnside Personally directing Operations.

The Herald's dispatch, dated at headquarters last night, says Gen. Franklin’s line was
moved forward at sunrise, with his right resti ing upon Fredericksburg—his centre advanced
a mile from the river, and his left resting on
\
the river three miles below. Skirmishing commenced on the left, about daylight. Soon after
a rebel battery opened on our lines, and the
9th N. Y. militia was ordered to charge, hilt
after a tierce struggle was compelled to retire,
The remainder ol' the brigade then charged
the enemy's guns, when the tight became general on our extreme left. Gens. Meader and
Gibbons' divisions encountered the right of
Gen. A. P. Hill's command. The cannonading
was territic, though our troops suffered but
little from the enemy's artillery. Gradually
the fight extended around to the right. Gen.
! Howe's division then went iu.aud then Gen.
Brooks’ division.
About 10 o’clock Gen. Sumner’s troops engaged the enemy buck of the city, since which
the battle has raged furiously along the whole
line. The enemy, occupying woods and hills,
had a much more advantageous position, but
were driven back on their right a mile and a
half early in the day.
About noon Gen. Gibbons was relieved by
Gens. Doubleday and Meade, and by General
Stoneman afterwards. Geu. Newton's divi] sion moved round to the support of the left,
when the tiring ceased for a short time, and
broke out with greater fierceness in tile centre, where our troops were exposed to a plunging fire from the enemy’s guns and earthworks
on the hill.
Along the whole line the battle
has been fierce all day, with great loss to both

htale Hank

Iiau£
Bank,Low-

160

commanding the 23d Regiment,

I

•;

iS

New Yokk, Dec. 14.

GEN. BAYARD FATALLY WOUNDED.

Good Fjjuit.—B. W. Jones, No. 115 Fore
street, has received a lot of sweet Cuba

liutler called

2o0

From the Isthmus.

!

This closed the testimony for the defence,

..

CAROLINA.

Statement of the Master of the
Starbnck.

line

and costs, amounting to $.1.17, for not clearing
the snow from the sidewalk in front of his

llauk. Uij-io",
Bank,Bos»«■.
,,
10 shs North Bank,
Boston,
43 shs Trader, Bank,
trs

500 shs Shawmut

Company,

Right.

that one of

the battle

being buried.

on

less, he thought, they had sufficient evidence
to show, in the most conclusive manner, his

despatched from Washington to

FROM NORTH

Mr. Thomas Collins on Fore street, in a pitiathe part !
Tlie indications are that no decisive battle
ble condition. Ilis toes were badly frozen,
will be fought to-day unless the rebels should
of the child. The evidence to be offered to
and the great ones will probably have tosufTer
bring on an engagement, which they probably
the jury, he thought would satisfy them that :
will not.
amputation. He stated that he slept Saturday
Lamb was in the house until three o'clock in
night in the Evstern Cemetery. He was taken
the morning, when he got up and started for
care of by Mr. Collins, and will
be
returned^ k IHore Particulars of the Battle.
Camp Meeting iu Poland, and stayed there to the
hospital to-day.
till he was arrested. If Lamb could be put upon the stand, the prosecution would wilt at j
Cleah yoi'k Sidewalks.— By reference
The Rebels Driven Bark on (lie
once.
But this could not be done; nevertheto our Municipal Court report it will be seen

barn, and which

forces.

It is proper to caution the public against
hastily crediting the many unsupported rumors concerning yesterday’s battles.
Some of
them here prevalent have no other basis than
surmise, and are mere inventions in the absence of facts.
Hebei sympathizers are responsible for not a few of these fictions.
Gentlemen in high public positions repeat
the assertion us coming from Gen. Burnside,
that be lias men enough, and therefore desires
no further reinforcements.
It is ascertained at the Treasury Department that the restrictions of Nov. 2o, on clearances to Matamoras, have been rescinded.
The order retiring Col. P. Andrews, Deputy
Paymaster General, at his own request, lie
having been in the army service for 40 years,
has been revoked, and he has been assigned
to duty in this city as Acting Paymaster General by seniority of appointment. He succeeds the late Col. Larned.
The sanitary commission sent a vessel to-day
to Aquia Creek with surgeons, nurses and
hospital stores for the wounded in the battle.

Army ok Potomac, (
Dec. 14.-11.30 A. M.
)
There is no fog to-day. The sun is shilling
with
a
breeze.
brightly
strong
At daylight this morning there was a heavy
tire of artillery and infantry in front of the first
line of the works, where Gens. Sumner and
Hooker were engaged yesterday. The tire
slacked about an hour afterwards and was
heard only at intervals until now. Th esame
occurred in front of Gen. Franklin’s division
down the river. The object of both parties
was evidently to feel the other.
During last night and this forenoon the
rebels have considerably extended their w orks
anil strengthened their position. Large bodies
of troops are now to be seen where but few
were to be found yesterday.
Our dead which were killed yesterday w hile
charging in front of the enemy’s works still
remain where they tell.
When attempting
their removal last night the rebels would opeii
fire with infantry, but the wounded have all
been removed from the field, and all thd dead

the

to

Fire

onr

!

Board*,
‘ot'IJI! rTf Spruce
L’i"<' Shipping
I‘tank.
SS
C*>™P H»e Board*.
|2MJ5
*an«XE,,le l»Pb»»rds—planed.
Plnpbonrds.
iSS'25
SpruceCedar
100,000 Extra

AT MECHANICS’ HALL.

of the

"

60
06
50

a

Importance

bole«alr

j 7’<S2SE«s«»*.*-

PROF.

the Vomit;
auspices
t hristiau Association, will be
given
Oil Monday Evening, December
15,

Meu

1. State the* name of the
Company. Manufacturers' Insurance Company.
2. Whore located? Boston.
8. When incorporated? February 23, 1822.
4. Amount of Capital ?
8400,000
6. Amount of Capital actually paid in?
400,000
6. Number of shares, and par value of
each? 4000—8100.
7. Amount of tire risks
8,612,764
outstanding?
8. Amount of marine risks
outstanding? 7,887.491
9. Total amount of outstanding risks?
16,600,255
10. Amount of United States stock or treasury note* owned by the Company?
State amount of each kind, and par value and market value of each.
20,000
I nited States 7 3-10 Bonds,
p. v. per
share f 100—in. v. $104
20 000
11. Amount of State stocks? State amount
of each kiud.aud par value and market
value of each.
12. Amount of hank stocks? State amount
of each kind, and par value aud market value of each.
p. v. m.v.coston bks.
I2i5 shrs t Ity Bank,Boston, 100 102
113 356 "4
650 shs ShoeALeather Deal-

Additional surgeons and everything which
the necessities of the wounded require have

Headquarters

ty, and he haudcutted the fellow and took him

unexplained, only shows that
Lamb was riding early in the evening, and
■night have gone down by the barn. This was
all, and it was hardly necessary to call a wit-

Strengthening

At W

.Second of the Course of Readings by
F|1 HEBRIGGS,
under the
o?

BOSTON,
ON THE FIRST DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1862.

early this morning preparations were making all night for a
conflict to-day, Geu. Burnside remaining on
the Held giving orders and looking to the po-

'V A .NTS.

REA I3 I N as.

OF

battle.

NO GENERAL BATTLE SUNDAY.

gave chase, and the fellow dropped
garments opposite Butler’s store, and

the corner of

the Government,

and
their Works.

Y. M. O. A.

Manufacturers’ Insurance Co.,

Matamoras

to

Washington, Dec. 14.
It is thought here that about forty thousand
of our troops were engaged in
yesterday’s

both Sides.

Steal

“nulled foot.” but Farrinctoii overtook him

of such evidence necessary tor a conviction. In this case the whole testimony of

for the defence.

two

Clearances
Rescinded-

of the Potomac.

<>»

n ^3 n? xt :o. ig-OK THE-

ground.

Farrington

evidence,

on

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Army.

sition ami condition of

one of them attracted the
attention of Mr. F. at the further end of the
store, the other seized hall a dozen garments

amount

ness

to

Army

Enemy Extending

I The Rebels

of Mr. Ira P.

Btorc

the part of
the defendant. It was the duty of the Government to prove, beyond a reasonable doubt,
case

The

street, and while

announced that the Gov-

Restrictions

MISCELLANEOUS.

ronrciiiing

From information received

Deane, Esq.. City Solicitor, appeared
the prosecution, and B. I). Verrill for the

Attempt

Some of the witnesses examined on

Daily Press.

SkirmishiiiB

Abel S. Bowie, for violating the city ordinance in not cleaning his sidewalk from snow, 1
was fined two dollars and costs, which he paid.

John Webb testilled
Mrs. Sarah Baker, a lady 72 years of age,
testified as to the tire; and Joseph MansAeid,

tile

From the

Finis

the

their verdict if the Court lmd ad-

Municipal Court—Dec. 13.

to distances.

were

Portland

stml

THE

TO

|

—

Humors

journed. The Court waited until ten minutes
I>ast 12 o'clock, the jury being still out, and
then adjourned to 9 o'clock Monday morning.

examined on the part of the prosecution.
Nehemiah Varney arrested Lamb, who said
he had started for Camp Meeting about three

Knights,

If

find

Ore to the barn of Seward M. Baker

of Windham, on the night ot September 3d,
was resumed.
Several more witnesses were

FROM WASHINGTON.

r

they were satisfied upon that point, they must
a verdict of
guilty.
The jury retired at seven minutes past 10
o'clock Saturday night, with instructions to

criminal tfum.—fox. j„ pbfsidixo.

SatC«i>AY.—Trial for Arson—The trial of
Joseph W. Lamb of Windham, charged with

as

we

that the defendant did commit the deed?

Supreme Judicial Court.

setting

question, are

reasonable doubt,

a

D.

C.

Hank .\o(ice.
rilHE two cent tax stamp must be alBxed to all
A checks ami sight drafts over f</v nty «/o//ors,when
offered at auy Bank iu this city after Saturday, the
13th iust., or payment will be refused.
On and al>cr J&uuai v I t the appropriate stamp
will be required on note- aud drafts payable on tira**
dec5 2weod*
Per older

NOTICE.
Y person having from Five to Ten Hundred
Dollars to invest", may learu of an established
business, in which a large portion of the citizens of
Port laud are interested, vrnich will give constant emplovment and pav wt*M. bv addressing
decl dtf
BCSINESS Daily fre*? Office

VN

j

—a———

MISCELLANY.

T O W A

THE FAITHFUL WIFE.
In 1793, M. de Talleyrand was in Boston.
One day, w hilst crossing the market-place, lie
was compelled to stop by a long row ot wagThe wily
ons, all loaded with vegetables.
courtier,generally so dead to emotion,could not
but look with a kind of pleasure at these wagons, and the little wagoners, who, by-the-by,

youngamd pretty

were

countrywomen.

THE MARKETS.

MISCELLANEOUS.
.4 A I»

Expressly corrected
An

Orders,

AND ALL Ul'HkH KINDS OF

Sud-

denly the vehicles came to a stand, and the eyes
of M. de Talleyrand chanced to rest upon one of
the young women who seemed more lovely and
graceful thau the others. An exclamation escaped from his lips. It attracted the attention

and

Promptly Executed

—AT THE—

Press Office.

of the fair one, whose country dress and large
hat bespoke daily visits to the market; as she
beheld the astonished Talleyrand, whom she
recognized immediately, she burst out laugh-

Stan da

■•What! is it you?” exclaimed she.
But you, what are you

‘‘Yes, indeed, it is I.
doing here?”
“i"’ said the young

i*

Common.3${g)

d

Norway.64@

SCALES.

woman, “I am w aiting
for my turn to pass on. l ain going to sell my
at
the market.”
greens and vegetables
At that moment the wagons began to move
along, she of the straw hat applied the whip to
her horse, told M. de Talleyrand the name of
the village where she was living, requesting
him earnestly to come ami see her, disappeared,
and left him as if riveted to the spot by this

They

correct in

principle, thoroughly made,
are perfectly accurate and

Sperm.32 @35

strange apparition.
Who was tins young market-woman ? Madame la < lointesse de la Tour-du-Pin,( Mademois-

For

sale, in every variety,

<’hee«e.
Duty 4c p lb.
Vermont p lb... .11

as

Hay, Coal and Railroad Scales I
Dillon,) the most elegant among the
ladies of the court of Louis XVI, King of BUTCHERS’. GROCERS’, DRUGGISTS’, CONFECTIONERS’ and GOLD
France, and whose moral and intellectual
worth had shone w ith so dazzling a lustre in
SCALES!
the society of tier numerous friends and admirers.
At the time when the French nobility
emigrated, she was young, lively, endowed
with the most remarkable talents, and, like all
With a complete variety of
the ladies w ho held a rank at the court, bad
only time to attend to such duties as beWEIGHING APPARATUS,
longed to her highly fashionable and courtly
BY
life.
Let any one fancy the sufferings and agony
FAIRBANKS & BROWN,
of that woman, born in the lap of wealth, and * 118 Milk Street
comer of Batten-march Street,
who had breathed nothing but perfumes under
Boston.
the gilded ceilings of the royal palace of Versailles, when all at once site found herself surSold in Portland by EMERY k WATERHOUSE.
rounded with blood and massacres, and saw evoc2o
ery kind of danger besetting her young and beand
her
infant
child.
loved husband
2 5
YEARS.
They succeeded in flying from France. It was
their good fortune to escape from the bloody
land where Hobespicrre and his associates w ere
busy at the work of death. Alas! in those
times of terror the poor children themselves
almndnne.il with inv tin* ill lent I rntil. for tin
hiding-place was secure against the vigilant eye
ot those monsters who thirsted for innocent
blood.
The fugitives landed in America, and first
went to Boston, where they found a retreat.
But what a change for the young, pretty, and
For more than twenty-five years has the well known
fashionable lady, spoiled from infancy by loud
and continual praises of her beauty and talents!
FURNITURE HOUSE
Mons. de la Tonr-du Pin was extravagantly
OF
fond of his wife. At the court ol France he had
seen her, with the proud eye of a husband, the
object of general admiration. Indeed her conduct bad always been virtuous and exemplary;
Furnished tlio mansions of the wealthy and the
but now, in a foreign land, and among unsodwellings of the lowly,
phisticated republicans,! 1793,) what was the THE PUBLIC
HOUSES,
use of courtly refinements ?
MERCHANT SHIPS,
Happy as he was in seeing her escape from
all the jierils lie had dreaded on her own acAND STEAMERS
still
he
could
not
but deplore the future
count,
Not of Maine only, but of other States, with articles
lot of the wife of his bosom. However, w ith
of Furniture suited to their various wants.
the prudent foresight of a good father and a
kind husband, he nerved himself against despair, and exerted himself to render their conAND NOW,
dition less miserable than that of many emiAt the old stand,
grants who were starving when the little money they had brought over witli them had been
52 and 54 Exchange Street,
exhausted. Not a word of English did he
With increased facilities for manufacturing,
know, though his wife spoke it fluently and
admirably well.
BY STEAM POWER,
They boarded at Mrs. Muller's, a good natured, notable woman, who on every occasion
With good workmen aud thoroughly seasoned stock,
evinced the greatest res|K*ct for her fair boardhe can furnish the largest assortment of
er; yet M. de la Tour-du-Pin was in constant
dread lest the conversation of that good, plain
CUSTOM-MADE WORK,
and well-meaning woman might lie the cause
(Or made, at short notice, to any pattern customers
of great ennui to his lady. What a contrast
may direct,)
with the society of such gentlemen as M. de
Than
can
be
found
M.
de
Elsewhere in the State.
and
the
Norbonne,
Talleyrand,
highminded and polished nobility of France!
Whenever he was thinking of this transition,
Purchasers for Cash may rest assured tfiat goods
(particularly when absent from Ids wife^md tilling the garden of the cottage they were going to bought at this house will be made perfectly satisfacinhabit) he felt such pangs and heart throb- tory in price aud quality.
bings as to make him loo apprehensive on his
return to Mrs. M. to meet the looks of his beAt this establishment may be found an extensive as
sortroent of Elegant and Plain Furniture, of the
loved wife, whom he expected to find bathed
most desirable styles, comprising Rich aud
in tears. Meanwhile the good hostess would
Medium Priced’ Drawing Room, Parlor
and Chamber Furniture, of every degive him a hearty shake of the hand, and rcto him, “Happy husband! Iiappv husscription. Feather Beds and Mattresses of all kinds, Commou
Furniture. Chairs, LookAt last came the day when the fugitive faming Llasses, &c.
ily left tile boarding-house of Mrs. Muller, to go
The Bcwt or Extension Tables, Ac.
and inhabit their little cottage, when they
were to be at last exempt from want, with an
Rosewood and Oilt Mirrors.
only servant, a negro, a kind of Jack-of-all
trades, viz. a gardener, a footman and cook.The last function, M. de la Tour-dn-Piu dreadSpiral Spring Beds, &c.
ed most of all to see him undertake.
I’pholstrry Work Attraadrd to as usual.
It was almost dinner time. The poor emigrant went into his little garden to gatlmr
K. B.—SHIP FURNITl’RE made to order.
some fruit, and tarried as lone as
possible. On
October 1st, 1862.
tf
bis return home his wife was absent; looking
for her, he entered the kitchen, and saw a
I>i**oliiiion of Copartnership.
young countrywoman, who, with her back to
'V'OTICE is hereby given that the copartnership
the door, was kneading dough; her arms ol
JL.N hitherto existing between the subscriber under
snowy whiteness were bare to the elbows. M.
the firm name of BROWN k PERKINS, is dissolvde la Tour-du-Pin started, the young woman
ed bv mutual consent on this* 25th day of ftetober.
The affairs of the late firm will lx- setffed by W. T.
turned round. It was his beloved wife, who
Burnt** k Co.
W. T. BROWN,
had exchanged her muslins and silks for a
ROB T K. PERKINS.
Portland, Oct. 25. 1SG2.
country dress, not as lor a fancy ball, but to
play the part of a real fanner's wife. At the
sight of her husband her cheeks crimsoned,
Portland Match
and she joined her hands in a
supplicating
undersigned having assumed the business of
manner.
“Oil! my love,” said she, "do not
the late firm of Brown k Perkins, and
having
laugh at me. I am as expert as Mrs. Muller.”
increased our laciiitics for the manufacture of our
Too full of emotion to speak, he clasped her
IlfIPKOVED
DUTCH,
to his bosom, and kissed tier
fervently. From
we are now prepared to
his inquiries, he learned that when he
the trade in large or
supply
thought small
with
an
article
which we warrant
quantities
her given up to despair, she had
employed her superior
to any offered in the market, it being the
time more usefully for their future
happiness. ONLY RELIABLE MATCH IS
THE MARKET,
She had taken lessons frym Mrs. Muller and
her servants—and after six months had become
of American manufacture, for
skilful in the culinary art. a through houseSea
keeper, discovering her angelic nature and admirable fortitude.
»
by not being impaired by age. dampness or change
of climate; and the proprietors, ever giateful for lib“Dearest,” continued she. “if yon knew how eral
patronage received, feel confident that, by givIFe, in a moment, understand what
easy it is.
ing their personal attention to the manufacture.they
would cost a countrywomen sometimes one or
will contiuue to merit the confidence* of their former
two years. Now we shall he
happy—you w ill patrons and of the trade in general.
no longer la* afraid of ennui for me, nor I of !
No. 24 Fore Street, Portland. Me.
doubts about my abilities, of which I will give
N. B. Be sure and get the BOB TLA SI) MA TCH,
said
you many proofs,”
she, looking with a^be- as there are other
offered to the trade purwitching smile at him. “Come, come, you porting to be our matches
match. We have no connection
with any other manufactory.
promised 11s a salad, and I am going to bake
for to-morrow; the oven is hot. To-day the
YV. T.' BROWN A CO.
nov25 d3w
bread of the town will do—but oh!—henceforward leave it to me.”
ST AT E O I' DIAIDi E.
From that moment Madame de la Tour-duPin kept her word; she insisted on
going herself to Boston to sell her vegetables and creamcheeses. It w’as on such an errand to town
that M. de Talleyrand met her.. The
day after
he went to pay her a visit, and found her in the
poultry-yard, surrounded by a host of fowls,
—

Shirt*,

Shirt*.

GENTLEMEN,
want
and
cheap

perfect titling shirt please
Sirs. A MOF1 OTT’s cele.
b rated Oval Yoked Shirts, made from the beat
clotlw
sad good custom work, at the
very lowest prices.
63^ Remember the place,
you
IFleave
your

a
measure

MRS. A.
27

for

MOFFOTT’S,

Market Square,

Orders respectfully solicited bv Mrs. Moffett
who
will pay personal attention to the same
»ul2eodtf

£J-',A 1,a.e'''
MAKING
PA 5,1?
BOYS 1"11 j?iv<-n

lo

GARMKNTS, by
A. D. BEEVES,
Tailor,

98 EXCHANGE STREET.
Portland, Aug. <5,1882.

Notice.
milE Kstateof Patrick < Allan. late of Portland,
Jl. deceased, having been represented insolvent,the
Judge of Probate has appointed the undersigned
Commissioners to receive ai d examine all claims and
demands against said estate. And all persons are
hereby notified that the meetings of tlie Commissioners for the above purposes will be held at the
office of Frederick Fox. 64 Middle street, Portland,
on the last Saturday of each of the following
months,
viz Noveml#er, December. 1*62, January
February,
March ami April, 1863—from 2 to 6 o’clock P. M
on
each of those davs

Comn.l~ic.er.,
nov8

Pier and Mantle Mirrors.
Oval, Square or Eliptical frames,

WITH
Rosewood, Black Walnut
to
of

order,
any size, style
elegant patterns: also cheap
frames, by
MORRISON ft CO

with
Gilt finish made
or design, of new and
Looking Glasses and
or

26, Market Square.

1862.

Frohock,

Under United States Hotel, Portland*
desirable mechanical arrangement has now
A been in use a sufficient length of time to ahrw
that it gives entire satisfaction and actually is the
more valued the more it is used.
This invention is a step in advance of all others in
the Spring Bed department, embracing a little more
of their ex cel renews, and yet happily overcoming all
their defects. It is flexible as hair," and vet so recuperative as to bring itseH' into place w ith great facilito the invalid, the aged and old.
ty. It is
and all who linger in suffering and weakness. They
are made of good material warranted
strong and durable, and not liable to get out of order.

F|UIIS

adapted

House. Portland, June 16,1862.
Having introduced the “Andersou Spring lied Bottom’’ into
house, after trial, I pronounce it to be
my
an
easy and healthy bed. I am using several kinds
of spring bed bottoms, but consider the Andersou
fully equal if not better than the best.
N. J. DAVIS, Proprietor.
Commercial

We have introduced several of the justly celebrated “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom” to
apartments. We give this spring bed bottom a decided preference over any and all otbere we have ever
used. Our guests speak of them in the highest terms.
We recommend their use to all hotel keepers who desire the comfort of their guests.
w. d. McLaughlin & son,
Franklin House, Baugor, Me.
May 12.1863.
[From Hon. Josiali II. Drummond ]
using the ‘Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,' and

I
I

am
am very

much

pleased

cheerfully

Duck,
U.S. 10 oz.56 @
12 oz.66 tg

barge.10^

Duty:

Feather*.
Duty 3*) Pc ad ral.
Live* Geese p lb .60

—

mil]

.Ijg

I have had the unspeakable
of sleeping on
one of the “Anderson Spring lied Bottoms” for the
last three weeks, and must say it far suipasses anything I bad anticipated. My wife, w ho is feeble, has
had no good rest for six months till occupying one of
these* beds. She would not part with it "on anv account.
Kkv. JOHN allEn.
Farmington, Feb. 28,1862.

j

Produce.
do. Scaled pbx .Sia 40c Beef p <ju’r p lb 5 (ffi 71
The Red Bottom I bought of you fully merits my
do. No. 1
2.'. u ,>i Bgcs, p dot
1" n 19
expectations, and is fullv up to your high recommenMackerel p bbl.,
Potatoes. pbbl.Sl 42@1 «2
dations. 1 would cheerfully recommend it to all who
Bay No. 1.S10A® 11 t hickens, Spring.8 (a 10
desire to improve their sleepintai-ai intents.
Bay No. 2.7 A® 8 Lainb.5 (a 8
AI STAPLES,
U
Bav No. 3.o] a- 6
HU'S. V a Vi
A N. WILLIAMS.
Augusta, April 16, 1862.
Shore No. 1. ...loU 11 Ueeae.9 taio
"2
tISti Veal.none.
Having tested the “Anderson Spring Red Bottom,”
do. (medium).. At a. 4] Pickles. $>
bbl-$7J{g 8$ \ I can cheerfully recommend it to all who are in need
do. (small).8(® 3$
Rice.
of such an article: and I believe it to be superior to
frail.
Duty: ('leaned lie, Padanvthing of the kind now in use.
Duty Lemons. Oranges, dy Jc |> lb.
Kkv. E. HAWES.
Waterville, April 12, 1862.
Banana* and Plantains Rice
lb.6*@ 7j
20 pc ad rat., Almonds
R mu.
Testimonials
similar
to
above have been rethe
4c, and Shelled do. 6c p Portland distilled 63 (S66c
ceived from the
of
im.

i,MHWiur..

muir.

Xuts aryl Dates 2c
P lb, t'urrants. Figs,
Plums, Prunes and liaising be P lb, (Htron 30
pc ad val.
Almonds—.Iordan p lb.
Soft Shell.20 @22c
Shelled.26 @30
Currants.16 Ka 16
Citron.42 a 45
Pea Nuts.$2fa2$
lb.

Figs,

Salerat hr.
Salerat us
lb.64g 7c
Salt.
Duty In bulk 18c, and in
bags 24c I* 100 lbs.
rurk’s Is.,
Mid.
(8 bus.).¥2 8053 25
Liverpool.2 603 3 00

Cadiz.none
Sacks Salt..none.
lir'd Rutter Salt. .22 <g
Stareh.

common-none.

proprietors

housesFranklin

the

following public

House, Bangor.

Skowhcgan House, Skowhcgan.
Lewiston

;

Litchfield Corner House.
Stoddard House, Fainiingtou.
Revere House. Vassalhoro.
Hallowell House, Hallowell.
China House. China.
Franklin House, Augusta.
Cushnoc House, Augusta.
Abbott’s School. Farmington.
Eaton Boys’ Boarding School, Kent's Hill.

Elenn*.18c(a- 22 Duty 20 |>c ad ral.
lemons, p box.. 82$® 3 Pearl.rtf® 74 i
2 60 Potato.4'g 41
Oranges—Havana.
Raisins,
Shot p 100lbs S9? a 10
Blue P cask.15$'r»16 1
Drop.£10*5
jull7d&w-6m
Black
.$8 @10 Buck.
11*5
Bunch p box. 4 10a4 15 Soap.
m
leaver.4 25 4 50 Duty 36 $>c ad ral.
Dates.7 •• 9c Leatbe & (lore’s, TrowPrunes.8$<« 10$ bridge k Smitli’s ExCHEAP FOR CASH,
Flour—Portland* in ip’. tra No. 1 lb. .9;\g 9?
Superfine.$6@ 0| Family do.8j<g 81
DELIVERED TO ANY TART OF THE CITY.
Fancy.6f@ 6$ No. 1.7} 75 ft |
Extra.f»|@ 7 Fagle No. 1.e](d 6}
SPRING MOUNTAIN LEHIGH,
Family..7 @ 7$ Star.51a 6}
Extra Superior_7fa. H\ Castile.121 i«
HAZELTON LEHIGH,

New

Western extras...
44
44

family...

.6|@ 7$ Crane’s.§9j
a
,74

superior. 7}®,

8j

Ohio extra.7 (@ 7j
family.8 (g> 8$

j

Hoot

LEHIGH,
LOCUST MOUNTAIN,
JOHN'S,
THE GENUINE LOUDER Y,

6c.

Ground Ginger 8c, Pepper and Pimento 12c,
Canada super No.1. none.
(’lores 1.1c, Cassia 10c,
StLouisKav Brands.8 a 9
Cassia Puds 20c, ( innaSouthern 111. do do.7; a 84 mon 26c. Mare and NutPetapsco Family. .10a
lb.
megs 30c
By© Flour... .4f«: 4A Cassia p lb.45 (S47c
Corn Meal.A\a 4’ Cloves.33 (a35
Buckw't FPr p lb 2c®. 2$ liinger, (Race)_30 531
Grain.
1 linger, (Africa) .30 «3l
Duty Com and Oats 10c, Mace.80 §90
Bye and Barley lbc.ana Nutmegs.90 (a92
Wheat 2®* p 6m.
From Pepper. 26
§26
li, PrOVinr, $ free.
Pimento.22 (a 24
Bve.96® 1 Oft Seed*.
Oats.50 @55 Duty: I.inseed 16c
bu.,
South Yel. Corn. .84 (a86
Canary £1 l> bu.. MusCorn, Mixed.82 @85
tard 8e i> lb.
80
@85 Herds Cl rass,.£2? (52?
Barley
Shorts p ton.. .£22 a23 Western
CloverJ.. 10c§ 11
Fine Feed.26 i«27 Red Top.£3

io]

d]'3J

WOOD,

COLERAINE

Spier*.

8] Duty: Ginger

&

Pure and Free Hurning.

CUMBERLAND

COAL

Coals

are

of the best

quality,

and

Also, for sale, best quality of Nova Scotia aud other

Hard and Soil Wood.
The public are requested to call, as we are determined to give good bargains to those who pay cash.

Grindntone*.
Linseed.3 n
Office, Commercial St., head of Maine Whf.
Ihity Bough—free.
Canary.3?g 4
Bough, p ton. ,817 m 20
Sugar.
SAWYER A WHITNEY.
Dream •!
Duty Me/ado2c.notyibore
JulSltf
No. 12 21c, above No. 12
Gunpowder.
Valued
at
than
less
and
not dlmre lb 3c,above
Duty
4-ilt Frame*.
2»*c p lb 6c, ot'er 20c 6c
No. 15 and not above 20
p lb and 20 pc ad val.
3$c. above No. 20 and re- I
PORTRAITS OR LANDSCAPES of any
Blasting.$4A@ 6
fined Ac p lb.
size or style desired—latest patterns and best
Bifle and Sporting.5j@ 7$ Portland A.91 g
workmanship— mnde to order bv
do.
A A.9}5
liny.
MORRISON & CO 26, Market Square
Presss’d P netT.813$(®16
do.
Yellow, noiir.
Loose.16 @16$ Fxtra Yellow.none.
Hide* and Skin*.
Photographic Gooth A Fhrmirnls.
Muscovado.. lOpgi],
do.
in boinl.KJ.r/9
Duty 10 pc ad val.
stock in this department is complete, comSlaughter Hides.. 64<®71c Havana Brow n... .10? 5 12
prising every article used in the art.
Calfskins.11 n 13
do.
White.. 1217/131
MORRISON & CO.,
Calcutta Cow—
New < irleans.11*513}
une24dtfw3t
26, Market Square.
Slaughtered .1 80®200 Crusbcd.11 3 14*
Green Salt.1 60® 1 75 (inundated.14 3 141
Drv. 120@130 Powdered.14 §144
On linnet.
Sheep Pelts, Gr’n.96® £1 f Tallow.
CONSTANT supply of best Extra Deep Gold
Sheep Pelts, Dry .76<@1 OO Duty: Tallow 1 |*c, Soap
Leaf, and at low rates at
Stock 10 *>c ad cat.
26 Market Square
..

FOR

Ol'R

A

Directly over the Magnetic Telegraph Office. Fourth
Story, where all varieties of

in

Drug and

a

Plain and

|

i

<

Job

Fancy

Work,

New

Vineyard,

New

Wednesdays and SaturMondays and Fridays.
Stages leave Fanningtou daily, for Strong, Avon
on

Phillips.

and

Passenger* lor this route will take the cars at the
d, Saco A Portsmouth, or Kennebec A PortS. W. EATON. Sup't.
land Depots, in Portland.
Farmington May 6, 1862.
junc23dtf

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.
Notice to Wood and Lumber Merchants.

rwn

November 1st. 1862, to May 1st, 1868, the
rates of freight on all descriptions of lumber
and timber will be advanced 25 per cent.
No tire wood will be conveyed between October lat,
1862, and May 1st, 1803.
An advance in the rates offire wood will take place
next summer, but in consequence of changes in the
arrangement for conducting the wood business, which
are about to be made, the Company will not be able
to take lire wood from certain places on the line, so
that should any parties make contracts for tire wood
to be carried on the rail wav during the next season,
they must understand that the> wilfdo soat their own
risk, aud that the Company will not feel themselves
bound to carry it.
Due notice will be given of the rates of freight, and
from what stations tire wood can be carried next

I^JO

BRYDGES, Managing

Is

can save

jponey

Philadelphia.

POWER

If any

remedy, they

one

mar
a

has doubts
learn

more

inquiry

note of

as

Fox Block,

to the value

of its

practical

hope of

thus

finding

to Mr. II.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

The Proprietor*
reepectfolly invite
cuting,

providentially, I

noticed

at this

dawtf

a

bottle of

la

ereign specific

in her case, giving her almost instant
relief. Grateful to God for the benefit that I have
personally received. I cannot but commend the preparation to all who have been sufferers like myself.

This celebrated Female Medicine,
virtues uukuown of anything else of the kind, and proving
effectual after all others have failed,
is designed for both married and sitittle todies, and is the very best thing
known for the purpose, as it win
bring on the monthly siebness in cases
of obstructions, froiu any cause, and

possessing

P. S.

adequate to do any

Baptist Church.
1430 Poplar St., Philadelphia.

Numerous cert.ficates of

a

similar

Fancy Types,
work demanded ia

Business Cards of

HENSON,

Pastor of Broad Street
Residence

JOB PRINTING

Book and

amount of money.
1 take occasion to
say. further, that my wife used to suffer severely at
times from protracted pain iu and over her eye-, and
she has found Poou Richard’s Eye Water a sov-

FOR FEMALES.

Pennant Dailt Pxsaa
their fhetlltlee for exebeantifhl stylo, every description of
of the

attention to

Their Eatabliahment is fhmiahed with all tha
approved modern machinery, an4 their nanortment ef

out it for any

MATTISON S INDIAN EMMENAGOGUE.

in

BOO-I AND

POOR RICHARD’S EYE WATER. I had never heard of it before. but determined to try it, and did, with the most
delightful results. In a very few days the painfal
irritation was removed; I could bear the strongest
light, and went forth to the enjoyment of a new life.
I now keep a bottle of it always in the house, and if
my eye seems at all disposed to annoy me, I give it a
dose, and that is an end of it. I would not be withone

Second Floor,

relief.

In the meantime, most
day in a shop window

with

STREET,

;

out success, and I entertained the purpose, as a last
resort, of having the ball taken out of its socket, in
the

Printing Office,

ITo. 83i EXCHANGE

Philadelphia. Oct. 17,1862.
From injuries received iu my right eye, when a
boy, a chronic inflammation had been produced, in
consequence of which 1 suffered constant martyrdom.
Every moment of my waking life was embittered, and I was frequently unable to sleep at night.
A variety of remedies had been resorted to with-

The Great Indian Remedy
DR

Book and Job

rare

value by addressing

Niagara Falls.

by securing tickets

and

discovery, which is most wonderits operations, putting to blush the old
systems

a new

of this

W. D. LITTLE, Agent,
OJKce 31 Exchange Street.

By' You

STEAM

ful in
treatment, which have quite as often done harm
as good.
Below we give the certificate of Rev. P. S.
Henson. Pastor of the Broad Street Baptist Church,

RAILWAY.

June 23.

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS

of

GF^Ticketa sold in Portland at lowest Boston rate

by

dtf

impor-

Poor Kicharil's Eye and Ear Water

Director.
aOdtf

provided

are more

1

BY THE

This road is broad guaoe and is
New and Splendid Sleeping Cars.

system

1863.

yet every part of the body is dependent upun
them for life and health.

Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit,
Toledo, St. Paul, La Crosse, St. Louis,
New Orleans, or any part of the
WEST, SOUTH OR NORTH WEST,

and

Jnly IT,

and

To

Via Buffalo, Dunkirk,

N. A. FOSTER * CO.

s

taut to health and comfort than the Eye and
none arelesa understood or more
neglected. They seem to pass even common observation,

mmi THROUGH TICKETS

ERIE

of the human

BSj EXCHANGE STREET

Or" The office It supplied with -W"l
j
! PAST PRESSES AND STEAM POWER
j
And it/capacity and facilities for
doing work In good
style are equal to any In the City or 8tate.

Ear, and yet

summer.

Montreal, August 1. 1862.

Organs

the moet libera

Orders left at the counting-room or the Dally Free*
and Maine State Pres*, head of first light of stairs,
will be promptly attended to.

WATER1'

EYE 8r EAR

on

Syrup

ii.mii

nil

be promptly attended to

ENTRANCE

remedy

returning opposite days.

.or

Will

terms.

DR. E. «. GOULD'S

Fin-'W’orm

Stage leaves Strickland's Ferry Tuesdays, Thursand Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Peru
and Dixfleld; returning
opposite davs.
Stage leaves North Jay for East Dixfleld. Dixfleld,
and Weld, on Tuesday*. Thursdays and Saturdays;

days. returning

■ I

Is the first and only
ever offered to the
public for the effectual removal of the Ascaridcs, or PinWorms, from the tin inaif system. The high reputation it has established in the last two vears. ana the
fact that it is fast sup rsediug all other worm remedies, is the best test of its great merit.
CT* ft h fords RELIEF in twenty-four hours, and
an entire cure is warranted, when taken
according
to directions, which accompany each bottle.
This Syrup is also a most valuable
family cathartic,
to be always used when phvsic is required,
especially
for chiltiren. It corrects the secretions, gives tone
to the stomach and bowels, assisting nature in her
efforts to restore health
It is purely of Vegetable
Extracts, and always safe and reliable.
8old in New York by Hall A Kuchel.218 Greenwich street: in Boston bv Geo. <’. Gooi>w'i* A Go.,
12 Marshall street, and other Wholesale Druggists.
At retail by 11. H. HAY, Portland.
deed 3ra

days

Stage leaves Farmington
Portland and Kingtiela. on

III lull

IsiuPiral&ilaSP

tMa 8tMa

Every Variety

Style and Cost.

character

might be furnished.
after all other remedies of the kind
have been tried in vain.
Poor Richard's Eye and Ear Water
OVER 2000 BOTTLES have now
been sold without a single failure.
Is truly a Sovereign Remedy for Inflamed and Diswhen taken as directed, and without
eased Eyes, Dim VisioL and Weak Eyes, Deafness,
the least injury to health in any.case.
iu bottles oi three
Noise in the Head. Catarrh, Rheumatism and Neu;Sr*It is put
different strengths, with full direcralgia, with all kindred diseases. It is passed into
tion- tor u-ing. and s« nt by express,
the ear by a small glass tube, which, together with
closely sealed, to all parts of the country.
the Water, may be obtained at the principal Drug
J’ltll A'.S'—full strength. 810; halt strength, 85;
quarter strength. 88 per bottle.
Stores in this city. Price 25 cents per Bottle,
\3f~REMEMREIl—This medicine is designed exTubes 6 Cents.
pressly for obstinate cases, which all other remedies
U. H. HAY and W. V. rillLI.irs, WtaolrMle
of the bind hare failed to cure; also that it is warAgents.
rantee! as represented in every respect, or the price
will be refunded.
MRS. M.G. BROWN, Proprietor,
OF r.MITATlOXS: None genunovl3 d6m
No. 410 Arch St., Philadelphia.
ine and warranted, unles* purchase.! directly of I>r.
M at his Rrmediol Institute for Special IHseasts,
DK. HUGHES’
No. 28 Union street. Providence. R 1.
embraces a) ( diseases of a pri(y-This
rate nature, both ol Mt> and WOMEN, by a reg- !
ularlv educated physician of twenty }ears' practice, I
giving them his whole attention.
Established for the treatment of those diseases in
t jr'Consultatiou* by letter or otherwise are strictfaith sexes, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor and
ly vnridt ntial,and medicines will lx* sent by express,
delicacy.
secure from idtservation, to all parts of the l nited
CONSULTATIONS—Dr. Hughes has
States. Also accommodations tor lathe* from abroad
for a number of years eon fined his attention to
ouiet
with
secure
am)
for
a
retreat,
good
wishing
of
a certain class.
diseases
During his practice he
care, until restored to healtn.
has treated thousands of cases, and in no instance
CAUTION.—It has beeu estimated that over two
has
with
a failure.
The remedies are mild,
he
met
hundred thousand dollars are paid to swindling
ami there is no interruption of business or change of
quacks annually, in New England alone, withoutung
in
diet.
Dr.
is
constant
attendance from 8
Hughes
benefit to those’ who pay it. All this a mes Irorii
in the morning until 10 at night, at his office. 5 Temtrusting, without inquiry, to men who aie alike desand
a cure guaranteed
moderate,
street.
Charges
ple
titute of honor, character and sk.ll. and whose only
in all cases.
.Separate rooms, so that no one will be
recommendation is their own false and extravagant
seen but the Dr. himself.
His remedies cure disease
of themselves. If, therefore,
assertions, in
when all other remedies fail; cures without
you would avoiu being humbugged, take no man’s
or restriction in the habits of the patient; cures withword, no matter what his pretensions are, but
out the disgusting and sickening effects of most other
MAKE INQUIRY:—-it will cost you nothing, ami
remedies; cures new cases iu a few hours; cures with- |
may save you many regrets: for, as advertising phyout the dreadful consequent effects of mercury, but
sicians, in nine cases ou. of ten, are bogus, there is
is
sure to annihilate the rank and poisonous taint
no safetv in trusting any of them, unless you know
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the proper
who nmi what thev arc.
is used. The ingredients are entirely vegeta- !
remedy
ore
gy Dr. M. will send free, bv
or j
ble, and no injurious effect, either
above, a pamphlet on DISEASES OF WOstamp a*
can be caused by using them.
locally,
MEN. and on Private Diseases generally, giving full
MEN. who are troubled with seminal
YOt’NG
most
the
umloubted
and
with
information,
references
;
bad habits in youth,
i weakness, generally caused
testimonials, without w hich no advertising
the effects of which are pain and dizziness in the
or medicine of this kind is deserving of dA T COXsometimes a ringing in the ears,
head,
forgetfulness,
F1DF.XCE WHA TF. VF.lt
weak eyes, etc., terminating in consumption or in- !
attended to. Write
Orders by mail
sanity if neglected, are speedily and permanently
your address plainly, and direct to DR. MATTISON,
cured.
it* above.
dec6 ly
All correspondeuce strictly confidential and will e
returned if desired. Address
DR. J. B HUGHES.
TODD’S LI X SOLIS
No. 6 Temple Street, (corner of Middle),
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HAIR

Portland.

DYE!

HE market has been flooded for years with different articlescalled Hair D> cs, which litre terev
satisfied the expectations of purchasers. Tire nk
plus ultra has been reached at last in TODD’S
IIA1K DYE, and the article has given entire satisfaction to every person who has nsed it. It contains
no injurious ingredients, and gives the ha*r a beautiful rich brown or black color. Directions for usiug
—which are very simph—uccompanv each bottle.
One superiority of Todds Lux Softs Hair Dye over
all others is, you do not have to cleanse the hair or
wash it before or after using the dye, and there is but
one kind to be used, and that can hr- put on the same
as oil and water, without any trouble, uulik.* all other dves that have two or three different kinds to bo
applied every time used. This dye is peculiarly
adapted for coloring ladies' hair. Itecause you do not
have to wash out the dye after putting it oil. Unlike
allotherdyes.it will color long hair, which other
dyes cannot do. Give this new article a trial, as we
know you will use no other after once using this.
tr For sale only at

EARNESTLY caution all young men suffering
from Nervous Debility, Ac .against endangering
their health by patronizing any of the advertising
quacks
Yqp can Billy recover by the nftethods used
bv the Advertiser, and ty hundreds of otliers, AMD
is so oriiLU way.
Head a letter which I will send
you if \ou will send in, a postpaid envelope bearing
your address. Diiect to
EDWARD H. TRAVKK.
Lock Box, Boston, Mass.
ocl6d&w3m
I
1

NEATLY

Executed in taste to suit the most fastidious.

HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies who
a medical adviser, to call at his rooms. No.
5 Temple Street, which they will find arranged for

their
accommodation.
Dr ll.’s Eclectic Keuovating Medicines are unrivalled in rtlicacv and -tip.-imr VUtM in r« gulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is >|»ecitic and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will titid it invaluable iu all cases of obstructions aBer all other remedies have been tried in
It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
vain
the least injurious to the health, aud may be taken
with perfect safety at all times
Sent to any part of the country with full directions,

especial

Fancy Printing,

by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street,

EXECUTED

N.

i

WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS
Oar 8tylce are unsurpassed.

SHOP

BILLS, PROGRAMMES,
▲ HD

Infirmary.
THE-LADIES.

DR.need

ROOMS,

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS,

Printing,

Eclectic .tlcdical
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No.71 Middle,corner of Exchange Street.

Book, Card

jun-

ircuiar.

Bronze, Colored, end ell other kind* of

Qmirkery!
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gf^sena stamp

FOR SMITHS' USE.

strictly
11HESE
warranted to give satisfaction.

usually kept

PRIVATE

House, Ix’wiston.

House. Wintbrop.
Winthrop House,
Elmwood
Watcrville.

PRESS,

CORNER OF MIDDLE AND EXCHANGE 8T8.
FOX BLOCK.

State Afent for DAVIS k KIDD’S MAG- 1
XETO-KI.F.CTKIC
MACH1XES.. eodfcwtoctl

[Copyright secured.]

pleasure

••

Paint establishment.

STAGE CONNECTION*.

Mr. D. K. Frohock has furnished the beds in my
bouse with the "Anderson Spring lied Bottom,” au^
1 take pleasure in recommending this article as the
most convenient, economical ana comfortable
thing
of the kind with w hich I am acquainted.
A H. ABBOTT,
Principal of Family School, Little Blue, Farmington.

Fror iaiona.
@56
Russia.25 @
Duty Beef and Pork lc,
Fi*h.
Lard, Bacon amt Hams
Duty For 100 lbs foreign 2c, Butter and Cheese 4c
9
1,
caught
Herring
p lb.
Mackerel 92, Salmon ¥3; Ch*go Mess Beef.$12 @14

and all other pickled in Portland do.
.12) a 13
bids. SI bn p bbl., other- P'tPd ext. do.
.14 a 141
wise 60c p cwt. Front Pork, extra clear. 16A i« 17
Provinces free.
Pork, clear.lot>*16
Cod large p qut..S4>@ 4J Pork, mess. 13 ta 14
small.
Pork, extra do.. 13} al41
Pollock.2j a 23 Pork. Prime. 11
Haddock.
14 Round Hogs.54 i«61
Hake.1 55 @1 7o Hams..10@llc
Herring,Shorepbl.4 @ 4] City Smok’d Hams.none.

can

DAILY

DYE-STUFFS,

And all other articles

j

excellent article.
LOT M MOB KILL.

three of them at live dollars each, and do most cheerfullv recommend them to the public.
Dk. N. R. BOUTELL.
Waterville, May, 1861.

Free.

ton

AND

as an

Having become fully satisfied of the benefit of the
“Anderson Spring Bed Bottom.” 1 have purchased

Soft.1 7&ffl 78
Hard.1 0O@ 1 f!2
Ground.5 0d@650

Per

recommend it

Augusta, Aug. 6, 1862.

Red l>ead.Ida
Floater.

Tent

MMMB On and after Monday, May 5. 1862,
CvyJjJTgpptrains will leave Portland for Lewiston
and Farmington via Brunswick, at 1 P. M.
Leave Farmington for Lewiston, Bath and Portland, via Brunswick, at 9.15 A. M.
Leave Lewiston for Bath and Portland via Brunswick at 11.46 A. M.‘
Freight trains daily between Portland and Lewiston.

office.

[From Hon. Lot M. Morrill.]
Having used Anderson* Spring lied Bottom, I

•*

GOODS.

KEROSENE OIL, LARD OIL,

■ ■■ I III

with it.

JOSIAH II. DRUMMOND.
Portland, July 23,1862.

Has been removed from the office over Caaco
Bank,
of the

VARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS,
,

CUSHING,

ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD.

oiirsleepiug

**

Lit

Hiram, Limington, Brownfield,
Fryebnrg, Conway, Denmark, Lovell, Bridgtou,
Ac.. Ac,
At Buxton Centre, for West
Buxton,Bouny-Eagle,
South Limington, Limington, Ac.. Ac.
At
Saco^ River, tri-weekly, for Hollis, Limerick,
Ossinee.^Newfield. Parsonsfield, Effingham.! reedom,
Madison. Eatou, Limington, Cornish. Porter, Ac.
mov 13
ALEX’K BAILEY, Jr., Sup’t.

C. J.

testimonials:

Blue, Vermilion, Chrome
Yellow, Venetian Fed 25,
SjKinish Brown dry 20,
»w oil 30
ad cal., Yellow and other Ochres 50o
4J F 100 lbs, Paris White
3] dry 60c, in oil <81 fio,
Whiting 60c F 10o lb".
2\ P’tl’d Lead, in oil.910@
6 Lewis Lead.
lOlalOJ
Boston Lead,
9] a
French Zinc,
10a 10$
Airier. Zinc, •*
.8 i*8i
Rochelle Yellow.. .3 a 34
Eng. Yen. Red_3 a 3}

No. 10. 55

Baldwin,

Sr

to the office

i

FROM

GENERAL AGENT.

Logwood,
Cam peachy.2 @24
St. Domiugo.1J@ 2
Extract Log wood. 12£@14

\

granted October,

-D. IKI.

—

i

elates ro-set in old

dly

Patent

FOSTER

1

Portiai

ANDERSON’S
SPRING BED BOTTOM!

Rhubarb.200@2fc

Ravens.45c @
Portland, No. 3..90 @>
**
No. 10..56 g
Navy, S’r, No. 3. 89

dtf

REST FOR THE WEARY.

56 Whale, ref. Wint 98 @1*10
do.
C rude 90 @92
Logwood ex.12]« 14
Magnesia .2S a 36 Grand Rank and
Indigo, M’la, fine SI] a 2
Bay Chaleur. $26 @29
Madder.17c a 18 •Shore.24 a20
Opium.99 @94 Linseed.SI 32 a 136
Boiled.130a 144)
Alcohol.87 <@95 Lard Oil.1 ob«'l 10
Fluid.1 10 @121 Olive Oil.175&180
C’amphene.290 @ 'Castor Oil.2dfm2 10
Saltpetre.11 @23 Neats foot Oil-105 a 112
Vitriol.12 ig
Oniout
Dyewoad**
F bbl.!«31'a 31
Duty: Free.
F bush.1 20@1 25
Bar wood.24/Hj
Fn inta.
Brazil Wood.13 g
Duty: On White Lead dry
a
4or
Camwood.4]
ground in oil and Fed
Fustic, Cuba .2 q 2] Lead $2 4o F 100 lbs.
2
Savanvilla.lj@
Litharge 2jc, Oxide of
6
Zinc 2ic F lb, Prussian
Hyper

HEAD QUARTERS,

Portland, Nov. 8. 1862.

Cl'IUNG and

June 23. 1862.

a

Nic
Wood.
g
I’each
.3j@
Red
.3fq
**
.2 @
Sapan
quercitron Bark. 2]@'
lied Sanders.3 @
Duck.
fluty 30 pc ad ral.

and return tickets is*ucd at reduced rates.

COAL

M ?AJKAK^,f°N'}

Boys, Boys, Boys.

Prepaid

Excursion tickets to the World’s Fair, out and
back. 9186.
Apply to Edmonstone, Allan k Co Montreal,or to
J. L. FARMER.
No. 10 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.

P got.
rat., Linseed, ffempserd
Alum p lb.4 @ 5c
and Jlapeseed23c p gal.,
Aloes.30 a 31 O/ire 23c, Salad 50c,
Arrow Root.17 @40
Palm, Seal and CocoaBorax. 2K @8l)
ti ut 10c F gal.
Brimstone (roll).. 4]« 5 Portland Kerosene
lii-Carb. Soda.6} @6]
Ilhiminat’g Oil .80 @85c
Sulphur.6 @ 6| Machine.80 @ 82
Sa) Soda.34@ 4 Clarine.
Camphor.140ql 5C Sperm Winter.. 1 98@200

jii^cuiis.

Iris narrations.

AND FANCY

bummer arrangement.

AMERICAN, NORWEGIAN, JURA,
BOHEMIAN, ANGLO SAXON, NOSCOTIAN—will sail from Quebec every Saturday morning, for Liverpool, via Londonderry.
Passenger* leave Portland per Grand Trunk Trains
with United State* mails, every Friday, at 1 15 P. M.,
connecting with Steamer at Quebec every Saturday
morning.
Passage to Liverpool. Londonderry or Glasgow:
Third Class, 935. First Class, 977 to 992—according
to accommodatiou,—which include* tickets ou Grand
Trunk Railway.

jc

-DEALER III-

INGUSH, FRENCH AND AMERICAN PERFCH1IT,

Falls,

PRItiTINfi

JUNCTION OF FREE AND MIDDLE STS.,

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

The 2.00 P. M. train out, and ths 9.15 A M. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with passenger
cars attached.
Stage* connect at Saccarappa daily for South Windham, Windham Centre and Great Falls.
At Gorham, for West Gorham, Standish,
Steep

BOOK

Establishment.

York & Cumberland Railroad.

Mail Line.

VA

Magnetic

nic.4j<@

JOB

□SaBBD On and after Monday, November 10,
MPPMII^PP» traing will leave as follows, until further I APOTHECARIES’
GLASS WARE. FOREIGN
Saco River for Portland at 6.36 and 9.15 A. M. and
LEECHES, SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
8.30 P. M
TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS, BRACES,
Leave Portland for Saco River at 8.00 A. M.. and
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, fe.
2.00 and 5.15 P. M.

!

ONEofthe following first-class, powerful Steamers: HIBERNIAN, NORTH

Heads,city.

Cream Tartar.35

THE

Fine Chemicals, Pure Drugs,
GENUINE MEDICINES,

OCEAN STEAMSHIP CO’S

Weekly

REMOVAL!

Nov. 19th.
as fol-

follows:

run as

Turpen
(foreign)p

was

This little adventure left a deep imprevdon
the mind of M. de
Talleyrand, who used to
relate it with that tone of voice
peculiar to

The eplrndiil and fast Stramahips
“CHE8APEAKE,” ('apt. Willett,
“PARKERSBURG,” Captain
Hoffman, will, until further notice,

MO N T REAL

81ash.150@160
Hoops.$89

Use,

on

LINE.

j Quebec,

Cassia and
A
2 75a 2 87
('lores 91, llydriodatt Sugar dv*. city. .275a®87
do. do. c’try.l 2G@150
potash ~bc,Cantharides.
Mas t ic, Ipecac, Rh uba rh. Country Riff Mol.
II lid.Shooks. 160@175
Cardamons, Oil I^emon,
Anise and Orange, Iodine 60c. Tolu and Crude
@32
Camphor30c, Refined do. Hackmetack Timlx*r. p tun.10@16
4oc, Tartaric Acid 20c,
Cream Tartar, Citric
Molnssn,
Acid, Shellac, ( opal, Ha- Duty 6c p gal.
mar and flums used fof Cienfbgos.
like purposes 10c, Aloes Trinidad.40 @ 4,5
Ch!orate of Cuba claved.35
@36
do.
Potash, Carh.
do. tart 30 a32
do. Muscovado 36 @38
6c, Doracic Acid, Yelfotr
Prussiate Potash am New Orleans.
Red do. 10c, Lin nor ire Portland Syrup,bhds..26
Oralic Acid and Sugar
do.
bbls. 29
of Lead 4c. Asphaltum Vail*.
and Pi-Chro. Potash 3r, Duty: f'utlc, Wrought2c,
Assorted 3c p lb.’
Sago 14c. Epsom Salts
Li7uortce Root, Pi-Car b Cask.4 50@4 76
Naval Storm.
Soda, Caustic Soda 1c:
Castor Oil 50c P gal. teury / urpcntine, Fostn,
Pitch, 7tor20f*c ad rat.,
Morphine 92 p oz., Alum 60c p ctrt., Copperm
S.
tin* 15c {V/ at.
6*»c p cwt., Muriatic Ac- Tar
bb).f)3&16
id 10 Pc ad ral.. Spong- Pitch (C oal Tar). $Wa7
Isiner, Assafeetida.
Rosin.1«‘(@20
glass, Flor Sulphur,Sen- Turpentine pgal 2S0@2 H5
On bum.
na, Arrowroot, (linscncj
20 pc. Pleaching Pow- Duty
Free.
ders 30c P cwt. Sage American.8?@ 94
60c p cwt., Sal Soda and
Oil.
Sod a Ash
p lb, Crude Duty: Sperm, Whale and
Brimstone S3 and Roll
other Fish Oils of fordo. «6 p ton, Alcohol 40c
eign fisheries 20 pc ad

Terdigris,

Wednesday.

for WiscasStages leave
set, Dainariscotta, Walaoboro’, Warren, Uocklaud
and Thomaston.
0
Leave Augusta for Belfast, at 4.00 P. M., or on arrival of of train froml'ortland.
B. 11. CUSHMAN.
Manager and Superintendent.
uovl8
Augusta, Nov. 15, 1862.

and

2J@

ao.

Bergamot,

COREY,

Adjutant General’* Oppioe, l
Augusta, Nov. 2L*. 1862.
GENERAL ORDER No. 61.
A COMPANY of Cavalry will be enlisted In this
State, to serve for three years, or during the war
unless sooner discharged, to be attached to a
Cavalry
Regiment now being raised in the /New England
States, and intended for the expedition under Gcu.
Banks.
Slnte Bounty of #4o will be paid before the
company leaves the State, to each man who shall enlist
therein during the month of December next, and
Government Bounty of #100 will l>e paid each at the
expiration of the period of his enlistment, or, in case
of his death, to his family or heirs at law.
If, from any cause, a full company shall fail of being raised, the men will be attached to the Maine
C'avairy Regiment, or to the Maine Batteries of
Mounted Aitillerv. at their option.
Enlistments wj 1 be made in the eastern section of
the State bv Henry \V. Farrar,
Bangor; iu the central by F'. A. Metcalf, Damariscotta; and in the western by John L Meserve, Portland.
By orderoi the Commauder-in-Chief.
•JOHN 1.. HODS DON, Adj’t General.
dee4 d& w l w2f»

90

and SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock. P. M.
Thuse vessels are fitted up with tine accommodations
for passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and
comfortable route for travellers between New York
and Maine. Passage 95,00, including Fare and State
Rooms.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and St.
John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamers as early as 3 P. M., on the day that thep
leave Portland.
For fyeight or passage apply to
EMhiKY k FOX. Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL & CO., No. 86 West Street,
New York.
Dec. 6, 18 9.
dtf

No.1.2 @ 23
do. ext. Pine 3J@ 31
p bbl.S130@135
Laths, Spruce.
Drugs nnd Dye».
10<>@126
do. Pine.1 25@ 1 so
Duty: p lb—Oil Cinnamon 92, Oil Almonds ana Red Oak Staves .30 @36
Otto of Rose 91 50, Oil Mol. Hhd. Shooks

THE

charming simplicity.

SEMI-WEEKLY

l(JOtb.$93@
Pig.9] 9]
10J@lu}

Cement*

Company.

aim

(3) 1 47

Portland and New York Steamers.

Spruce.10

j>eat

all that she had promised to be. Besides, her health had been so much benefltted,
that she seemed less fatigued by the housework. than if she had attended the balls of the
winter. Her beauty, which had been remarkable in the gorgeous palace of Versailles, was
dazzling in her cottage in the New World. M.
de Talleyrand said so to her.
“Indeed!” replied she with notretc, “indeed,
do you think so ? I am delighted to hear it.
A woman is always and everywhere
proud of
her personal attractions.”
At that moment the black servant bolted into the drawing-room, holding in his hand his
jacket, with a long rent in the hack. “Missis,
him jacket torn; please mend him.” She immediately took a needle, prepared Gullah's jacket, and continued the conversation with a

|

Y,

with the Penobscot & Kennebec Railroad for Burnham, Pittstield. Newport and Bangor.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
Kennebec & Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
& Kennebec Roads.
For Bangor and Stations on the Penobscot & Kennebec Railroad, passengers will purchase tickets to
Kendall's Mills.

STEAMBOATS.

lb.103@li3c

Lehigh.9 @

I

vmvtv.-?

London—6uu. 1 44

II A

Augusta for Rath. Portland and Rostou, at 10.45 A.
M., connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
Railroad for Lewiston, Livermore Falls, Wilton and
Farmington.
Leave Portland for Batli and Augusta at 1.001* M.,
connecting with the Androscoggin trains at Brunswick for Lewiston, Livermore Falls, Wilton and Farmington; and at Augusta with the Somerset & Kennebec Railroad for Vassalboro’, Waterville. Kendall’s Mills and Skowhegan; and at Kendall’s Mills

Exchange.

Paris.fZ 82^@8

IJt.

18*i2, passenger trains will'leave

lows

STAGE CONNECTIONS.
Bath daily at 3.00 P. 31.,

buty

tumeiunis ?1 10, all othLend.
kinds 60c P ton.
buty Pig lie p lb.
Am. l’ig p
CnmberPd p ton. 810@
93
Wliiteasb.9 a)
«:
Foreign
Sheet and Pipe..
Franklin. 9 @
Lime.
butu 10 Pc ad val.
Coffee.
Duty 5c p lb.
Rockland, cask.. .68 @75c
Java p lb.33 @34c
I.umber—From vard.
Clear Pine, No. 1.938 @
do.
No. 2 34 @
Rio .32 g 33
do.
Mocha.34 (g 35
No.3 24 @
do.
No. 4. 14 «
i'ordnffe*
Duty Tarred2*c, Manil- Shipping Lumber. 16 @17
la 2k, all other 34 p lb
@11
13 @}14] Hemlock.8 @10
American p lb
Russia llcmp.16]@17 Box Sh'ks, (cash) 50 @66c
Manilla.13 @13] Clapb’ds, S ext. .$14 (a 16
p
30 a 32
lloltrope, Russia 18$@17] do.
do.
Manilla.14 (gib Shingles, Ced. ext
3

..

She

Wood.
Hard, retail.87@

er

Beams, Weights,&c.,&c.

WALTER

On and after

Damar.3jc£

lif.%12

j

H.

_printing.

WINTER A R RAN GEM ENT.

...

Coke.lli»12

MEDICAL.

KENNEBEC AM) PORTLAND H. K.

do.
Coal—(Retail.)
Leave Brown* Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESslaughter. .32 @34
Duty From Hr. Provinc- Amer. Calfskins. .75 @86
DAY, and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M.. and leave Pier
es free, otherforeign Hi- Sl'ter Wax Leath.19 @ 20 ! 9 North
River, New York, every WEDNESDAY

elle de

—

__

^70

!

|

RAILROADS.

,

Ipc,

Leather.
30 pc ad val.
New York, light 28 @30c i
do. md. wta.. .30 @81
@12
Country.9$@1<4 do. heavy.30 @31

of the heft material*, and
durable in operation.

j

.42 jr 50
Hemp
India. 20a* 25
Vn r ni»li.
Furniture.£2 @ 3
Coach.3J@ 5
4
Wool.
Duty: Coating 18c t> lb
do.
common. 60 ia62
over 18c
and under 6
half tbs best br’ds. 78 (a#0
to 24c
lb iic, over 24c
do. med.good.65
9e i> lb.
do. couunon .60 (g*62 Fleece.45 5 55c
Natural Leaf. tbs.81 @ 11 Lambs.45 @68
Fancy, in Foil.1 \ au 2
Zinc*.
Tin.
Duty: In blocks or pigs
Duty: Pig 15c, Plates 22 lie, in sheets 2c V lb.
f>c ad cal.
manufactures of 30 Vc
Banca, cash.43c(® 44 ad rat.
Straits, cash.40 (a42 Pigs and slabs.5]@ 64
IMates-Char. I .C. 8124@18 Sheet >.osjlinar.ii.
do.
I X. .15 (^16 Sheathing.90 @

Spring.9

Them celebrated InIm are Still made by the original inventors, (and only by them,) ami are constantly receiving all the improvements which their
long experience and skill can suggest.
are

Oolong.67 (g)8n
Souchong.50 .0(55
Tobnero.
Duty: Leart-n unmanufactured 25, all other kinds
35 f*c ad cal.
G’s&lO's best br’ds.70 @76c
do.
medium. .65 ^68

Ship.4} (a>4|

FAIRBANKS’

ing.

Press to December 10.

(Watttonal
is levied on

.71

PRINTING,
Neatly

for the

11 Op M.
duly <i)
10 Pc
all mer- Duty: 6c p lb.
chanuise not imported di- First Sort, 1802.. 14 @15
rect from the place qf'proI run.
duction or growth.
buty: Pig and Stamp 96,
A •the*.
Bar not exceeding 960 p
ton value $17 p ton, exDuty 10 pc ad ral.
Pearl p lb.7*@ Hi ceeding 960 p ton $18,
Pot...
*s them
U
g} 8)
| inch thick >-r
more than 7 inches wide,
Apple*.
Green p bbl.Sli@ 1J
rounds less than 1 inch
Sliced P lb.4i'C&61c or more than 4 inches in
Cored p lb. 4$-0;5
diameter, and squares
Unoored p lb.3j less than J inch or more
Bread.
than 4 inches square $20,
Bailroad $12 50, Boiler
Duty: 30 pc.
Pilot p 100 lbs. ?5$ @ 63
and Plate $26 p ton,
Sheet 2«2}c p lb and
Crackers per bbl.. 3a j 3j
83«'5 p ton.
Crackers, p 100 35 ^40c
Butter.
Refined..4@ 43
Swede.6 @ 63
Duty 4c p lb.
Family p lb.21 @23c
7
Store.14 @16 Cast Steel.22 @24
German Steel_14 @16
Ben iin.
Marrow p bush82 255,260 Knglish|Bljs.Steel.16 @17
Pea.2 250.2 60
@ 10
Blue Pod.212&2 37 Sheet Iron. Engl. ,63@ 63
Sheet Iron,Russia.17 @18
Cam! lea.
Duty Sperm and Wax 8c, do Rus im’t. .13 @14
Stearine 5c, Tallow 2$c
UrJ.
Barrel, p lb .10J @11
p lb.
Mould p lb.13Jc@14 Kegs, p

COUPONS,

Town \oIes and

.8j}@ 9c Soft, •• .4J@5
Twine*
Hough.6tfa) 6
T <*« M.
Duty: 86 jpe ad rat.
('otton Su1.8.3 @8Ge
Duty 20c $> lb.
.40 a
Hyson.75 e « '1 l-'lax
Young Hyson... .75 (a. J 44
Hairing.45 @60

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

Corporation Bonds,
WITH

American refined

corner

f>R. HUGHES,
Middle. Vortland.

of

B.—LADIES desiring may consult one of their
A lady of oxpeiience in constant attendjulldawtfS

owusex.
ance.

ALL

SORTS OF HAND BILLS.

Portland. June 26. 1962.

daw

Photopraphir Frame*.
or oval—every kind called for.
QQVAKE
manufactured
k^
ourselves,

These

except those
compete with anv market for low prices. At wholesale or retail, at 36. MarMORRISON k CO S.
ket Square,

being
necessarily imported,

by

we can

PLEASURE
!i
IlXCl’R810NI8T8
solicited.

PARTIES.
the Islands,supplied

visiting:

with stores at the shortest notice.
Orders

180 Fare Street near fast sf Exckaafs*
CALDERWOOD k BECKETT.
dtf
Portland, June 28.

